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PREFACE 

In this twenty-third issue of血eCYRIC Annual Report, we summarize the 

activities for research and development and results of training for radioisotope safe-

仕ea加ientat Cyclotron and Radioisotope Center (CYRIC) during the calendar ye釘 2002.

Research programs in various fields such as nuclear physics, nuclear chemistry, 

solid sta旬 physicsand element analyses by P医Eand activation were carried out, and 

radioisotopes were produced for use in biology and medicine. Several facility 

improvements such as installation of the beam-bunching system have been carried out as 

well. A to飽Iof 2060 hours of the K=llOMeV cyclotron beam-time was delivered for the 

scheduled operation for research works. 

Synthesis of radiopharmaceuticals for clinical research with P町（Posi甘・on

Emission Tomography) and other applications have been continuously ca凶edout. 

Radiopharmaceuticals e. g. FDG, MET, FDOPA, FDGal, FdUrd, YM09151-2，町ril創凶n,

Doxepin, Raclopride, and Benzotropine labeled by posi甘onemitting radio-nuclides were 

provided with the HM-12 cyclo甘on.

Among the various research progr創ns,s加dieswith PIXE technique have been 

continuously carried out by using electrostatic accelerator, installed at FNL (Fast Neu甘on

Laboratory) in Graduate School of Technology, Tohoku University, under the scientific tie 

up between CY則Cand FNL. Indeed, more than nine groups are running under this 

project using a total of its 300 hours beam-time. 

During 2002 school year, 550 of staff members and students of Tohoku University 

were trained in出ebeginner’s course of safe handling of radiation and radioisotopes, while 

257 staff members and students in白e”x-raycourse”. In addition, 101 of staff members 

and studenぉweretrained in the course of safe handling of radiation from a SOR. English 

course has been opened for 15 foreign beginners. 

A quarter of a century has passed since CYRIC was founded in 1977. In the time 

of this point, we have summarized activities for research and development and results of 

training for radioisotope safe-treatment during this 25 year. Based on these results we are 

going to阻kepeer review on coming March 14 and 17, 2003 by Profs. H. Toki (Osaka 



Univ 

(Gunma University). ． 

A total of 563 papers have been published in refereed joun事lwritten in English 

based on works in CYRIC, extending over many research fields. I Recently we have 
received news from Elsevier旬Hingthat the Journal of Physics Lett~rs is called as ”The 
ho悦 stjournal of the Decade”・： Indeed, 11 papers have been publisbJed in Physics Letters 

by CYRIC, along wi白 thosehaving high“Impact Factors" evaluate4 in Web of Science. 

They are Physical Review L叩：ers,Journal of Neurochemis住y,Citculation, Journal of 

Nuclear Medicine, The Lancet,1 Stroke, Journal of・ Cerebral Blood FJJow and Metabolism, 

Annals of Neurology, Neurology, e飢 Aground to凶 ofrunning su坤ofthe impact factor 

for the 563 papers is 1020.29. 

The other point to be1 evaluated in the present peer rev記事Fis the numbers of 

degrees obtained by the research works closely related to白eedt¢ational activities of 

CYRIC. Table lists the numbers of degrees for each Graduate I Schools in Tohoku 

University. 

A end of 2002 School-Ye町．

Doctor’s inly joint 
Div sion in CYRIC 

Gradua低 SchoolsScience 94 39 ccelerator 

Graduate Schools Medicine 10 53 

Graduate Schools Engineering 70 18 

Gradu蜘 SchoolsPhannaceutical Science 51 7 

Graduate Schools Agriculture 4 6 

Other University 2 2 

Total I 231 I 125 
l6 foreigners for Doctor’s degree and 9 for4gners for Master’s degree 

As evaluated in CYRIC Annual Report each year, CYRIC p ys an important role 

in training for the beginner's course of safe handling of radiation a事dradioisotopes. In 

addition, CYRIC shares the center of safety control for radiation an~ radioisotopes under 

the regulation of related laws. 

We are very grateful to Tohoku University and to白eMinis吋 ofEducation, Spo巾，

Culture, Science and Technology for their continuous support. 

Janu創y,2003

Hikonojo OR/HARA 
Director 
Cy伽側andRadi，蜘 ぬipeC側 e日品伽Univer.拘
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I. 1. Nuclear Structure Study of 50Mn by Charge-exchange (p,n) 
Reaction on 5°Cr 

Kamurai G., Orihara H., Terakawa A., Yamamoto A., Suzuki H., 
Mizuno H., Kikuchi Y., Kumagai K., G. C. Jon.*, Ishii K.”，and Ohnuma H. ••• 

Cyclotron and Radioisotope center, Tohoku Universi，砂

Institute of Physics, Ac，似たmiaSinica. Nankang Taipei, Taiwan 11592• 
De par，伽 entof Quantum Science and Energy Engineering, Toho.初 Universi，ザ．
De par，仰 entof Physics, Chiba /nsti，加teo/Technology, Chiba 275・0023,Japan••• 

The charge-exchange (p,n) reaction is one of the powerful tools to explore曲e

nuclear structure of neutron deficient nuclei, especially selecting spin-isospin excitation in 

the residual nucleus. The nuclear structure experiment for the neutron deficient ~ 

nucleus has so far been limited to a few cases withe. g.白e(3He,t) reaction, where eleven 

levels are reportedn and spin-parity assignments for them are limited to only three cases 

including the ground s飽te.

The (p,n) reaction has provided us with information about spin-isospin, as well as 

isospin excitation modes in nuclei. One can selectively excite the spin-flip components in 

the (p,n) reaction at intermediate energies through the relatively strong spin-isospin 

effective interaction (V m:). Low energy 35-MeV (p川） reactions, due to the strong spin non-

flip isovector effective interaction (Vふgiveus equivalent information on bo曲 excitation

modes. Moreover, it gives us a sufficient energy resolution to discuss (p刈 strengthfor 

individual nuclear levels2.3>, although exchange contributions are important at low energies. 

Various problems associated with the distorted-wave (DW) analysis of low-energy (p川）

data were discussed in detail by Ohnuma et al4>. It has been found possible to obtain 

basically the same information as that at intermediate energies if careful analysis including 

exchange terms is carried out. 

The other point of the low-energy (p,n) reaction study is higher-L excitation 

leading e.g. 2+ sta也sby which we are able to discuss the isovector deformation 

parameter5・6>. Moreover, Orihara et al. have recently repoはeda method7> to evaluate 

Gamow-Teller(GT) matrix elements by (p,n) cross sections for the企.F=l＂＇・ transitionat 35 



MeV. 

The experiment was carried out using a 35 MeV proton S>eam from the AVF 

cyclotron and the time-of-flight facilities8・9> at the Cyclotron and R 'dioisotope Center at 

Tohoku University. A beam swinger system was used to measure angular distributions of 

emitted neutrons between 0° and 140° (lab). The target was a metallid foil of ”Cr enriched 
to 99 %. Neutrons were detected by an array of twelve detectors, V¥lhich were located at 

44.3 m from the target and contained a total of 23.2 liters of NE2l3 scintillator. The 

detector efficiencies were obtained from Monte Carlo calculatio吟 formonoenergetic 

neutrons with Es 34 MeV. Absolute detector efficiencies were also rfleasured by counting 

neutrons from the 7Li(p,n)7 Be reaction and compa巾 gits yield with I the absolute neutron 

fluence determined by activation. They were in good agreement吋iththe Monte Carlo 

calculations. Overall time resolution was typically 1.3 ns correspoqdi時 to174 keV for 

the most energetic neutrons. Main contributions to this resolution ψere attributed to the 

time spread of the beam burst of incident protons. Errors in the absolute scale of the cross 

sect附 weree 附 d帥 eless than問 Fu此her叫 erimen刷 4阻ai
in a previous report2.3> ． 

Figure 1 shows an excitation energy neutron spectrum me~sured at 25-degrees. 

Lines are results of peak fiロingwith eight neutron groups. Figures i through and 7 show 

angular distributions for neutrons leading to the 6 levels discussed ~n the present repo比

The data are compared with the DW  res山 scalculated by the compu1jer code DWBA-7410>, 

which includes knock-on exchange e百ects in an exact manner. Note that fully 

antisymmetrized calculations are made in the present OW  analysis, lin which non-normal 

parity terms such as itl（~L, ~S) = 1(1, 0) for the o＋ → r cas~. Optical potential 

parameters of Becchetti and Greer巾 es11'are used for the entrance ch.nnel. Those for the 

exit channel were self-consistent potential parameters de巾 edby Qarlson et al 12'. The 

e百ectivenucleor印 刷 eoninteractions used in the present D W  analysi* are those by Bertsch 

et al. (M3Y)13> Sensitivity of such calculations to the optical-p tential parameters is 

elaborated in Ref. 4. One body transition densities (OBTD) fo川microscopicDWBA 

calculation have been obtained by shell-model computer code OXB 

present shell-model calculation is tentative, since there 

including limited model space, effective interactions, etc. 

In addition to the 0.0-MeV o+, 0.2229-MeV 5+, and 0.651-M4¥T l + states, 2+ (T=l), 

7+, (3+), 1+ and 5+ states have been newly identified at Ex= 0.81, 1.04, jl,19, 1.81, 1.94 MeV, 

2 



respectively. The two o＋→ 1+ GT仕組sitionhave been identified. N in the figures 

denotes the normalization factors introduced to fit白ecalculated cross sections to 

experimen凶 crosssections. Since the shell-model calculations are ambiguous, N’s are far 

from unity. Among observed transition，白紙 tothe 0.81・Mev2＋σ＝l)s飽teis the excited 

analog (EAS) transition, by which we are able to ob凶ninformation about the isovector 

deformation parameter ~2<1). Macroscopic Coupled-Channel (CC) calculations have been 

carried out by the code CWUCK as illustrated in Fig. 8. 

As repo此edin Refs[S,6], the direct (p,n) process dominates over other CC and 

CC+DI阻 CTprocesses for an臥 S甘印刷on侃 EP=35MeV. Comparison with the 

theoretical calculation in Fig. 8, indeed, predic隠 thatthe direct process describe quite well 

experimen凶 results. The presently reduced ~2°> value is 0.50. The isoscalar deformation 

par，創ne旬r~2 co> obtained with the proton inelastic scattering on 50Cr by Fabrici et al. 1勾is0.24. 

Then, the ratio (32°> I 132<0> is 2.09, which is reasonable with results of the systematic studies 

for isovector deformation parameter・6>. 

A simple but reliable linear relation has been found7) to calibrate the (p,n) cross 

section to the co汀・espondingGT matrix element by the aid of the cross section for the IAS 

transition in the same reaction as described by the following relation: 

／生l
¥dQ.) .. + _,+ ___ ,_ 

B(GT) r:::<N > （互~＼「…，

¥ dQ.} IAS,peak 

with <N>= 1.96主 0.11. Now, we are able to ex甘actthe GT ma甘ixelements by the (p,n) 

cross sections of GT-and F-transitions. We have identified two GT-type transition in曲e

present 50Cr(p刈~n reaction to the Ex=0.65 and 1.81・MeVsta白s. As seen Fig2., the 

deferential cross section for the o＋→ o+ ground state transition is found to be 0.53mb/sr, 

while those for the o＋→ 1+ transition to the 0.65 and 1.81・MeVsta飽sare, respectively, 0.14 

and 0.068 mb/sr. The GT matrix elements, thus obtained for the o＋→ 1＋仕組sitionsto白e

0.65 and 1.81・MeVstates are 0.52ま 0.09and 0.25± 0.04, corresponding logft values being 

3.88飢 d4.20, respectively. 

In a summary, we have studied the (p,n) reaction on 50Cr to find spec甘oscopic

information of neu甘ondeficient 50Mn nucleus. We have identified eight levels in白e

residual nucleus. As for the isovector EAS transition to the 0.81-MeV, 2＋ σ＝1) state, 

3 



isovector deformation parameter was deduced, while GT matrix ~lements have been 

obtained for two GT-type o＋→ 1＋甘佃sitions.
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I. 2. Isospin Excitation in 22Na Studied by the 22Ne(p,q) 22Na Reaction 

atEP=35 MeV 

Orihara H., TerakαwαA., Suzuki H., Kumagαi K., G. C. Joni*, Ishii K.ぺ
and Ohnuma H. ••・

Cyclotron and Rαdioisotope center, Tohoku University 
Institute of Physics, Academia Sinica, Nankang Taipei, Taiwan 1 ~592• 

Department of Quantum Science and Energy Engineering, Tohoku U1jiversity” 
Department of Physics, Chiba Institute of Technology, Chiba 2万・002tJapan ... 

One can selectively excite the spin-flip components in ~he (p刈 reactionat 

intermediate energies through the relatively strong spin-isospin effecti~e interaction. Low 

energy (p,n) reactions, on the other hand, give us a sufficient energy I resolution to discuss 

(p,n) strength for individual nuclear leveJsl,2). However, spin-nonflip excitation is strong 

and exchange contributions are important at low energies. Various problems associated 

with the distorted-wave (DW) analysis of low-energy (p,n) data were ~iscussed in detail by 

Ohnuma et aJ3). It has been found possible to obtain basically the sanhe information as that 

at intermediate energies if careful analysis is carried out. 

In the course of the systematic investigation of isospin and spin-isospin excitation 

in nuclei through the (p,n) reaction at EP = 35MeV, three reports pave been published 
concerning the 22Ne(p,n) 22Na reaction. The first report4l entitled as 'Onw stretched states 

observed in the (p, n) reactions on 22Ne and 26Mg”describes that cr~ss sections and their 

angular distribution are well explained by the DWBA analysis b~sed on the precise 

microscopic transition densities by shell-model in the case of Onw stre ched state transition. 

The second one5l is related to isospin excitation and it’s topics is“Isqvector pa口ofoptical 

potentials studied through analog transitions in出e(p, n) reaction at 35 MeV”. Analog 

transition in出e22Ne(p,n) 22Na reaction has been compiled as well in ihis report. The last 

one6> is entitled as “Gamow-Teller matrix-elements in light nuclei and φ，n) cross-sections at 

EP = 35 MeV”. It reports that the peak (p,n) cross sections around 8 "f 30° are proportional 

to the corresponding ft-decay rates of theえ＝ -1 partners of the司＝ 1 multiplets, and 

proposes a prescription to extract GT matrix elements in light nutjlei from (p,n) cross 
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sections using such propo凶onality. Theo＋→ 1 + Gamow-Teller( GT) type transition to曲e

1.936・MeV,1+ state in 22Na has been used for this pu中ose. In this report, we describe a 

full outline studied for the 22Ne(p,n)22Na reaction at Ep= 35 MeV, including negative p訂ity

Sta包 exc1旬白on.

The experiment was carried out using a 35 MeV proton beam from the AVF 

cyclo甘onand the time-of-flight facilities7・8> at the Cyclotron and Radioisotope Center at 

Tohoku University. A beam swinger system was used to measure angular distributions of 

emitted neutrons between 0° and 100 ° (lab). The target was neon gas enriched to 99 % in 

22Ne. Two types of gas-cell were used. One was disk type used for measuremen旬 in

small angles less than "'30°’while a 20 cm long cylindrical cell which allowed us to shield 

由eneu甘ondetectors against neutrons emitted from the window foils was used for large 

angle measuremen飽. In all the cases the effective target thickness was in the order of 1 

mg/cm2. The window materials were metallic calcium foil for the disk type cell, and 

Havar foil for the cylindrical cell. 

Neutrons were detected by an aπay of twelve detectors, which were located at 

44.3 m from the target and contained a total of 23.2 liters of NE213 scintillator. The 

detector efficiencies were obtained from Monte Carlo calculations for monoenergetic 

neu甘onswith E :S 34 MeV. Absolute detector efficiencies were also measured by counting 

neu甘onsfrom the 7Li(p,n)7 Be reaction and comparing its yield with the absolute neutron 

fluence determined by activation. They were in good agreement with the Monte Carlo 

calculations. Overall time resolution was typically 1.3 ns corresponding to 184 keV for the 

most energetic neutrons. Main contributions to this resolution were a町ibutedto the 

energy loss and straggling of incident protons in the entrance-window of the target gas cell. 

Errors in the absolute scale of the cross sections were estimated to be less than 15%. 

Further experimental details have been given in a previous report. 

Figure 1 shows an excitation energy neutron spectrum measured at 25-degrees. 

We discuss for these 10 transitions observed as relatively prominent peaks., and give spin-

parity assignments for these levels, as labeled in parentheses in Fig. 1, based on the shell-

model calculation and DWBA analysis for the (p,n) cross sections neutron described below. 

The data are compared with the DW  results calculated by the computer code 

DWBA・749>,which includes knock-on exchange e百ectsin an exact manner. Note出at

fully antisymmetrized calculations are made in the present DW analysis, in which non-

normal parity胞rmssuch as M(AL, AS) = 1(1, 0) for the o＋→ 1 + cases. Optical pot印刷
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parameters of Becchetti and Greer巾 es10>are used for the entrance chapnel. Those for the 

exit channel were self-consistent potential parameters derived by C~rlson et al11>. The 

e仔ectivenucleon-nucleon interactions used in the present DW  an叫ysislare those by Bertsch 

et al. (M3Y)12>. Sensitivity of such calculations to the optical-potential parameters is 

elaborated in Ref. 3. One-body transition densities (OBTD) for jmicroscopic DWBA 

calculation have been obtained by shell-model computer code OXBJiSH13> For positive 

parity transitions, full sd-shell calculations were carried out with t e SD-interaction by 

Brown and Wildenthal14' for both initial and final states. As for neg ive parity transition, 

on the other hand, OBTD for ltiw-jump into fp-shell were taken into adcounts with the PSD 

model-space and by the SPSDPF interactions15l. Note that full sd-shell wave functions 

were applied for the latter target state. 

Figures 2 through 12 show experimental and theoretical aqgular distribution of 

emitted neutrons leading to the residual states in 22Na. Further ~rief discussions are 

concerned with those for the individual transition. 

Analo Trα:nsition 

In addition to the t.L=O transition to the isobaric analog sta也 jatEx=0.657 MeV, an 

extra T=T≫ 2+ excited analog state (EAS) is proposed at Ex=5.99MeV.J This identification 

is based on the shell model calculation. Though the shell-model cal~川lations predict two 

T=l, 2+ states at lower excitation region. However, the transition den$ities yield much less 

cross section to explain this prominent transition. 

GT-type Trαnsition 

For three GT -type 。＋→ 1+ transitio瓜 theangular distribu~on of cross sections 

have been obtained as illustrated in Figs. 3, 6 and 10. The neutrotj peak for the lowest 

0.583-MeV state is not resolved from that for strong IAS transition to lthe 0.657-MeV state. 

The contributions of GT transition, threfor, has been obtained by s btraction of the IAS 

component from the composite peak. A閃 liablelinear relation has be+n found7) to calibrate 

the (p,n) cross section to the corresponding GT matrix element by lthe aid of the cross 

section for the IAS transition in the same reaction as described by the f中llowingrelation: 

（主主入
~dQ) n+ _,+ --- • 

B(GI) ＝くN> I ＇ペ「 ・…
α01 

¥ dQ) IA切 α

withくN>=1.96土 0.11. Appling this method to the three transition& to the 0.583, 1.936 
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and 4.00・MeVstate, we ob飽infor the corresponding GT-matrix elements, respectively, 0.8, 

1.42 and 0.32. 

Negative Parity Transition 

Two negative parity transitions have been identified at 2.57 and 3.37 MeV as 2-

Prominent lfzro-jump transition to the 2・Sta飽 wasobserved as a and 3-s飽te,respectively. 

the shell-model and DWBA by Reasonable accoun包exc1tat1on. typical spin-isospin 

theory have been obtained as well. 

In summary, experimental study has been carried out in order to make clear the 

Shell-model calculation and analysis by DWBA 血eory

have provided a set of spin目 parityassignments over 11 levels. 

nuclear s甘UC旬reof 22Na nucleus. 
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I. 3. Improvement on ECR Ion Source for the Production of 

Highly Charged Ions 

Fujita M., Miyashita r.・,Yamazaki A., TanαkαE. and Shinoluka T. 

Cyclotron and Radioisotope center, Tohoku University 
Department of physics, Tohoku University• 

A 14.5 GHz electron cyclotron resonance (ECR) ion source made of all-

permanent-magnet was developed in February 20011> as proto勾pe. げheperformance of 

this source at the initial phase has been enough for the acceleration by fnO new cyclotron to 

the relatively light ions, such as Carbon, Nitrogen, Oxygen and Neon. 

However, for the case of Ar, it was not sufficient to obtain ，~he intensities at the 

higher charge states. At the beginning of the development of this やurce,only 0.2 eμA 

beam of Ar9+ could be extracted from the ion source2l Therefore, s~ve凶 improvements

have been planned and performed in order to increase beam intensi y of highly charged 

ions. 

The first improvement is the increase of the magnetic field fot radial confinement. 

Figure 1 shows the magnetic field intensity of radial direction in中eplasma chamber. 

Originally, the diameter of the plasma chamber was 32 mm, then the r~dial field strength at 

the chamber wall was 8052 G. It was suggested川hatthe radial mag~etic field strength at 

the chamber wall should be 1.5 or more times of ECR resonance ma netic field, which is 

5180 G at 14.5 GHz microwave frequency. In order to increase the radial magnetic field 

strength, therefore, the diameter of the plasma chamber has been enlJarged up to 36 mm. 

As a result, the radial field strength has been increased to 10498 G, aヰdthe beam intensity 

of the Ar8+ and Ar9+ has been much increased to 9.4 eμA and 1.4 e件A,respectively (see 

figure 2). 

The second one is the tuning of microwave frequency. figure 3 shows the 

variation of the highly charged ion production against the frequepcy scanning. The 

Traveling Wave Tube Amplifier (TWT A) is used for tuning the ~crowave frequency. 

Further more, the partition wall made of SUS has been placed near the entrance window to 
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efficiently confine the microwave power in the plasma chamber. This partition wall is also 

useful to reduce the gas consumption, because it makes less vaccum conductance. In 

addition，出eposition of白iswall is controllable from the outside of vacuum, so the fine 

tuning for decreasing the microwave reflection is available. The position of由epartition 

wall has been set in出eoptimum conditions at each frequency. As shown in figure 3, the 

intensity of Ars.+ beam has been increased to 10.5 eμA. 

The beam intensity of Ar+ has been increased to 10 or more times as a result of 

these improvements. For further improvement, it is planned for the optimization of the 

magnetic field distribution in plasma chamber and for the introduction of more precise gas 

flow control system. 
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I. 4. New Beam Transport System at CYRIC 

Terakawa A., Misu T., Itoh K., Suzuki H., Orihara H., Chiba S. *, 
Ohmiya Y. *, Takahashi N. *, Kan S. *, Fujita M., and Shinozuka T. 

Cyclotron and Radioisotope center, Tohoku University 
Sumitomo Accelerator Service Corporation• 

The beam transport system at CYRIC was upgraded during the construction of the 

new K = 110 MeV AVF cyclotron. Since the maximum beam energy of白enew cyclotron 

is about twice that of the old cyclotron, several dipole and quadrupole magnets for the beam 

lines were replaced by new ones designed for the high energy beams. Furthermore, new 

con仕olsystem for the whole beam lines was built on the basis of the programmable logic 

controller (PLC) system. In this repo此 theupgraded beam tr加 spo此 systemwill be 

described. 

The new cyclotron was designed to accelerate not only positive ions but also H-

and D-ions for the high intensity beams .up to about 300 f-l A. The maximum beam 

energies of the new cyclotron are 90 MeV for a proton beam and 27 .5 MeV /u for light ion 

beams in case of the positive ion accelerat10n. On the other hand, H-and D-ions are 

accelerated up to 50 and 25 MeV, respectively, and extracted by foil stripping. The whole 

beam lines at CYRIC are shown in Fig. 1. There are 4 main beam lines (Cl -CS) leading 

to additional beam lines (C31・CS1) and 5 experimental rooms (TRl -TRS). The two beam 

extraction lines (CP and CN ) were newly built. 

Beam transpo此calculationsfor the new extraction lines and the subsequent beam 

lines were carried out with the code τ'RANSPORTI). Fig.2 shows the result of the 

calculation for the CP-CS-CS 1 beam lines. The C4 beam line was modified for achromatic 

beam甘ansportas well as dispersive mode by adding several quadrupole magnets around 

曲eanalyzing magnets (ANAl, ANA2). The C2 beam line was removed because a small 

AVF cyclotron for RI production was installed in the τRI room. 

The switching magne臼 SWl-SW3 and their power supplies were newly built. 

In order to perform time-sharing experiments the SWl was designed to switch one beam 
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line to another one within 2 second. However, the switching mode ~etween the C4 and CS 

beam lines is not available at this 蜘 gebecause恥 powersupplies for the magn倒的in 

short. 

On the other hand, the analyzing magnets ( ANAl, ANA2，本NA3)were equipped 

with both the new p9wer supplies and additional 50mm thick iron p~ates on their yokes to 

produce s蛸 cientmagnetic fi~ld without S仰 ration. Several qua4rupole magnets were 

replaced by new ones with ,the maximum field gradient of u; or 10 Tim. The 

specifications of the new magn~ts are listed in Tables 1-3. 

The new control system for the beam lines was also ~uilt on the basis of 

YOKOGAWA FA-M3 control0rs (PLC)[2] which consists of白eキquenceCPU, digital 

input I output (DI/O), Analog1 to digital (A/D), digital to analogーA/D)modules. The 

control programs for the sequence CPU modules were written in the structured-ladder 

pro gr；釧mingmethod using白eWideField2>. The Graphical uset interface (GUI) for 

controlling and monitoring the beam transport system was develqped using Labview3>. 

The personal computers running the GUI釘elinked to白ePLC sys em via the local area 

network. 

References 

1) Brown K. L. et al., A computer program for designing charged particle bねmtranspo此system,
unpublished. 

2) Yokogawa Electric Corporation, Musashino, Tokyo 180・8750,Japan 
(http://www.yokogawa.co.jp江A/fam3.h回）．

3) National Instruments Corporation, USA (http://www.ni.com). 

Table 1. Basic specifications of the ~ew switchirψnagnets. 

Magnets PSW SWl 
Pole diameter (mm) 500 400 
Pole 2ap (mm) 47 47 
Maximum field σ） 1.5 1.5 
Maximum deflection ani:de (deg) 50.7 41.3 
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Table 2. Basic specifications of the new dipole magne臼．

Mame臼 Bl 82 ANAl ANA2 ANA3 BENDl BEND2 
Radius( mm) 1100 700 1400 1400 1300 1100 日∞
Deflection angle( deg) 90 60 105 95 60 60 150 
Pole gap (mm) 56 56 50 50 50 47 47 
Entrance佃 ide(deg) 15.0 0.0 36.0 31.0 30.2 0.0 62.0 
Exit angle (deg) 15.0 0.0 36.0 31.0 -7.0 0.0 61.5 
Maximum field σ） 1.5 1.5 1.3 1.3 1.3 1.5 1.5 

Table 3. Basic specifications of the new quadrupole magne臼．
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Fig. I. K=llO MeV AVF cyclo甘on,beam lines (CP, CN, Cl -C51) and旬rgetrooms何Rl-TR5）剖

CYRIC. 
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I. 5. Development of RF-IGISOL at CYRIC 

Sonoda T., Fujita M. •, Endo T., Yamazaki A人
Miyake T., Suzuki T., Goto A., Miyashita Y., Sato N., 

Tanaka E人ShinozukaT.*, Mitugasira Tプ：Ohtsukir：；ぺ
Takamiya K.•••, Yuki H.**** 

DepaT'.仰 entof Physics. Tohoku University 
Cyclotron and Radioisotope Center. Tohoku Universiザ
Ins ti加tefor Materials Research, Tohoku Universiザ．

Research Reactor Institute，め1otoUniversi，ザ”
Labor at aηp of Nuclear Science. Tohoku University*•” 

The Tohoku IGISOL (Ion Guide Isotope Separator On Line) has been used for 

studying nuclei in白ef712-p312 shell regions and medium-mass neutron rich nuclei produced 

by the proton-induced fission reaction with a uranium target since 1987 with the old 

K=50MeV cyclo住on1・2>. The classical type of an IGISOL chamber has a small stopping 

volume in order to avoid the loss by diffusion and the recombination with elec甘ons.

Jyvaskyla group has recently been陀 portedto have the fission ion guide to凶 efficiencyof 

0.02 %. It means that the 112Rh yield using the 238U( 25 MeV p, fission) reaction has 

reached 105 ions/sec at a beam intensity of 10 uA. For a cumulative cross section of 30 mb, 

this corresponds to about 3000 ions/mb3>. For effective stopping of fission fragmen包， a

large volume and high pressure of the target chamber are required. 

A new type of IGISOL has been developed using a large gas cell equipped with 

DC and RF elec仕icfield. The new rf ion guide gas cell (off and on-line se加p

respectively) is shown in Fig. 1. In a 30 cm long gas cell, 80 electrodes were arranged to 

form a parabolic structure with different de voltage being applied to each elec仕ode. The 

bottom electrode consists of planar type of printed circuit board. It has a diameter of 6 cm 

with 100 ring type electrodes and an exit nozzle of 1.6 mm. This type of electrodes was 

originally developed by Wada4> and named If-carpet. The DC field guides the ions to由e

exit hole and the RF field push out the ions from the surf ace of electrodes. 

The first off line tes包 ofthis new approach, using a 2幻Acalpha-decay-recoil source, 

are performed. Them Ac has a recoiled 219Rn ions. It placed at the tip of a movable stick 
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along the symmetry axis of the chamber. This allows absolute e百ic*ncymeasurement as 

a function of the distance between extraction hole and source. Figulre 2 shows measured 

from 219R n  and 215Po alpha spectra with SSD detector which is pladed at ISOL collector 

station. 

It clearly revealed the effect of DC and RF electric field. T~e extraction yield of 

recoiled atoms is 20 times higher than the gas transportation without electric field in the 

chamber. Figure 3 shows the extraction efficiency related to the posi1ion of source. Even 

for the 15cm transportation in gas, it has over 1 % efficiency by the市ectof electric field. 

However, the efficiency has come to down at a longer than 15 cm, esumable due to the 

fact that ions are lost the formation of molecular ions and/or with imp,rities in the gas （ー 10

ppm no purification). 

Further experiments are planed for systematic measuremepts of efficiency for 

recoils from the 227 Ac source in presence of the cyclotron beam. Tijis involves a need to 

extrapolate the knowledge of plasma e百ectthat lead to a repulsive spa e charge e百ect.

References 

1) Yoshii M. et al., Nucl. Instrum. Methods B26 (1987) 410. 
2) Kudo H. et al., Nucl. Instrum. Methods B126 (1997) 209. 
3) Aysto J., Nuclear Physics A693 (2001) 477. 
4) WadaM.巴tal., Nucl. lnstrum. Methods B204 (2003) 570. 
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Fig. 2. Alpha spectra measured by SSD detector where is placed at ISOL collector station. The peaks 
marked as“Rn”J’Po”are出ealpha particles from 219Rn, 215Po nuclei on the aluminum catcher foil in front of 
出edetector. 
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I. 6. Developments of a High-speed Target Tran~f er System 
for the Short-lived Nuclei 

Suzuki T.*・ .. , Miyake T. ・, Fujita M.*, Endo T.*, So nod，αT.*, Goto j4., Miyashita Y. 
TanαkαE.・, Takahαshi Y.”αnd Shinozuka T.・ 

Cyclotron and Radioisotope Center, Tohoku University" 

Department of Physics, Yamagata University, Yamagata, Japan, 9~－8560” 

Precise measu児 ments for the ft value of o＋→o+ superallow~d Fermi beta decays 

are e百ectivetools for testing the electro weak standard model. !This value has been 

determined in good precision less than 1 % at the region of lighter puclei (e.g. 10C, 38mK, 

50Mn, 54Co)1l. Theft value provides the vector coupling constant Gv.lwhich is linked to V11d 

up-down element of the Cabbibo-Kobayashi崎恥1askawa(CKM) matriけ（2.3

with vii! and V“b• V11d gives the check of the unitarity of CKM matrix. However, in the 

dと 62region, only few measurements were exist, ie. Chiba et. lai.4l, because of the 

experimental difficulties, the small cross section and short half-live . In this region, the 

precise measurements of ft values are desired in order to evaluate thq radiative corrections 

for nuclear parts at the beta decay, ie. the isospin symmetηbraking同rrection. Recently, 

the ft value of 74Rb was measured at ISOLDE5) and T悶UMF6l. But ii is not enough data to 

discuss these‘ corrections at the measurements of precise Q-bet~ values and precise 

b1羽1chingratios including the non-analog o＋ーo+transitions7'8). 

The ISOL (Isotope Separator On-Line) is one of the most ejlaborate technique to 

select an isotope with a high purity, but this technique does not suit thドmeasurementwhich 

needs high statistics because of low efficiency. The ta伊 ttransport methods with high 

e百iciencyhas been utilized as one of the complementary ways. ドnthe past work at 

CYRIC target rotation system9> was used to measure the half life of 57Cu, but the target 

rotation time was not short enough in comparison with the half life pf the target nucleus. 

In order to achieve high statistics a new target transfer system faster! than TARO. In the 

present system, a ta伊 tmounted on cart has been linear transpo巾 dIto a detector position 

at low background area, which is 37cm from beam position. Fig. 1. ~hows a new system. 
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The design goal is set for 50msec甘ansfertime, which is shorter than the half-life of 74Rb. 

In this system, a necessary torque is 7. lN ・ m. To satisfy this condition, Mitsubishi 

HC・KFS73servomotor (7 SOW), which has a performance of 2.4N ・ m effective torque, 

7 .2N ・ m maximum instantaneous torque and effective speed 3000rpm is chosen. The 

target cart is moved in the vacuum chamber, and the 0.2mm thickness milar window is 

placed at the detector position. The operation is totally controlled by computer using 

YOKOGAWAFA・03PLC modules. The position resolution for step and move is less than 

3mm by 3・bitlaser sensor. The time-sequence of measurement (i) An irradiation during 

for about 3 half-lives of a target nuclei by the cyclotron beam. (ii) The beam is switched off 

and irradiated target is transported to detector position about 50msec. (iii) The radiation 

measurement during about 10 half-lives. (iv) The target is back to the beam position with a 

lower speed. 

The test experiment using this new. system has been done for the beta decay of 62Ga 

produced 64Ga(p,3n) reaction. A 19.5mg/cm2-thick natural zinc target is bombarded by 

1 lOnA, 45MeV protons from 930 Cyclotron at CYRIC. After beam irradiation, the泊rget

was transpo目edto detector position by 51msec. The irradiation time was 400msec and 

measurement time was 1200msec. The emitted beta pa此icleshave been detected by a 

counter-tellescope which consisted of 2mm-thick NE102A and 5cm-thick BC408 plastic 

scintillators. For gamma rays measurement, HP-Ge detector was placed opposite sides of 

the beta counters (Fig. 2). The measured half-life is 110.1±17.6msec and is consistent with 

old data10・10. 

Measurements for heavier nuclei having o＋ーQ+superallowed Fermi decays 70Br and 

soon“＇As are progressing on. 
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Fig. I. The schematic of new target transfer system. 

Fig. 2. Experimental setup. 
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I. 7. E釘ectof He Pre-implantation and Neutron Irradiation 
on Mechanical Properties of SiC/SiC Composite 

Introduction 

Hasegawa A., Nogami S., Snead L.L. *, Jones R.H.ぺandAbeK.

Department of Quantum Science and Energy Engineering, Tohoku University 
Oak Ridge National Laborataη，Oak Ridge, TN 378316138, USA• 
Pacific Northwest Nαtional Laborataη，Richland, WA 99352, USA** 

Silicon carbide (SiC) fiber-reinforced SiC-matrix composites (SiC/SiC composites) 

are being considered as a structural material for a fusion reactor blanket component•.2>. 

Displacement damage and transmutation products such as helium (He) will be produced in 

these materials during high energy (about 14 MeV) neutron irradiation. The displacement 

damage and He concentration in the SiC component of ARIES-AT were calculated to be 

approximately 57 dpa and 15380 at. ppm in a full power year, respectively2>. The He 

concentration per dpa in SiC will be about ten times larger than that in other candidate 

materials (ferritic steels and vanadium alloys). 

There has been relatively abundant study of the displacement damage e首ecton the 

mechanical properties of SiC/SiC composites. Advanced SiC/SiC composites developed 

in recent years using stoichiometric and high crystalline SiC-fibers such as Hi-Nicalon 

Type-S3> and Tyranno SA 4> have exhibited improved radiation resistance up to about 7 .7 x 

10お n/m2.s>. While, the study of the transmutant He effect on the mechanical properties 

SiC/SiC composites has not been limited6.s>. For the case of study using bend test, the 

ultimate fracture strength of Nicalon CG/C/SiC composite (C: carbon6> and Hi-

Nicalon/C/SiC composite7>) decreased after He-implantation up to 2500 at.ppm at 900°C 

and up to 150・170at.ppm at 400-800°C, respectively. For the case of study using nano・

indentation test, the decreased hardness and elastic modulus of the SiC-matrix, Hi・Nical on 

fiber and Hi-Nicalon Type-S fiber were observed after He-implantation up to 20000 at.ppm 

below 100°びLHowever, e首ectof He, effect of displacement damage and their synergistic 

effect on the mechanical property changes of SiC/SiC composites were not clearly 
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distinguished in all cases. 

The purpose of this study is to i1川 stigatethe effect o~ He P時 implantation

followed by neutron irradiation on the mechanical properties of SiqSiC composite. The 

bend properties of SiC/SiC composite, the hardness and elastic modtklus of the SiC-matrix 

and SiC-fiber in the composite after He pre-implantation and neutron irradiation were 

investigated. 

Experimental 

SiC/SiC composite with Hi-Nicalon fibers (0°/90° plain-we~ve) manufactured by 

DuPont Lanxide (now Honeywell Advanced Composites)9> was ex~mined in this study. 

SiC-matrix (crystalline ~－SiC) was fabricated by an ICVI (isoth rmal chemical vapor 

infiltration) process. The interface material between SiC-fibers apd SiC-matrix was a 

pyrolytic carbon (approximately 150 nm thickness), which was fllbricated by a CVD 

(chemical vapor deposition) process. Hi-Nicalon is composed of ~－~iC grains whose size 

is about 5-10 nm and substantial residual oxygen （く0.5wt.%) and car~on (C/Si atomic ratio 

～1.39）斗 Thegeometry of specimens for irradiation and bend tests ~as approximately 4w 

x I' x 201 mm3, which was machined from specimens with the geometijy of 6w x 21 x 201 mm3 

Compression side in be凶 testwas machi 

machined. Therefore CVI ~－SiC is remained in the tension side. I Figure 1 shows the 

schematic illustration of the specimen configurations in this study.HeJium p時 implantation

test followed by neutron irradiation test was performed using the c clotron accelerator at 

Tohoku University. The acceleration energy of He-ions was 36初出． The projected 

range of 36 MeV He-ions in SiC was calculated to be about 470 ~m by T則 M codeゆ）．

Tandem type energy degrader wheels were used to obtain uniform degth distribution of He-

atoms. The nominal He concentration was about 170 at.ppm. The displacement damage 

in the He implanted 句 ionwas calculated to be about 0.009 dpa using threshold 

displacement energy of 45 eV. The implantation temperature was 4P0-800°C, which was 

measured by an infrared pyrometer. He-ions were implanted to t le tension side in the 

bend test. He-implanted area was about 4w x 41 mm2 at the ce附 qof the specimens as 

shown in Fig. 1. After the implantation, these specimens were s~ ipped to Oak悶dge

National Laboratory(ORNL) to irradiate neutron. 

Neutron irradiation was performed in the HFIR (High Flu* Isotope Reactor) at 

ORNL. Specimens were irradiated at 800。Cup to about 7.7 x 1025 p/m2 (E,, > 0.1 MeV), 
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which is corresponds to about 7.7 dpa using an assumption that 1 x 10お n/m2(En > 0.1 

MeV) corresponds to about 1 dpa. Thermocouples embedded in specimen holders were 

used to monitor irradiation temperature. 

Three points bend test was performed at room temperature in air. Support span 

length and cross head speed were 10 mm and 0.5 mm/min, respectively. Bend tes白＃1・l

and #1-2 in Fig.1 are for the measurement of non-He-implanted and neutron-irradiated 

region. While bend test #2 in in Fig. l is for the measurement of He-implanted and 

neutron-irradiated region. Fractography observation was performed by a scanning electron 

microscope (SEM) after the bend test. 

Cross-sectional nano-indentation test was performed by using NANO 

INDENTERR II (Nano-instruments). This machine is equipped with a Berkovich diamond 

tip. Indentation depth and loading (unloading) rate were constant, 50 nm and 50 mN/s, 

respectively. Specimens were mechanically sliced perpendicular to the He-implanted 

surface as shown in Fig. I. The cross-section of the cut specimens for indentation was 

mechanically polished by fine diamond slurry. These post irradiation experiments were 

carried out in hot laboratories of ORNL. 

Results 

Figure 2 shows the typical stress-strain curves of the bend tes包 fornon-He-

implanted and non-neutron-irradiated (Non-He I Non-irr) composite, non-He-implanted and 

neutron-irradiated (Non-He I Neutron) composite and He-implanted and neutron-irradiated 

(He I Neutron) composite. Figure 3 shows the summary of the bend test results for the 

“Non-He I Non-irr'’composite，“Non-He I Neutron" composite and “He I Neutron" 

composite, which gives ultimate fracture strength, elastic modulus and proportional limit 

stress (PLS). The elastic modulus was calculated using the slope of the linear range of the 

stress-strain curves. It is noted that, since calculated strain in this study is affected by 

elastic deformation of the bend machine during testing, the elastic modulus of the 

specimens is not quantitative but qualitative in nature. The propo目ionallimit stress was 

the value when offset strain was about 0.0005. The number of the bend test for the “Non-

He I Non-irr'’composite, the “Non-He I Neutron" composite and “He I Neutron" composite 

were 6, 4 and 2, respectively. The ultimate fracture strength, elastic modulus and 

proportional limit stress decreased due to neutron irradiation by about 50%, 10% and 55%, 

respectively. Effect of He pre-implantation followed by neutron irradiation on the bend 
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prope此ieswas almost negligible. 

Figure 4 shows the typical observation of fracture surface bylSEM for the“Non-He 

I Non-irr'’composite，“Non-He I Neutron" composite and “He I Neutjron”composite. He-

ions were implanted from the lower side of the pictures. Pull-out! length of Hi-Nicalon 

fibers for “Non-He I Neutron" composite was longer than that for tile“Non-He I Non-irr'' 

composite. Almost no difference of the pull-out length of Hi-Nicaldn fibers was observed 

between “Non-He I Neutron" composite and “He I Neutron" composi恥・

Figure 5 and Figure 6 show the hardness and elastic moduluslof the SiC-matrix and 

Hi-Nicalon fiber of the“Non-He I Non-irr”composite，“Non-He I N4utron”composite and 

“He I Neutron" composite. The number of the indentation for the SiC-matrix and Hi-

Nicalon fiber was 37-41 and 13-27 for each irradiation conditio~ ， respectively. The 

hardness and elastic modulus for non-He-implanted and neutron-irra~iated region and He-

implanted and neutron-irradiated region were the average value of the data points at the 

depth ofふ470μm and 470・1000μm from the He-implanted su巾中，respectively. The 

error bars denote the plus or minus of one standard deviation calculate~ from the data points. 

The hardness showed about 30% increase by neutron irradiation fotj both SiC-matrix and 

Hi-Nicalon fiber. While, almost no change of the elastic moduluドforSiC-matrix and 

about 30% increase for Hi-Nicalon fiber by neutron irradiation werel observed. Effect of 

He pre-implantation followed by neutron irradiation on the hardness and elastic modulus 

was almost negligible for both SiC-matrix and Hi-Nicalon fiber. 

Summary 

Mechanical property changes of SiC/SiC composite, its tjlatrix and fiber (Hi-

Nicalon) due to He pre-implantation up to about 170 at.ppm at 400-800。cand neutron 

irradiation up to about 7.7 x 1025 n/m2 (£11 > 0.1 MeV) at 800。Cin HJ!<IR were investigated 

by the bend test and nano-indentation. The following results were obtained; 

(1) The ultimate fracture strength, elastic modulus and pro~ortional limit stress 

decreased due to neutron irradiation by about 50%, 10% and 559司. E百ectof He pre-

implantation followed by neutron irradiation on the bend properties ~as almost negligible. 

(2) Pull-out length of Hi-Nicalon fibers for non-He-implanted alnd neutron-irradiated 

composite was longer than that for non-He-implanted and nわn-neutron-irradiated

composite. Almost no di百erenceof the pull-out length of Hj-Nicalon fibers was 

observed between non-He-implanted and neutron-irradiated fOmposite and He-
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implanted and neutron-irradiated composite. 

(3) The hardness showed about 30% increase by neutron irradiation for both SiC-

matrix and Hi-Nicalon fiber. E百ectof He pre-implantation followed by neutron 

irradiation on the hardness was almost negligible for both SiC-matrix and Hi-Nicalon 

fiber. 

(4) Almost no change of the elastic modulus for SiC-matrix and about 30% increase 

for Hi-Nicalon fiber by neutron irradiation was observed. E首ectof He pre-

implantation followed by neutron irradiation on the elastic modulus was almost 

negligible for both SiC-matrix and Hi-Nicalon fiber. 
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Fig. 4. The typical observations of fracture surface by SEM for non-He-implanted and non-neutron-
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Department of Quantum Science and Energy Engineering, Tohoku 坤iversity
Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute, Tokai Lah., Shira知ta-shir，仰 e,tokai, Japan" 

Introduction 

Helium induced embrittlement is one of the critical issues of fusion structural 

materials in which several thousands at.ppm of helium is estimated 吋begenerated during 

reactor operation. It is well known that a small amount of helium! enhances irradiation 

embrittlement of austenitic steels＇・～ndsome vanadium alloys州 inthe tes岱 atrelatively 

high temperatures accompanied by the change in the fracture mode from transgranular to 

intergarnular cracking. Microstructural observations revealed that i):iany bubbles, which 

were considered to be helium bubbles, existed at grain boundarie~， indicating that the 

helium atoms in the matrix of these materials di百usedto form bubbl s at grain boundaries 

during irradiation and/or testing at a high temperatu陀 Incontrast, itけwasreported that the 

martensitic steels were highly resistant to helium bubble-indu~ed grain boundary 

embrittlement6.a> at high temperatures. High resistance to the buゆleformation in the 

ma巾 叩ticsteels is considered to be att山 utedto trapping of heli!um atoms and point 

defects in the martensitic structure or dislocations, lath boundaries ~nd carbides in high 

density which prevent helium atoms segregating to form heliutn bubbles at grain 

boundaries. 

Ductile-brittle transition behavior is characteristic to steels, and 

irradiation hardening usually results in an increase in the transitiofl temperatu陀 Itis 

expected that the trapped helium atoms in the martensitic strucjture would enhance 

irradiation hardening of the matrix and resultantly transgranular qmb山tlementat low 

temperatures. As for the effects of helium on the ductile-brittle tran~ition behavior of the 

martensitic steels, there have been done several studies relating to the e汀ectsof so called 
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transmutation helium. Isotope tailoring experiments on helium e仔ectsutilizing nuclear 

transmutation helium from nicke19・12> and boron13> showed that the increase in the 

composition of nickel or boron caused severer irradiation embrittlement in the martensitic 

steels, and the enhanced embrittlement, which was usually accompanied by severer 

irradiation hardening, was attributed to the helium transmuted from nickel or boron. It is, 

however, not made clear that the transmutation helium in itself really induces low 

temperature embrittlement, since the addition of boron or nickel results in the change in the 

martensitic structure or prope抗iesof the steel 14>. 

Helium implantation technique is more effective to evaluate helium e仔ectsdirectly 

and many investigations have been performed for the martensitic steels. Since the range of 

the implantation is usually smaller than 0.2 mm, the experiments have been often limited to 

microstructural observation, hardness measurement and tensile test with thin specimens. 

We had already reported the He effect of DBTT of martensitic steels JLF-1 using 650 appm 

He implanted TEM disks by means of small punch test15). Increase of DBTT caused by 

irradiation hardening was observed, however, grainboundary embrittlement was not 

observed. It is well known that charpy impact test is more appropriate to estimate DBTT 

behavior, but relatively larger specimen volume is needed for charpy impact test. Small 

specimen test technique have been developed to evaluate mechanical prope此iesof 

irradiated specimen. Miniature charpy test method is one of example of the small 

specimen test technique. Specimen size is almost 1/10 of the standard specimen such as 

ASTM standard or JIS standard. This methods have already been applied to neutron 

irradiation studies but not been applied to high energy ion-beam irradiation experiments. 

In this study, to study the DBTT behavior of reduced activation martensitic steels 

by means of charpy impact test method, we improved irradiation apparatus of materials 

irradiation course of CYRIC, and evaluate the effects the DBTT behavior. 

Experimental 

Figure 1 shows a overview of 42・beamcourse for material irradiation in target 

room 4. Irradiation chamber was installed at the end of this beam line. The chamber is 

evacuated up to 1 x 10・6Torr by a turbo pump. Various type of material irradiation 

experiments are available. Figure 2 shows a specimen loading system which has four 

different stage positions. Two specimen holders are installed in this picture. Upper 

position is for room temperature irradiation, lower position is for high temperature 
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irradiation up to 600℃ Water cooling system is installed at u~per two positions and 

heating system using a sheath heater are available at all positions.ドSpeciロm temperature 

is monitored using thermocouples and an infrared pyrometer. 本tandemtype energy 

degrader system are also installed in this irradiation chamber. Ttjis system consists two 

rotating wheels. The first wheel consists of 5 di仔erentthickness わfaluminum foils, and 

the second wheel consists of 105 di仔erentthickness of aluminum !foils. Therefore total 

525 different thickness aluminum foils across the incident beam line. Figure 3 shows 

drawings of a rotating wheel, and Fig. 4 shows a schematic illust中ionof a tandem type 

energy degrader system. Using this energy degrader system, irradiated ions can be 

implanted almost homogeneously from the irradiated surface to its prpjected range. 

In order to evaluate DBTT behavior, a small charpy spedmen were used. The 

size and shape, and its notch 州 igurationare shown in Fig. 5叩Fig.6, respecti 

F82H, a 8Cr-2W base martensitic steels, was used as sample. It i 

RAM in IEA research activities for fusion rector materials. An inl1.wt of IEA heat F82H 

heat-treated by standard procedures were supplied from JAERI. qharpy specimens were 

fabricated from this ingot. Nine charpy specimens were loaded川aspecimen holder at 

once. Thermocouples were welded on the specimen. 

Alpha particles beam accelerated to 50 MeV was used for耶eimplan阻tion. The 

projected range of this ion beam in Iron was about 380 μm. Implant~d He concentration of 

the specimen was about 50 appm and the displacement damage was ~bout 0.04 dpa after 10 

h irradiation. In order to obtain higher implanted He concentr ion during a limited 

irradiation time, the ion beam was scanned horizontally only the periRhery of center V notch 

area of the specimens. Irradiation temperature of the irradiated speqimen area were below 

90°C in the room temperature irradiation, and 500。Cin the high t~mperature irradiation. 

The specimen temperature control system, temperature mo山ori~g system, specimen 

loading system and energy degrader system were controlled by a co叶puterthrough internet 

using PLC system. 

After the irradiation, these specimens were moved to R1 laゆoratoryof Faculty of 

Engineering of Tohoku University to measure hardness using a Vicke s hardness tester, and 

then these were shipped to hot laboratory of Oarai branch of IMR, [rohoku University to 

carry out impact test. The instrumented charpy impact test were conkiucted in a hot cell of 

Oarai laboratory at temperature between ・140°Cand -100°C. After tpe charpy impact test, 

these specimens were shipped to Alpha-emitter laboratory of IMR qsendai), and fracture 
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surface observation was conducted using a scanning electron microscope. 

Results 

Figure 7 shows result of hardness before and after irradiation. Hardness increased 

after room temperature irradiation. The hardness of implanted specimen almost recovered 

after heat treatment at 550℃ for lhour. The hardening was also observed clearly in the 

specimen which were irradiated at 500℃． 

Typical examples of load I displacement curves obtained by the charpy impact test 

at various test temperature is shown in Fig. 8・（a). The area below each load/displacement 

curve corresponds to the absorbed energy to rupture at each旬sttemperature. Figure 8・（b)

summarizes test temperature dependence of absorbed energy of unimplanted specimen. 

Fracture mode transient from ductile mode to brittle mode are clearly observed in出isfigure. 

In Fig. 8-(b) ductile brittle transient temperature(DBTI) is about -125°C. Below -140°C, 

specimen ruptured brittle. The typical fracture surface of the specimen is shown in Fig. 9. 

The rupture mode was cleavage. The tempera旬reabove -100。C,specimen ruptured 

ductile. The dimple pa仕emwas observed on fracture surface. Figure 11 shows the 

typical ductile fracture pattern of specimen. Between -140°C and ・100°Cis transient 

temperature region. Specimen tested and ruptured at this temperature region shows mix 

fracture mode. Figure 10 shows typical fracture surf ace tested at the transient temperature 

Figure 12 is a summary of DBTT curves of He implanted/unimplanted specimens. 

DBTT increased about l0°C after the He implantation at 30°C. In the case of higher 

temperature irradiation, temperature range of transient mode increased but brittle mode area 

still remains at lower temperature. The detail analysis using fracture analysis is in progress. 

Considering about the temperature shift and data dispersion, implantation up to higher 

concentration of He (more than 1000 appm) is needed to clarify the He effects on fracture 

mode change of reduced activation martensitic steels. 

Summary 

(1) Material irradiation chamber was moved and improved for higher temperature 

irradiation. Energy degrader system and multi-stage specimen loading stage with cooling 

and heating system controlled by PC were installed. This system can be applied for higher 

energy and higher current beam irradiation. 

(2) Helium implantation to 50 appm at RT and 500°C were conducted. Irradiation 
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hardening was detected and DBTT shift by He implantation was observed. The effect of 

He on fracture mode change was not observed. 
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Fig. I. Overview of Irradiation chamber of 42 beam course. 

Fig. 2. Specimen loading system. 

Tandem Energy Degrader Wheel 

Fig. 4. Schematic view of a tandem degrader system. 
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、、
50appmHe I 500°C Implanted Specim n 
Test temperature : -120°C Fracture Mode: Brittle 

Fig. 9. Surface observation of ruptured J .SCVN specimen in brittle mode. 

、
50appmHe I 500°C Implanted Specim命
Test temperature： ー112°C Fracture Mode: Transient 

Fig. JO. Surface observation of ruptured l .SCVN specimen in transient mode. 
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I. 9. Preliminary Results on Estimating the Attenuation Coefficients 
in PET using the Single Events 

Rodriguez M., Ishii K., Yamazaki H., Matsuyama S., Kikuchi Y., Oishi Y., Suzuki A., 
Yamaguchi T., Watanuki S.*, and Itoh M.* 

Introduction 

Department of Quantum Science and Energy Engineering, Tohoku Universi砂
Cyclotron and Radioisotope Center, Tohoku University• 

During a Positron Emission Tomography (PEf) scan, there a問 severalphysical 

effects arising from the interaction photon-matter. The main two interactions are 

attenuation and scattering of photons. Their effects on total coincidence counting should be 

evaluated and corrected, if reliable quantitative results are a goal 0. The photon attenuation 

has several detrimental e仔ectslike overall loss of counts, higher image noise, image non-

uniformity due to non-uniform photon attenuation. Overall losses of counts in the body due 

to attenuation can be as high as 85% for a moderately large body, but the loss varies 

substantially with the body size, resulting in varying noise levels2>. Development of 

attenuation correction techniques is a very active field in PEf and, recently, it has been 

developed a scanner that allows simultaneous acquisition of attenuation images (X-ray CT) 

and PEf. In general, the choices for attenuation correction can be divided in two groups: 

calculated and measured attenuation correction3>. The first one uses an image segmentation 

technique and assigns a uniform attenuation coefficient to each segment4>. The measured 

attenuation is petf ormed by scanning the patient with an external radiation source 

(transmission scan), thus the total attenuation for each coincidence line (LOR) is measured. 

These methods have advantages and disadvantages. The calculated attenuation is easy to 

apply and does not require a甘ansmissionscan. However, the assumption that the segments 

have homogeneous attenuation properties, leads to e汀orsin some types of scan. For brain 

imaging it gives good results, but the skull attenuation properties cannot be completely 

recovered4>. The transmission scan detect attenuation discontinuities, which is desirable for 

whole body or thorax imaging. However, it introduces statistical eπors since transmitted 
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photons must also be measured. This can be improved by high co~m 

either la伊 rscanning time or higher activity transmission sources. I This research presents 

the preliminary results on determining the attenuation properties or the imaged o同ectby 

using the single event rates. Only simulated data were used for this巾po氏

Description of the method 

The conventional PET images are reconstructed from coinci4ence events originated 

from electron-po山 onannihilation. However, if one of the photon f~rming the coincidence 

pair is absorbed or scattered out of the gant小 onlyone photon中illbe counted, hence 

producing a single count. Several P町 systemscan measure theドingleevents for e仙

detector, since they are useful for estimating the accidental coinciUence. Moreover, the 

叫 leevents also C川 valuableinformation on the a附則onゆertiesof山 imaged

o切ect.

It is assumed to have a ring system with M (m=l，.ぺM)detectors defining L 

(1=1，.・.，L)coincidence pairs, as shown in Fig.I. The image is divi~ed into B (b=l, .. .,B) 

image elements. Each image element is thought of as having ~n average attenuation 

coefficient μb. Each radiation detector m counts S~a1a single event$ and each coincidence 

pair l receives p1 coincidence counts, however due to the e仔ectqr the dead time （τ） it 

counts y 1 events. Assuming a paralyzable behavior of the dead time,lit is known that: 

Yt ＝ρ1 exp（一p,r:) 、‘，，，
l
 

，，E、、

It is defined Pmb and c1b as the geometrical probability for single an~ coincidence detection, 

respectively. g bb' are the elemer山 ofthe inverted L×B matrix deflned by c1b・Asimple 

work on the mathematics involved in the coincidence and single 4etection models, it is 

reasonable to say that the mathematical model that allows us to determine the attenuation 

propeロiesof the imaged object is written as: 

B B L 

s;l,o制 ＝ 2 ,? 2 PmbAmbgbb'cl川 1A1-'
b=I b’＝I i=l 

(2) 

山 Amb＝叶；l川 b') andい

counting can be modeled by the coincidence events (after dead time cわrrection),attenuation 

properties of the object and the geometrical characteristics of the ijmaging system. The 
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determination of attenuation properties can be treated as a least square minimization 

problem where the figure to be minimized is 

どrs~ata -s;;od叶2
房副l uナ ｜ 

(3) 

The Newton-Raphson method for non-linear systems of equation was tested in a first trial to 

solve the non-linear system provided by (3). This method needs a function Fm is defined as: 

s：加－s;:odet
n ー
-m _da加

-m 

(4) 

The objective is to minimize Fm. It can be achieved setting Fm=O. The Taylor expansion 

series tell us that 
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μB 

The iterative algorithm to update each μh until Fm reaches a minimum value is written as: 

11μ =-5 (7) 

where F is the vector of functions Fm and J is the jacobian of F respect to μ . Therefore, 

μnew= μold+ flμ (8) 

When the iterative process converges, the resulting vector μ will represent a rough 

estimation of the attenuation properties of the imaged object. 

Simulations 

In order to test the convergence of the described method, two different 

distributions of attenuation coefficients (cm-1) were used to simulate the coincidence and 
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single data. These data were used as input for the iterative process which estimates the 

attenuation coefficients that were previously used to simulate the 4ata. The image was 

divided into a 4 x 4 matrix. It means the image has of 16 image qlements (pixels). An 

attenuation coefficient and activity value is assigned to each pixel. I The distributions are 

sketched in Fig. 2. 

The distribution A is uniform (the attenuation coe百icients*e the same for every 

image pixel). Several coefficients were tested for this distribution!. The distribution B 

shows different attenuation coefficients for different pixels. Several walues were tested for 

this distribution as well. The activity distribution chosen for data sirfiulation was to assign 

an activity of 750000 cps to the four central pixels. The activity for all other pixels is 

assumed to be zero. 

Results and Discussion 

い

iteration process converged to the expected attenuation coefficients. 

It is clear that this method does not converge for high attenuatipn coe汗icients(>0.25 

cm-1). This tendency does not depend on the distribution. Howe er, this technique is 

mainly addressed for brain imaging where the attenuation coeffici伽tsare not so large, 

except for the skull (around 0.26 cm・1). Therefore, the probability to h~ve a high attenuation 

coefficient is low since the attenuation coefficient for each pixel rtpresents the average 

attenuation within the pixel whose size is very large. In general, tpe iterative algorithm 

converged after a maximum of 12 iterations and the results showed a 巾aximumdeviation of 

5% with respect to the expected values. 

Conclusion 

This report describes the preliminary results for a method ajming to estimate the 

attenuation correction coefficients for each LOR by using the single I photon counting rate 

for each detector. The method is an iterative algorithm based on ~he Newton-Raphson 

method for solving non linear equations. For cases where simulat~d data was obtained 

using attenuation coefficients larger than 0.25 cm-1, the method didl not conve伊 tothe 

expected attenuation coefficients. At this point we do not have a~ explanation for this 

behavior. This method clearly offers a very rough estimation of the a enuation coe仔icients

compared to the transmission scan. However, attenuation coefficien池 withinthe brain do 
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not change too drastically. Hence, this technique could give satisfactory estimations for 

brain imaging. As presented in出isreport, the technique has several restrictions. The first 

one is the method is only useful for 20 imagmg. Extension to 30 imaging is only possible 

if the Compton scattering e首ectis included. For 20 imaging, scatter photons contribution 

is around 10-15% which is expected to cause a small deviation from the true attenuation 

coe・釘icients.However, scatter contribution increases to 40% in 30 imaging. If this effect is 

not modeled, the estimated values will not be reliable. The second restriction is related to 

the scanner hardware. This technique is only useful if the scanner provides simultaneously, 

single and coincidence rates. 
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Table I. Results of the iteration for estimating the attenuation coefficients. 

Distribution Higher Coefficient Smaller Coefficient Convergence 

A 0.05 0.05 yes 

A 0.1 0.1 yes 

A 0.15 0.15 yes 

A 0.2 0.2 yes 

A 0.25 0.25 no 

A 0.3 0.3 no 

B 0.3 0.08 no 

B 0.25 0.08 no 

B 0.22 0.08 yes 

B 0.2 0.05 yes 

B 0.2 0.1 yes 
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Fig. I. 20-PET scann巴rand discretized imaged. 

Distribution A Distributidm B 

Fig. 2. Distribution of attenuation coefficients in the imaged o~ject. 
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I. 10. Stopping Rule for EM Algorithm Based on the Image 
Reconstructed by FBP Algorithm 

Oishi Y., Ishii K., Yamazaki H., Matsuyama S., Kikuchi Y., Rodriguez M., Suzuki A., 
Yamaguchi T., Watanuki S.*, and Itoh M.市

Introduction 

Department of Quantum Science and Energy Engineering, Tohoku Universi砂
Cyclotron and Radioisotope Center, Tohoku Universi，ザ

Nowadays the Expectation Maximization (EM) algorithm is used instead of the 

Filtered ・Backprojection (FBP) algorithm in a lot of P町 facilities. The reason of this shift 

is that EM algorithm provides better quality images compared to FBP algori出m.Images 

reconstructed by FBP algorithm have many streak artifacts and are poor to make clinical 

diagnosis. In contrast, EM algorithm does not exhibit such artifacts and provides clearer 

images. However, EM algorithm does not guarantee reliable quantification which is an 

important factor in PET imaging. Therefore, many P町、facilitiesuse images reconstructed 

by FBP algorithm when PET images are analyzed by compa此mentmodels. When 

analyzing by compa此mentmodels, the images require not only reliable quantification but 

also quality because good quality is essential to decide regions of interest (ROls). The 

quantification problem for EM algorithm lies on the lack of a suitable stopping rule for the 

iteration procedure: Namely, it is indispensable to estimate how many iterations are 

required to guarantee good quantification. For such stopping rule, many methods are 

discussed and proposed1・2>. In this paper, we propose a new approach of stopping rule by 

using the images reconstructed by FBP algorithm. 

It is well-known that FBP algorithm shows reliable quantification properties for the 

chosen ROis. If a stopping rule to guarantee the quantification is derived from images 

reconstructed by FBP algorithm, images reconstructed by EM algorithm are expected to 

have good quantification properties characterized by FBP algorithm and good quality 

originated from EM algorithm. Together, FBP and EM algorithm procedure take long 

time, but recent computer developments allow good performance to reconstruct images with 
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both algorithms in 2D mode. From these viewpoints, a stopping lrule by using images 

reconstructed by FBP algorithm is expected to become a 合owerful method for 

reconstructing appropriate quanti凶 iveimages by EM algorithm. 

Method 

Sinograms were acquired by a Monte Ca巾 simulationof a lone ring P町 scanner.

Detector efficiency, scatter components and absorption were neglecl:ed in this simulation. 

Two kinds of phantom were used and their shape and radioactivity ra o are shown in Fig. 1. 

Each phantom is to evaluate the convergence tendency for radioactifity ratio (phantom 1) 

and hotspot size (phantom 2). if he events were generated according I with the radioactivity 

ratio by using random numbers and the total events assumed in this simulation were 106 and 

1ぴ．

Images were reconstructed, from these sinograms, by FBP algorithm using Shepp-

Logan filter and EM algorith"' iterated till 50 times. For each ima~， after taking several 

. ROis covering all hotspot areas, the mean value and standard devijation of images were 

examined. A method to deriv9 a stopping rule, from those values, was evaluated. 

Result and Discussion 

Fig. 2 (left) shows the1 ROI position of phantom 1. Fig. 3十howsthe mean value 

and standard deviation of the images in each ROI at the case of total! events lぴandFig. 4 

shows at the case of total events 106. Square points indicate the vallue obtained from the 

EM algorithm. Dashed and solid lines are the FBP and true values res ectively. 

When the number of iterations is increased, the me伽 value of images, 

reconstructed by EM algorithm, in each ROI converges to the one of true images regardless 

of the total events. At the case of total events 107, the mean value oがimagesreconstructed 

by EM algorithm for the ROI ~ is the fastest to converge and the o坤forthe ROI 1 is the 

slowest. The mean value of images reconstructed by EM algoritht):i reached the one by 

FBP algorithm at 19 iterations in ROI 3 and幻 iterationsin ROI 1.1 At the case of to旬l

events 106, the convergence of 1illean value is same as at the case oft ,tal events lぴandthe 

mean value of images by EM algorithm reached the one by問 Palgqr: 

in ROI 3 and 30 iterations in R<DI 1. Therefore, the necessary number of iterations for the 

mean value convergence becomes ROI 3<ROI 2<ROI 1. 

At the case of total events 107, though the standard deviatiop, in ROI 2 and 3, of 

images after a few of iteration is higher than the one by FBP algoritltm, this result can be 
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neglected because it appears at a very early s句geof the image reconstruction process. 

Thus, the standard deviation of images by EM algorithm till 50 iterations is less than the 

one by FBP algorithm. However, at the case of total events 106, the standard deviation of 

images by EM algorithm in ROI 1 after 11 iterations is larger than the one by FBP 

algorithm and the ones in ROI 2 and 3 are considered as becoming larger than白eone by 

FBP algorithm for more th佃 50iterations because the shape of graph is upward-sloping 

curve. Thus, when total amount of events is small, it is understood that EM algorithm 

provides images reflecting the bad counting statistics and emphasizes the statistical noise 

according with the increase of iteration procedures. The case of few total events, in other 

words, when decreasing data acquisition time or radioactivity i吋ec旬dto patients, suggests 

the importance of a stopping rule. 

Fig. 2 (right) shows the ROI position of phantom 2 and Fig. 5 shows the me佃

value and standard deviation of images in each ROI at the case of total events 106 and. Fig. 6 

shows at the case of.total events 107. Details in figures are the same as above-mentioned 

Fig. 3 and 4. 

When the number of iterations increases, the mean value of images by EM 

algorithm converges to the true one as the case of phantom 1. Necessary iteration number 

for the mean value of images by EM algorithm to converge to the one by FBP algorithm is 

ROI 2<ROI 1 <=ROI 3 regardless of the difference of total events. For the standard 

deviation of images by EM algorithm, the importance of a stopping rule is shown for few 

total events because the shape of graph is upward-sloping curve same as the phantom 1. 

A stopping rule should be derived from the dependence on the convergence 

tendency of the phantom shape and radioactivity ratio. However, only the fact that the 

hotspot with higher radioactivity ratio converges faster than the one with lower radioactivity 

ratio could be observed (Fig. 3 and 4) and the relation between convergence and phantom 

shape could not be observed (Fig. 6 and 7). At this point, a stopping rule results as 

follows: 1. Taking the ROI included all pixels in all hotspots and 2. Iteration procedure 

should be stopped when the mean value of images by EM algorithm reaches the one by FBP 

algorithm and then 3. If the standard dev1at1on of images by EM algorithm is not a 

minimum, more iteration is necessary. However, attention must be paid not to increase the 

standard deviation in other ROls after more iteration processes. Therefore, the 

comprehensive judgment for all ROis or another solution is needed. For this problem, we 

are now considering a new algorithm such that some weighted factors are applied to the 
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update pixels which have already converged. 

Conclusion 

In this paper, we performed Monte Carlo simulation and triejd to derive a stopping 

rule for EM algorithm based on the images reconstructed by FBP alg rithm. We proposed 

the stopping rule that iteration procedures should be stopped wh吋 themean values of 

images by EM algorithm in the region of all hotspots arrive at the中eby FBP algorithm. 

Fig. 7 shows, at the case of total events 106, the true image of p~ar削n I, the images 

reconstructed by FBP algorithm and by EM algorithm according with帥eproposed stopping 

rule. The image reconstructed by EM algorithm has good quantific~tion prope出esas the 

one by FBP algorithm and better quality than the one by FBP algori申tm. However, when 

the image is analyzed more detailed, the standard deviation of images in B.G region has 

already become larger than the one at a few iterations before. For ~xample, the standard 

deviation after 20 iterations (when the mean value of images by EM lgorithm only at ROI 

3 has converged to the FBP one) was about 14% and after global cれvergencewas about 

20%. This means that the image by EM algorithm at the propo~ed adequate iteration 

number was already degraded in the B.G region. For this point, ~e will make a new 

algorithm such as weighted EM algorithm. Moreover, the ROI selドctionand how many 

ROis are needed in this stopping rule should be discussed more.トWeplan to develop 

automatically ROI taking system and judging the stopping rule. 
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I. 11. NEC Evaluation of the Front Shield in Rejecting Annihilation 
Photons from Out Side of Field of View in 3D Brain PET Study 

Watanuki S., Ishii K.’andltohM. 

Cyclotron and Radioisotope center, Tohoku University 
Department of Quantum Sience and Energy Engineering, Tohoku University・

Introduction 

In a 3D positron emission tomography (PET) study，出eP町 detectorsare exposed 

to the undesirable annihilation photons from the outside of the field of view, since the 

detector has the relatively wide opening angle in the axial direction with inter-slice septa 

retracted. The image quality of a 3D PET is substantially degraded by increasing of 

scatters and random coincidences1・2>. An additional lead shield (Figure 1) was used for 3D 

brain studies to reduce the annihilation photons from the outside of field of view (FOV) in 

case of SET-240ow2>. In this study, we examined the shield perlormance in terms of noise 

equivalent count (NEC) measured in phantom experiments and clinical studies. 

Materials and methods 

PET system and shield 

Experiments were carried out with a 3D PET system (SET-2400W, Shimadzu Co., 

Kyoto, Japan). The system has a 20 cm axial FOV and produces a set of 63 slice images at 

one scan3> >. The front shield was designed to be installed in front of the gantry (Figure 1 a). 

The shield was made of a pair of half annular 7mm thick lead plate lined with 2 mm thick 

steel with aperture diameter of 30 cm. It can be opened along two lateral hinges for a 

whole body scans (Figure 1 b). 

Phantom experiment 

A cylindrical phantom (60 cm internal length, 15 cm bore) was used for the 

experiments. The phantom was filled with 7.4 kBq/ml of 18F (Auorine) solution, and was 

located as shown in Figure 2. Twenty-two frames of 20 minutes scan (each) were 
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performed in a 3 D mode. A total (true, sea仕erand random) coincide ce rate and a random 

coincidence rate were recorded during the scan. The measurements かerecarried out twice, 

i.e., with and without the shield. The transmission scan was done ope-hour after decayed 

out of radioactivity. The tran.smission scan was used for the atte luation corrections in 

images reconstruction. 

Clinical studies 

Two healthy normal volunteers were scanned with 150 labelc:fd H20 injection, with 

or without the lead shield. A 70 seconds’scan was performed iq 30 mode. A total 

coincidence rate and a random coincidence ra旬 wererecorded durirlg the scan. Injected 

ac州 esir 

respectively. 

NEC 

NEC r総 sfor the phantom and for the p剖ient’smeasuremqnts were obtained by 

using the following equation4>. 

T2(1-SF}2 

NECr = 、‘．，，
唱

E
A，，．1

 

T+2fR 

Where, T cor陀 spondstrue coincidence rates (including scatter), SF, ~， f means the scatter 

fraction, the random coincidence rate and the fraction of the sinogram !covered by the o吋ect

respectively. In this study the value of SF and f we陀 setto 0.3 and 2l5 respectively. 

Results and discussion 

Figure 3 shows the count rate of true+ scatter, random an4 NEC, in a phantom 

measurement as a function of the mean radioactivity concen甘ation!with and without the 

shield. Concerning about the result of decreasing of random coincid和ceand increasing of 

true coincidence, the NEC was improved with use of the shield cわmparedto the NEC 

without the shield as the result 10f decreases in-random coincidencesland increases in true 

coincidence. This improvem~nt was more pronounced with higJher the count rates. 

However NECs became plateay or no improvement at the activity ¢oncentrations over 6 

kBq/ml in both conditions; with and without the shield. Consequen~y, the ratio between 
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the NEC with the shield and the NEC without the shield became almost constant. The 

improvement of NEC by using of the shield can be count as an increasing of efficiency of a 

P町、 system. Then we approximate the increasing of the efficiency will be 23% at 

maximum using the shield when activity distributes uniformly. The total coincidence 

count rate with the shield was about 300Kcps at 6 kBq/ml of activity concen甘ation.

Figure 4 shows the count rate of true+ scatter, random and NEC, in clinical studies, 

as function of the time after the sta此ofthe scan. The random coincidence rates in the scan 

without the shield was 3.7-5.4 times higher than the true rates in the initial 10 seconds. 

The scan was started at the initial rise point of the PET system counts. The radioactivity in 

the chest, i.e., lung and heart were higher than in the brain at this period. Many of random 

coincidence events at early phase of the scan came from organs in the outside of the POV 

especially in the lung and heart. On the other hand, the random coincidence rate with the 

shield is 1.2-2.3 times higher than the true plus scatter rate at the same period. 

Furthermore, the ratio of random and true plus scatter coincidence rate with the shield was 

lower than without the shield throughout the scanning. These results indicated that the 

shield substantially reduced random coincidences induced by annihilation ray from the 

outside of POV actually in clinical studies. The dose corrected average NEC rates in 

scanning with and without the shield were 0.22 and 0.27 kcps/MBq respectively. The 

corrected NEC rate with the shield is 27% higher than the efficiency without the shield. 

The peak of true pl us sca仕ercoincidence rate was obtained at 30-40 seconds after a scan 

sta目time,and the rate decreases slowly after the peak. The NEC rate not increases over 

than 300 kcps of total coincidence during the scanning with the shield in phantom 

experiment. We decided to control the i吋ectiondose of 150・H20for brain studies at 3D 

mode to have total coincidence rate less than 300 kcps at peak after 30 seconds. Slow 

i吋ectionsuch as 30 seconds was also preferred. 

Both the phantom and clinical studies demonstrated that the lead front shield was 

effective and expected a practical improvement of efficiency about 20% at least. 
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a b 
Fig. I. Photograph of a shield of annihilation ray from outside of scanner FOY. IThe Photograph (a) is the 

shield not in installed position and (b) is the shield in installed position in the h町・2400WPET scanner 
gantry. 
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Fig. 2. Arrangement for the shield and the 

andphantom in a SET-2400W gantry. 
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I. 12. Multi・siteAerosol Monitoring Using Mini Step Sampler 
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Introduction 

Atmospheric aerosol consists of small pa此iculatematter and are often deformed by 

photo chemical reactions in the atmosphere1・3>, Elemental concentrations in atmospheric 

aerosol reflect the processes generating air pollution. Therefore, elemental analysis of 

atmospheric aerosols is useful to detect the sources of aerosols. The combination of 

aerosol collection on thin filters and PIXE analysis is one of the most effective methods for 

analyzing atmospheric aerosols 1). Many studies have focused on aerosol monitoring4-8>. 

In some of these studies, statistical models, such as the principal components analysis 

(PCA) and the chemical mass balance (CMB), were used to determine the contribution of 

aerosol sources5・8>. Back trajectory analysis has been used to delimitate aerosol sources'>. 

The dependence of elemental concentrations on the wind direction has been investigated 

and was found to be influenced by aerosol source Iocations10・10. In our previous study, we 

performed a successive collection of aerosol samples in correlation with meteorological 

data and carried out PIXE analysis. The concen甘ationsof Mn, Fe, Zn and Pb depended 

strongly on the wind direction and their intensity distributions reflected the position of the 

aerosol sources10>. This result suggests that the aerosol source location can be determined 

by measuring the elemental concentration of aerosols simultaneously with wind direction at 

several positions with short sampling time during long sampling periods. Thus, we need 

an inexpensive way to construct a local area air-pollution monitoring system. For this 

purpose, we have developed a compact sampler with low manufacturing and running costs 
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for simultaneous sampling at several positions. In this study, we apdlied them to outdoor 

multi-site aerosol monitoring in the local area close to our daily life. 

Mini step samplers 

The samplers matched to PIXE analysis have been 附iewe~ by K.R. Akselsso12> 

and RO.Nelson et. al. have deyeloped streaker air samplers臼，14'

sampler has continuous and djscrete modes. In the continuous申iode,one month of 

sampling period can be achieved with 4-hour time resolution. How ver, aerosol samples 

overlap in time and time resolution is strongly dependent on I beam size. Since 

synchronizati~n of the sampling time at multi points is very impo 

appropria旬. In the discrete mode, the sampling period is too short lfor our intended use. 

The step sampler (Green-blue Co. LTD), which we used in previoujs studies, can collect 

samples for 9 days with 3－】10

mm in diameter. Here, we developed a sampler with smaller suctiop nozzle diameter for 

continuous sampling over extended periods with lower running costs. I It has been repo此ed

that a loading distribution of aerosols collected on 47 mm diamet+r, 0.8 μm pore size, 

cellulose nitrate filter paper is not uniformゆ Inthis case, a beam with uniform in蜘 sity

across its cross sectional area is required for quantitative analysis. ~ small sample size is 

appropriate for quantitative analysis, since a uniform beam intensity ~s easy to obtain from 

a cc el erators. 

We tested samplers of 2 mm-suction nozzle diameter and ofl4 mm-suction nozzle 

diameter from the view point of1non-uniformity, choke of filter and hil?h detection limit. Air 

at atmospheric pressure is sucked through a Nuclepore filter11> of 110 μm pore size, and 

aerosols are collected on the surface of this filter. Since the size lof collected aerosols 

depends on the filter face velocity as well as on pore size吹 thesqparameters must be 

determined, when the sampler is designed. Sampling was performed * the same time using 

the two samplers with 2 and 4 mm nozzle for 3 hours on the campus ~f Tohoku University. 

Elemental concentration ratios for both cases were consistent to withi~ ±20 %, except for a 

few cases. While sample uniformity did not vary significantly, high－~ens比y areas are seen 

40% above mean density. This causes a problem in quantitative apalysis using a beam 

with small spot size, but it does not cause a significant variation when pnalysis is carried out 

using a beam, which covers over 50 % of the sample area. Thereforq, sampling with small 

suction nozzle does not adverse~y a仔ectaerosol collection and is pref4rable for quantitative 
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analysis, because of lower costs. Then, we developed two types of mini step samplers 

with 2 mm-diameter suction nozzle. The suction nozzle of the mini sampler moves in one 

dimension. It comprises a sampling unit, mass flow meter, fine control valve, vacuum 

pump, programmable con甘olunit and a shelter. A small reversible motor moves the 

suction nozzle. The programmable controller controls the movement of the suction nozzle 

one-dimensionally and the vacuum pump. Filter is pasted on a frame of 34×265 mm2. 

Sampling is made step by step for a preset sampling time. The pump is stopped after the 

preset sampling time, the suction nozzle is moved to the next position and sampling s値比S

again. Sampling time can be set arbitrarily from a few minutes up to several hours. 

Travel distance of the suction nozzle is determined by the operation time of the motor. 

The sampler collects more than 70 samples and operates for more than one week with a 

sampling resolution of 3-hours. 

Fig.1 shows the sampler whose suction nozzle moves in 2-dimensions with the 

main direction like the 1 dimensional sampler. It collects more than 900 aerosol samples. 

The sampling period is in excess of one month with a sampling resolution of one-hour. 

Our mini step samplers and commercial step sampler (Green-blue Co. LTD) were 

operated side by side at Tohoku University campus using 3-hours time resolution. The 

collected samples were analyzed by the Vertical in-air PIXE (ViaPIXE) system at Tohoku 

University問. The beam spot size was 1.5 mm in diameter and covered 60 % of the sample 

area. Detection limits were ~37, ~8 and ~ 10 ng/m3 for Ca, Mn and Pb for an irradiation 

time of 5 min with a beam current of ~ 1.5 nA. The elemental concentrations obtained by 

these samplers were consistent. We conclude the newly developed mini step sampler is 

applicable to aerosol monitoring. 

Multi-site monitoring 

A program of simultaneous multi-site (A, B, C and D site) aerosol sampling was 

conducted during two periods from July 25, 2002 to August 7, 2002 and from December 11, 

2002 to December 25, 2002 for two weeks, respectively. The sampling sites are the 

outskirts of Sendai City, where strong air pollution might be expected (Site D was used only 

in December). Fig.2 shows the map of sampling sites. The sampling sites are located 

along the national road No.4. Two factories are surrounded by sites B, C and D. The 

meteorological data (wind direction, and velocity) at the sites A and B during sampling 

periods were provided by the Prefectural Institute of Public Health and Environment. The 
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meteorological data used at site C and D were those of site B. Thel aerosol samples were 

collected every 3・hoursby using the mini step samplers and the coopnercial step sampler. 

The aerosol samples were consecutively analyzed by the ViaPIXE syskem10・19>. 

Elemental concen甘ationsof eight elements (Ca, Ti, Mn, Fe,I Ni, Cu, Zn, Pb) were 

obtained as a function of sampling time. Fig.3 shows the elemental oncen甘ationof Fe as 

a function of time. A cyclical change in concentrations is evident，ヤhichis thought to be 

caused by human activity and all sites showed similar pa仕ems.Some !elements (Ca, Ti, Mn, 

Pb), which would be a soil origin, also showed similar trends. Figl4 and Fig.5 show the 

elemental concen甘ationsof Cu1 and Zn. The concen仕組onof Cu strpngly increased in the 

last pa此 ofJuly exhibiting narrow concentration spikes and returning! to normal levels later 

on. The concentration of Zn also showed irregular concentration spillces during the time of 

sampling and its pattern varied with sites. Cu spikes reached value~ of up to 90 times the 

average concentration of Cu in Japan, and Zn exceeded the average! concen甘ationsby 45 

times. These two elements were analyzed in more detail by us~ng the data of wind 

directions. 

Average Concentration of Cu, Zn and Fe as a functioq of wind directions, 

superimposed on the map, are shown in Figs.6-8 for the summer pepod. The pa批emsin 

these figures give the average values over the sampling period. Wei conclude th剖 Cuhad 

been transpo此edto the s江esfrom the northeast. The concentratioゆofZn appears to be 

influenced by two big factories encircled by the three sites B, C, anp D. In contrast, the 

concentration of Fe does not depend on the wind direction. In !order to identify the 

pollution sources, the wind direction and the elemental concentration~ at each sampling site 

are displayed on the map, and the trends are shown as optical images !every 3 hours. Figs. 

9 and 10 display typical results. The direction of arrows gives the中inddirection and the 

arrow length and width are related to the elemental concentration. !The relation between 

wind direction and increase in ~lemental concentration is evident andlindicates that Cu was 

transported to the sampling sites in southwesterly direction possiblylfrom a big source of 

pollution in far distance. Concerning Zn, it is not known to be co4tained in soil dust in 

high concen甘ations. This indicates that Zn is most likely a man nJ.ade pollution source. 

We suspect it to arise from factory emission. It is clear that the pollY,tion source is located 

between the sites B, C and D which was confirmed by analyzing the ~sh samples collected 

at the factories that the pollution source is factory A. In conjclusion, it has been 

demonstrated that the multi回 site system of mini step samplers combined with 
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meteorological data is well suited to identify sources of pollution. 

Conclusion 

We applied the mini step samplers to multi-site aerosol sampling during two 

periods tagging the concentrations with meteorological data (wind direction, and velocity). 

The elemental concentrations of some soil origin elements changed periodically. In 

contrast, the concen甘ationsof Cu and Zn showed iπ・egular concentration spikes with 

paはemsvarying according to the sites. Analysis using the data of wind directions showed 

that Cu had been transported to the sites from the northeast and the concen甘ationof Zn was 

dominated by emission from one of the factories near the monitoring sites. In conclusion, 

it was been demonstrated that the multi-site system combined with meteorological data is 

well suited to identify sources of pollution. 
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II. 1. Technetium-99 Concentrations in Japanese Rice Paddy Fields 

Tagami, K., Uchida, S. and Sekine, T. * 
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National Institute of Radiological Sciences 

De par.仰 entof Chemisη，Graduate School of Science, Tohoku University• 

INTRODUCTION 

Technetium-99 is a long-lived radionuclide with a half-life of 2.111 x 1ぴy. It is 

produced in appreciable amounts (6.1 % ) by nuclear fission. Because of its long half-life, 

the migration of ”Tc in the environment is of great importance from a viewpoint of dose 

assessment. It is well known that pertechnetate ions (Tc04-) have a high geochemical 

mobility under oxidative condition and the uptake of Tc04・intoplants is quite high. From 

a radioecological viewpoint, analysis data on global fallout ~c in environmental samples 

should give useful information to know the migration of”Tc. At present, however, due to 

very low concen仕組onand analytical difficulties for determination of the nuclide in 

environmental samples, knowledge on ”Tc levels is quite limited. 
In this study, we determined concentrations of 99rc in surface soil samples of 

paddy fields collected at several sites in Japan (Table 1). Radioacitivity of 137Cs in the 

samples was also determined as a comparative indicator, because the fission yields from 

235U and 239Pu are about the same (ca. 6%) for the two nuclides, and the behavior and 

distribution of 137Cs in the environment are well understood. The activity ratio of 

99rc/137Cs was calculated to understand Tc mobility in the soil. 

EXPERIMENTAL 

Nine soil samples were collected from the surface layer ( < 20 cm) of paddy fields 

in Japan (Table 1 ). For the 妙 fcdetermination, air-dried samples were incinerated for 8 h 

at 450°C to decompose organic maはerbefore chemical separation. The separation 

procedure used for 妙 fcdetermination in soil samples was repo目edpreviously1>. Some 

amounts of the air-dried soil were used for the analysis of soil characteristics. A 100 mL 
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(85-140 g) portion of each sample was used for 137Cs determinatiqn with a Ge detecting 

sys句m(Seiko EG&G). 

A standard叶 csolution (Amersham, TCZ.44) was used f~r calibrating ICP-MS. 

Technetium-95m (half-life: 61 d) was used as a yield monitor. I It was prepared by 

irradiation of Nb in a cyclotron to avoid any 99rc contamination2t. The radiochemical 

recovery of Tc was determined by compa巾 gthe counts of何mTcin the sample with that in 

the reference solution using a Nal (Tl) scintillation counter (Aloka, IARC-380). The 99Tc 

content of the sample solution was then determined by ICP-MS (Yjokogawa, PMS-2000). 

To check levels of potential interference elements (e.g., Ru, Mo), rft/z = 98, 101 and 102 

were also scanned at the same time. The average radiochemical rec,very of蜘 Tcfrom the 

soil samples was 63 ± 6% by the present method. The instrumental ~etection limit for叶c

by ICP-MS was 0.03 mBq/mL :of血esample solution, correspondinglto 0.014 mBq/g-dry of 

soil sample under the operational conditions. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The concentrations of 99Tc and 137Cs in paddy field soils are listed in Table 1. The 

ranges of 99rc and 137Cs concentrations are 6 -88 mBq/kg-dry (avera鈴：29mBq/kg-dry) and 

1.4 -14 Bq/kg-dry (average: 6.3 Bq/kg-dry), respectively. The ac~vity ratios of吋、cto 

137Cs are given in the last column of the Table, ranging from 1. t x 10・3to 7.0 x 10・3.

Theo削 cally,the activity ratio from nuclear fi凶 onyield is presently !calculated as 3.3 x 10・4

with correction for radioactive decay, because the m司orsource of 9frc and 137Cs in Japan 

should be attributed to global fallout from nuclear tes白. Compared to the theoretical ratio, 

the activity ratios in the paddy field soils are one order of magnitude )ligher, suggesting that 

叶chas been accumulated in ,the soil机 Theconcentration of吋cwas compared with 

several characteristics of the !soils, e.g., cation exchange capacityl, pH, active-Fe, total 

carbon and so on, but there w~ no correlation. Presumably, immoわilizationof Tc in soil 

was mainly controlled by redox conditions and was not affected by soil characteristics. 

The high 叶 c/137Csactivity ratio in soil would be influenced防severalfactors, iム

the ratios in depositions containing rain and dry fallout and the chan2C of Tc chemical form 

in soil under environmental conditions. Paddy fields are generally 

planting阿 odand S伽伺ue的， the間dox附 ntialdecreases叫useof a decrease of 

oxygen concentration by microorganisms' activity4>. Although 99yclis expected to be in a 

soluble form of Tc04-in surface soils and water under aerobic conqitions, Tc changes its 
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chemical form under reducing condition from Tc vno4-to a lower oxidation form such as 

Tc1vO(OH)2, having lower solubility and strong absorption ability onto soil. Thus, Tc 

would be immobilized on the soils. Then, the paddy fields are kept dry after harvesting 

rice, and the redox potential of the soils gradually increases. In our previous radiotracer 

study, however, we found that most of the Tc retained in the soil was not in a readily 

soluble form even under aerobic conditions5>. When Tc was transformed from Tc04・to

other chemical forms that have a low bioavailability, plants would not absorb Tc in the soil. 

Thus, 99Tc would be accumulated in the paddy field soils. 

Relatively high 99Tc concen甘ations(Table 1) in paddy fields compared to those in 

other soils 3 suggest that 99Tc was immobilized not only from direct deposition but also from 

irrigation water through the mechanism as mentioned above. The average Japanese paddy 

field receives 1800 mm of irrigation water during the irrigation season, which is twice as 

much as the water supply from precipitation. The irrigation water would contain 99rc 

leached from other soil sites, e.g., forest soils. Some pa此ofthe 99Tc in the water could be 

trapped onto the paddy field soil surface, though there are no data on ”r c in water for 

irrigation. Further studies are needed to understand 妙 rebehavior in the terrestrial 

environment. 
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Table I. Concentrations of 137Cs and ”Tc in paddy field soils in Japan on a dry weight basis and 
activity ratio of ~c to 137Cs. 

Sampling site 137 Cs (Bq/kg) 
”Tc (mBq/kg) 

Activity ratio 

Prefecture I City or Town Decay corrected to 2001.1.1 時 fc/137Cs (x I 0'3) 

lbaraki I Mi to 2.7±0.3 8.4 ± 1.3 3.2±0.6 

Hiroshima I Fukuyama 1.4主0.7 6.1 ±0.5 4.4±2.3 

Saga I Imari 14.0 ±0.6 88±15 6.3 ± 1.1 
Saga I Kawazoe 4.1±0.4 22±3 5.4±0.9 
Aki包IOmagari 14.0 ±0.5 34±5 2.4土0.4

Aomori I Misawa 6.3 ±0.5 6.8 ±0.7 1.1±0.1 

Iwate I Morioka 8.4±0.5 52± 10 6.2±1.3 

Fukushima I Koriyama 1.7 ± 0.2 12 ± 1.7 7.0±1.4 

Fukushima I Korixama 4.2 ± 0.4 29±4 7.0±1.1 

Note) Error shows statistical errors in calculation (1σ） 
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II. 2. Preparation of 0・［18F]Fluoromethyl-L・
as a Potential Tumor Imaging Agent 

Iwata R., Furumoto1 S. *, Pascali C.ぺBogniA.ぺandIshiwata K.・・・ 

CYRIC Tohoku Universiザ
Institute of De~elopment, Aging and Cancer, Tohoku Universl • 

National Cancer Institute, Milan, Italy” 
TokyoiMetropolitan Institute o/Gerontology*” 

Many positron-emitting amino acids have so far been develo~d for imaging tumor 

by PEI'. Among them, 0-[18F]fluoroethyl-L勾rosine{[18F]FET)1> is exlDected to be白emost 

promising tracer currently under investigation2>. It can be produc+d in large quantities 

owing to the preparation from [18F]fluoride and its high radiochem~cal yield. Although 

this synthesis has recently been improved using a new precur吋.3>,it was originally 

p児 paredby the reaction of 2-[18F]fluoroethyl tosylate wi出 tyrosinedi,odium salt in DMSO. 

Noting this method, we have developed a convenient method for中epre par訓onof 0・

[18F]fluoromethyl-L-tyrosine as a novel 18F-labeled tyrosi4e analogue from 

[18F]fluoromethyt triflate, which was introduced as a I versatile, reactive 

[ 18F]fl uoromethy lating agent4>. 

[18F]Fluoromethyl triflate ([18F]CH2F01ηwas synthesized *om [18F]fluoride via 

[18F]fluoromethyl bromide acc9rding to the reaction scheme showq in Fig. 1. Briefly, 

[18F]fluoromethyl bromide was prepared by the K.222-suppohed substitution of 

[18F]fluoride with CH2Br2 (Aldi:ich, 50 μL) and distilled from a reaction vessel with a He 

flow (100 mUmin)4>. It was then passed through a AgOTf columnl heated at 200°C and 

converted to [18町fluoromethyltriflate in decay-corrected radioche~cal yields of 47±8% 

based on [18F]fluoride. The [18町CH2F＇αffwas introduced underl the He current into 

DMSO (0.5 mL) containing L-tyrosine disodium (Aldrich, 0.5-2.3 mg] at room temperature. 

After bubbling the reaction solution was diluted with an HPLC s lvent (water-ethanol-

acetic acid=875/100/25, 0.5 mL) and the mixture i吋ectedonto an胆PLCcolumn (YMC 

ODS A・324,10 x 300 mm, see Fig. 2). A fraction of the desired pゆducteluting between 

10 and 12 min was collected and evapor剖edto dryness. The residue! was finally dissolved 
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in saline. The overall synthesis time was 50 min from the EOB. 

One of the main advan旬gein using triflates as labeling agents in nucleophilic 

substitution reactions is their higher reactivity than that of the corresponding halides, a 

favorable feature which allows the reaction to proceed rapidly even at room temperature. 

As seen in Table 1, [18F]CH2F0Tf showed reasonable conversion rates at room temperature 

even after just one minute, while the production yield showed a dependence on the amount 

of precursor used. The higher boiling point of [18F]CH2FOTf is also advantageous to 

efficient trapping of flowing [18町CH2F0Tf. It was trapped in 75-87% yields with 0.5 mL 

DMSO. 

0・［18F]Fluoromethyl-L-tyrosine was obtained in overall decay-corrected 

radiochemical yields of >50% within 50 min. It turned out that 0-(18町fluoromethyl-L-

tyrosine was stable in saline over 2 hr. 
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Table 1. Radiochemical yields of 0・［18町fluoromethyl-L-tyrosine.

Precursor amount吋

lm 

2.3m 

Reaction time勺

血血血

1 min 

1 min 

RCY*3 

寸1マc

7810 

&410 

*1Dissolved in 0.5 mL DMSO. *2Additional reaction time after bubbling at room 
也mperature.*3Decay-corrected radiochemical yield, based on the labeling agent. 
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K.222JK18F 
CH2B『2 』 18FCH2Br

I AgOTf 
OONa + 2oooc 

COCH 
18FCH20Tf 

DMSO, room temp. ~肉、
Nao 1aF r 、。

L-Tyrosine disodlum salt 

Figure 1. A synthetic scheme of 0・［18F]fluoromethyl-L-tyrosine仕om(18F]fluoride. 
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Figure 2. A typical HPLC purific剖ionprofile 

• Column: YMC A-324 

• Solvent: water-EtOH-AcOH (875/100／~5) 
• Flow rate: 4.0 mL/min 
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III. 1. Changes of Brain Distribution of [11C]methamphetamine by 
Pentobarbital Anesthesia in Mice 
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Cyclotron Radioisotope Center, Tohoku University••” 

Introduction 

We previously studied the variation of the brain distribution of methamphetamine 

(MAP) following the repeated administration of MAP and found the significant increase in 

(11C]MAP uptake in the brains both of MAP-sensitized mousen and rat2>. In addition, we 

reported that the accumulation of [11C]MAP in the MAP-sensitized dog brain was 1.4 times 

higher than that in the control using the positron emission tomography (PET) study3>. 

These results suggested that the uptake of MAP increased in the brain of MAP-sensitized 

animals. However, studying [' 1C]MAP uptake in a MAP-sensitized rhesus monkey using 

PET, [11C]MAP uptake significantly decreased. We considered whether this result related 

to the anesthesia. Then we investiga旬dthe influence of anesthesia on the brain 

distribution of [11C]MAP by PET using two normal rhesus monkeys under intravenous 

anesthesia or inhalation anesthesia4>. As a result, the uptake of [11C]MAP in the brain 

under halothane anesthesia was faster and higher than that under pentobarbital anesthesia4>. 

In the present study, since it is not clear whether the effect of anesthesia in the 

MAP-sensitized animals influences to the brain distribution of恥fAP,we examined the 

effect of pentobarbital anesthesia on the brain distribution of [11C]MAP in the MAP-

sensitized mice. We report here the over-accumulation of [11C]MAP in the MAP-

sensitized mice brain might be masked under pentobarbital anesthesia. 

Material and methods 

Male ddY mice, 12 weeks old and weighing 37.0 -47.5 g each, were used. They 

were maintained on a 12 h light-dark cycle and given free access to food and water. The 
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investigations using the mice described in this report conformed 叫theprovisions of the 

Animal Care Committee, cyclotron and radioisotope center, Tohoku lfniversity. 

The mice in MAP sensitization model were intraperitoneally !injected with 4 mg/kg 

of MAP once daily for 7 consecutive days. The mice in白econt ol model received an 

equal volume of saline for the same length of time. After 71 consecutive days of 

withdrawal in each model, stereotyped behavior was scored using aヰtereotypyrating scale 

of Creese and Iversen5>, after the administration of the drug, and we confirmed the 

expression of behavioral sensitization in MAP sensitization mod~I. Respective mice 

models were divided in no anesthesia group and pentobarbital anesthqsia group. The mice 

in pentobarbital anesthesia group were intraperitoneally admini除red60 mg/kg of 

pentobarbital 20 min before i吋ectionof [11C]MAP. We used 4 m ce in each group and 

model. 

Synthesis of (11C]MAP was carried out by modifying the oq-line ['1C]methylation 

method。. A 0.2 mL (7.4 MBq) of [11C]MAP was intravenously in,ected in each mouse. 

Mice were decapitated at 15 min after injection and the brains were ~mmediately removed. 

Eight brain regions included the striatum, frontal cortex, hypothalafnus, posterior cortex, 

hippocampus, midbrain, cerebellum and medulla oblongata were analyzed according to the 

method of Glowinski and Iversen7>. The radioactivity of 11C in eachlarea was counted and 

weighed. [11C]MAP distribution m each area was represented as the ~ifferential absorption 

ratio (DAR). DAR was calculated as (observed tissue radioactiv ty I tissue weight) I 

(i吋ectedradioactivity I body weight). The statistical analysis was I performed using S制

View software (Abacus Concepts Inc. Berkeley, CA, USA). Student t-test was used to 

analyze the findings. Differen~es were considered significant at p<OIOS. 

Results 

Figure 1 shows the r~sult of the influence of pentobarbikal anesthesia on白e

distribution of [11C]MAP in 8 brain regions in mice. The pentobar~ital anesthesia groups 

showed the significant decrease compared with no anesthesia gropps. The extents of 

decrease were greater in MAP-sensitized mice than those of the contrdl mice. 

Discussion 

In the present study, we suggested that the pentobarbital anesthesia made decreased 

the uptake of ['1C]MAP in the mouse brain. Moreover it significant1y made decreased the 
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distributions of [11C]MAP in the MAP-sensitized mice brain compared with the control mice, 

implying that the pentobarbital anesthesia could mask the over-accumulation of MAP in the 

MAP-sensitized mice in no anesthesia. Gjedde and Rasmussen reported that the 

pentobarbital anesthesia ( 40 mg/kg) resulted in a 50% decrease in cerebral blood flow 

(CBF) of the rat brain and that unidirectional blood-brain glucose transfer decreased in 

proportion to CBF in pentobarbital anesthesia8>. Linde et al. measured CBF using the 

Kety-Schmidt technique that enables repetitive simultaneous determination of CBF on 

awake, non-stressed animals, obtaining the data that anesthesia with pentobarbital induced a 

uniform reduction of CBF by 40%, during halothane anesthesia CBF increased by 50%9>. 

Therefore we consider that the decrease of distribution of [11C]MAP might depend on the 

variation of CBF due to the pentobarbital anesthesia. 

It has been repo目edthat cardiac muscle lesions are associated with the chronic 

administration of MAP in rats10>, the cardiomyopathy was associated wi由 theamphetamine 

administration in humans1 •> and MAP directly induced cellular hypertrophy and might lead 

to cardiac functional disorder12>. In addition, Bachmann et al. reported the cardiac 

potassium cu汀・entswere inhibited by pentobarbital •3> and Wartenberg et al. repo此edthe 

human cardiac sodium channel was blocked by pentobarbital1仰. Taking these repo目s,it is 

considered that the pentobarbital further makes diminished the cardiac function of MAP-

sensitized mice which have already been inhibited due to the chronic administration of MAP. 

The inhibition of cardiac function both by MAP-sensitization and pentobarbi旬lanesthesia is 

possible to cause the decrease of blood-output to the brain and to make decrease the CBF. 

Therefore we consider the uptake of (11C]MAP was significantly decreased depending on the 

decrease of CBF in the MAP-sensitized model with pentobarbital anesthesia. As Yang 

pointed out15), there is a difficulty in interpreting data obtained from anesthetized mice. 

As a result, it suggest that the uptake of [11C]MAP was significantly decreased 

depend on the reduce of CBF in the MAP-sensitized mice in the pentobarbital anesthesia. 

There is some possibility to masking the over-accumulation of恥仏Pto MAP-sensitized 

mice. The effect of anesthesia is an impo此antproblem in pharmacokinetic study. 
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Introduction 

Cyclotron and Radioisotope Center, Tohoku Universi砂
Graduate School of Medicine, Tohoku Universiり，・

Tohoku Pharmaceutical Universiザ．

Alzheimer’s disease (AD) is an age-related and progressive neurodegenerative 

disease of the central nervous system. At the cellular levels, there were marked 

neurodegenerative changes accompanied with a reduction in many neurotransmitters and 

neuropeptides. A remarkable dysfunction of the cholinergic system, characterized by 

deficits in memory and cognitive functions, has been observed in several brain regions of 

patients suffering from AD1・2・3> Especially, acetylcholinesterase (AChE, EC 3.1.1.7) 

activities in the neoco目exand the hippocampus is reported to be lowered in AD4>, and 

・decreased activity correlates with the severity of cognitive impairment5). These 

pathological findings have led to the hypothesis that enhancement cholinergic 

neurotransmission with cholinergic agent, either AChE inhibitors or cholinergic agonists, 

may ameliorate the cognitive impairment in AD. Although many attempts have been made 

to reverse cognitive impairment using cholinergic agents, AChE inhibitors are the only class 

of drugs for the treatment of AD. Recently, one promising AChE inhibitor, donepezil, was 

developed and has been successfully used for treatment of AD. It is reported that this 

agent has a high affinity and selectivity for AChE with an excellent efficacy and fewer 

undesired pharmacological effects6>. 

In the present study, we describe the synthesis of [5-11C-metho.砂］donepezilusing 

[11C]methyl triflate from 5' -0-desmethylprecursor, and the biological evaluation of [5-11C-

met ho.砂］donepezil.
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Materials and Methods 

Male Wistar rats (Japan SLC, Shizuoka, Japan; 5 weeks) wer~ used in these studies. 

They were fed food and water ad libitum. The animal study was carr= d out according to the 

protocol approved by the Animal Care Committees of Cyclotron and Iftadioisotope Center. 

The rats were i吋ectedintravenously with 7.4 MBq (200 μen of [11C]donepezil in 

0.2 mL of physiological saline via tall vein. The rats were killed * the four time points 

(10, 20, 40 and 60 min). Samples of blood and six brain tissues (ce~ebral co此ex,striatum, 

"hippocampus, cerebellum, midbrain and brain stem) were quickly r moved, weighed, and 

counted. The amount of radio~ctivity was expressed as DAR ( diffentntial abso中tion ratio). 

DAR is defined as follows; [observed radioactivity in the tissue] x ［恥dyweight] I [weight 

of tissue] I [i吋ectedradioactivity]. 

The s伽 ation 飢阿me臨 were pe巾 rmed in o伽 Ito demo帥 ate 恥

reversibility of [11C]donepezil binding in vivo. A large amount of unlabeled donepezil (0.1, 

1 or 5 mg/kg) was intraperitoneally (i.p) administered with lrats 20 min before 

[11C]donepezil injection. The rats were sacrificed 40 min after the inliection. 

Results and discussion 

The radio-synthesis ~as carried側 bythe iゅ SPEme~od described in our 
previous paper7・8・9>. [11C]Dont1pezil was successfully synthesized bサ0-methylationof 5’－ 

0-desmethylprecursor (M2) Qsing the loop method with [uC]NieOTf (Fig. I). The 

radioactivity of [11C]donepezil was approximately 92.5-814 MBq (2. -22 mCi) after 20 min 

irradiation and radiochemical yield was calculated to be 25-30% base何on[uC]MeOTf after 

decay-correction. The specific activity of [11C]donepezil was 19-1122 GBq/μmol (0.51-

3.30 Ci/μmol) at the end of synthesis (30-40 min after the !bombardment). The 

radiochemical purity was more :than 99%. 

Table 1 demonstrates1 the time course of [uC]donepezil ~inding in vivo. The 

values of DAR in brain tissues were higher than that in the ijlood, suggesting that 

[11C]donepezil easily penetrates through the blood-brain barrier. Fetty min after i吋ection,

the distributi 

the striatum and brain stem. Our in vitro binding study demoqstrated [11C]donepezil 

binding was the lowest in the cortex9>. Therefo眠 thedata of I in vivo binding was 

calculated as the ratio of tissue to cortex. The ratios of striatum-to 

to-cortex were approximately 1.4 and 1.5 respectively. 
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In the blocking study, the distribution was measured 40 min after [11C]donepezil 

injection. The ratios of striatum-to-cortex and brain stem-to-cortex were significantly 

reduced from 1.4 ± 0.2 to 1.0 ± 0.1 (n=4, p<0.05) and 1.5 ± 0.1 to 1.1 ± 0.1 （~=4, p<0.01), 

respectively, by the administration of donepezil (5 mg/kg, i.p). To confirm the 

reversibility of [11C]donepezil binding in vivo, the dose effects on tissue to cortex ratios 

were examined 40 min after the i吋ectionof [11C]donepezil. As shown in Fig.2, the 

striatum-to-cortex and the brain stem-to-cortex ratios were reduced with increasing amounts 

of donepezil, whereas the hippocampus-to-cortex ratio did not change with the injected dose. 

This result indicates that [11C]donepezil specifically binds to the AChE rich regions. On 

the other hand, the binding in the hippocampus was not displaced by unlabeled donepezil, 

indicating the higher nonspecific binding of [11C]donepezil to the hippocampus. 

In conclusion, we have successfully synthesized [5-11C-metho砂］donepezilusing 

[11C]Me0Tf. In vivo brain distribution of [11C]donepezil in the rat brain was heterogeneous, 

and it was displaced by unlabeled donepezil. Although further studies are needed, this 

study clearly demons甘atesthat this strategy is useful to visualize AChE in the living human 

brain and to evaluate the efficacy of therapy of AChE inhibitors. 
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Table 1. In vivo distribution of [11C]donepezil in由erat blood and brain. 

τissue 羽田afterinj舵 tion

IO min 20min 40min 60min 

Blood 0.23会0.02 0.17土0.01 O.IO土0.00 0.13企0.00

Cortex 0.48ま0.09 0.53士0.02 0.57 ±0.08 0.29 ±0.01 

Striatum 0.74ま0.09 0.61土0.06 0.72士0.08 0.37土0.03

Hippocampus 0.41土0.06 0.49土O.QI 0.58 ±0.07 0.33 ±0.06 

Cerebellum 0.49土0.07 0.56±0.02 0.64土0.07 0.38企0.01

Midbrain 0.47ま0.07 0.56主0.02 0.65 ±0.07 0.36企0.01

Brain stem 0.53 ±0.04 0.65ま0.03 0.85 ± 0.14 0.55 ±0.02 

DAR values are expressed錨 m S土S.E.M(n=3-8) 

仰。シ℃”~ ~K·,:: N／＇..。
r1C]donepezll 

Fig. I. Radio-synthesis off 11Cjdonepezil. 
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MMP・2Inhibitor for Cancer Imaging by PET 

Introduction 

Furumoto S. ＊.ぺTakashimaκぺKubotaK. *, Iwata R.ぺIdoT.”，
and Fukuda H. * 

Institute of Development, Aging, and Cancer* 
Cyclotron and Radioisotope Center Tohoku Universiη” 

Matrix metalloproteinases (MMPs) a陀 afamily of zinc-dependent enzymes that 

degrade specific components of the extracellular matrix. At present, they are known to 

include at least 20 enzymes and are classified into five groups according to their domain 

structure and substrate specificity: collagenases, gelatinases, stromelysins, membrane-type 

MMPs and others0. Among MMPs, gelatinases (MMP-2 and MMP-9) have been shown 

to be involved in tumor invasiveness, metastasis, and angiogenesis, and increased 

expressions of them, especially MMP-2, have been found in a variety of malignant tumors. 

To date, many types of PET tracers for tumor imaging have been developed. For 

example, f18F]2-deoxy-2-fluoro-o-glucose and L-[methyl-11C]methionine are the most 

widely and successfully used for clinical diagnosis of cancers2>. Tumor uptake of both 

tracers is considered to be correlated to tumor proliferation, which is an important feature of 

tumor malignancy. Another critical aspect of malignancy is tumor invasiveness. 

However, there is no PET tracer that is directly applicable for evaluating the invasiveness. 

Tracers that target MMPs should be clinically useful for predicting cancer invasiveness by 

PET. Furthermore, the imaging of MMP expression and/or activity by PET would be 

beneficial for clinical evaluation of pharmacological e仔ectsand therapeutic usefulness of 

MMP inhibitors. We recently repo巾 dthe design of a fluorine-18 labeled MMP inhibitor, 

[18F]SAV03, and established a method for radiosynthesis3>. In an extension to that study, 

we describe here the results of biodistribution studies on [18F]SAV03 and on its methyl ester 

derivative, [18F]SAV03M, used as a prodrug4>. 
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Results and Discussion 

Biodistribution studies on [18F]SA V03 were peぽarmedusing !Ehrlich tumor bearing 

mice as a tumor model, because Ehrlich ascites cells growing in viv have the potential to 

produce MMP-2 during tumor growth. Tissue distribution da吋of[1s円SAV03and 

[18F]SA V03M at 30 and 120 min post-injection are summarized inl Table 1. [18F]SA V03 

showed higher uptake in tumor compared with muscles, heart, lung, spleen, kidney, and 

blood. Tumm均loodand tumor/muscle ratios were 2.31主 1.09and a.42土 3.31at 120 min, 

respectively. However, a considerable radioactivity uptake was obsqrved in the tissues of 

small intestine, liver, and bone. On the other hand, The biodistributi~n of [18F]SA V03M in 

Ehrlich tumor-bearing mice was different from that of (18F]SA VQ3. The radioactivity 

uptake in liver was approximately halved (p<0.01), and thus the upta除inblood, heart, lung, 

spleen, muscle, and brain showed statistically significant increase at ~O min after i吋ection.

The radioactivity uptake in tumor showed about 2.4 fold increase at llO min after injection. 

The time course study on [18円SAV03M biodistributi n showed that the 

radioactivity uptake in the smaU intestine increased to a peak level atl30 min post-injection, 

indicating clearance of the t~acer by biliary excretion (Fig 2). I The uptake in bone 

increased time-dependently, suggesting accumulation of fluorine-18 nion eliminated from 

the alkyl terminal of [18F]SA ~03M. The radioactivity up旬kein tμmor tissue showed a 

slight decrease with time, whereas the uptake in the liver, blood, lung,I and muscle decreased 

gradually during 120・minperiod. Such tumor specific uptake of the r4dioactivity resulted in 

higher tumor/muscle ratio of 13.9. 

In suppo此 ofthe above conclusion, whole body ARG I using [18F]SA V03M 

demons甘atedrelatively higher. radioactivity uptake in the tumor thaln in other organs and 

tissues, except for bone and intestine (Fig 1). Considerable accumqlation of radioactivity 

was observed within the intestine, indicating that most of the tracerland/or its metabolites 

were eliminated rapidly from the body through biliary excretion. 

Conclusion 

The biodistribution st~dies on [18F]SA V03 and [18町SAVO~M, a carboxylic acid 

based MMP-2 inhibitor and its methyl ester derivative, demons甘atefdthat the uptake was 

significantly higher in tumor tissue than in most of other organs and制issues. Specifically, 

the biodistribution prope此iesof [18町SAV03M, which served as a p odrug of [18町SAV03,

were superior to those of [18円SAV03,resulting in high tumor/organ ~ptake ratios of %10/g 
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in blood, heart, lung, spleen, muscle, and brain at 120 min post-injection. In addition, the 

tumor accumulation of radioactivity observed in whole body ARG suggests that 

[18F]SA V03M is potentially suitable for visualizing tumors by PET. 
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Table I. Tissue distributions of [18FJSAY03 and [18F]SAY03M in Ehrlich tumor bearing-mice at 30min and 

120 min after しv.i巾ction.

[18F]SAV03 [18F]SAV03M 

30 min (n=6) 120 min (n=5) 30 min (n=5) 120 min (n=4) 

Blood 0.43 :t 0.08 0.10 ± 0.03 0.56 :t 0.09・0.19 :t 0.02・・ 

Heart 0.22主 0.03 0.05 ± 0.01 0.49 ± 0.07** 0.08土 0.03

Lung 0.17 ± 0.07 0.04 ± 0.03 0.48 ± 0.14“ 0.08 ± 0.02 

Liver 6.54 ± 1.66 1.29 ± 0.18 3.08 ± 0.18** 1.06 ± 0.27 

Spleen 0.16 ± 0.03 0.05 ± 0.01 0.28 ± 0.03** 0.07 ± 0.01台

Kidney 1.25主 0.48 0.28 ± 0.08 1.60 ± 0.39 0.39 ± 0.07 

Small Intestine 12.3 ± 9.37 2.60 ± 1.13 15.1 ± 5.51 2.08 ± 0.28 

Bladder 0.53 ± 0.28 0.11 ± 0.07 0.70 ± 0.29 0.20 ± 0.10 

Muscle 0.12主 0.01 0.03 ± 0.01 0.31主 0.11合 0.04土 0.01

Bone 5.13 ± 1.05 7.27 ± 1.31 3.28 ± 1.38会 5.90主 0.90

Brain 0.04 ± 0.01 0.03 ± 0.01 0.54 ± 0.11・・ 0.22 ± 0.03** 

Tumor 0.52主 0.16 0.22 ± 0.07 0.61 ± 0.18 0.53土 007** 

T/8° 1.21 ± 0.35 2.31 ± 1.09 1.12 ± 0.33 2.72主 0.27

T/Mb 4.33 ± 1.62 8.42 ± 3.31 2.24土 1.34 13.9土 4.94

Values are mean ±..SD of OJ ID/g. • The tumor/blood ratio of %ID/g. b The tumor/muscle ratio of %ID/g. * 
p<0.05, ** p<O.O 1 (Comparison of the uptake between [ 18FISAY03M and [18FISAV03 at each time point by 

Stud巴nt’st-test) 

Intestine Stomach 

Fig. 1. Autoradiograph of whole body section of a mouse bearing an Ehrlich tumor. The section was 

prepared at 120 min after i.v. injection of [18F]SAV03M. Gastric and intestinal contents were not r巴moving

during processing. 
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De par，伽 entof Clinical Pharmacology and Therapeutics, Tohoku Universi，ηGraduate School of 
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Department of Human LφScience, Graduate School of Showa Women’s University” 

INTRODUCTION 

Parkinson’s disease is one of the m吋orneurodegenerative disorders of middle and 

old age, involving progressive degeneration of dopaminergic neurons in the substantia nigra, 

resulting in deficiency of dopamine in the brain1・2>. Dopamine replacement therapy has 

been used for decades and alleviates m吋orsymptoms of the disease, but the underlying 

cause of Parkinson’s disease is enigmatic and available therapies do not halt the 

degeneration of dopaminergic neurons3>. A critical goal is to find the cause of this desease 

and to develop new protective drugs designed to halt the progressive degeneration of the 

dopaminergic neurons or even to reverse the process. 

1-Methyl-4-phenyl-1ム3,6-tetrahydropyridine(MPfP) is a neurotoxin that produces 

a parkinsonian syndrome in both humans and experimental animals4・5). Its neurotoxic 

effects also appear to involve energy depletion and free radical generation. MPTP is 

converted to its metabolite l-methyl-4-phenylpyridinium ion (MPp+) by monoamine 

oxidase B6>. MPp+ is selectively accumulated by high affinity dopamine transpo目ersand 

taken up by the mitochondria of dopaminergic neurons, where it disrupts oxidative 

phosphorylation by inhibiting complex I of the mitochondrial electron transpo此 chain7>.

This leads to impairment of ATP production, elevated intracellular calcium levels, and free 

radical genera ti on8・ 9>. 

S lOOB is a calcium binding protein synthesized essentially in astroglial cells in the 

central nervous system (CNS) and Schwann cells10・10. Interestingly, a recent repo此

suggests that increased S lOOB protein may contribute to the early diagnosis of brain death 

and is a promising serum outcome predictor for severe head injury victims12>. However, 
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little is known about the role of S 1 OOB protein during neuronal da~ge caused by MPTP. 

In the present study, therefore, we investigated immunohistochemic~l changes of S 100 in 

relation to changes of neurons and glial cells after MPTP treatment. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Male C57BL/6 mice (Nihon SLC Co., Shizuoka, Japan), 8 w eks of age, were used 

in this study. The animals were housed in a controlled environrflent (23±1°C, 50±5% 

humidity) and were allowed food and tap water ad libitum. ）.判lexperiments we閃

performed in accordance with the Guidehnes for Animal Experi直ientsof the Tohoku 

University School of Medicine. 

The mice were i吋ectedintraperitoneally (i.p.) with four ad坤inistrationsof M円 P

(20 mg/kg) at 2・hintervals, the total dose per mouse being 80 mg/kg・IThe control animals 

were injected i.p. in the same manner with saline treatment instead bf MPTP. The mice 

were anesthetized with sodium: pentobarbi凶（50mg/kg, i.p.) at 5 h仰rs,1, 3 and 7 days 

after MPTP treatment, and the: brains were perfusion-fixed with 例 paraformaldehydein 

O.IM phosphate buffer (pH 7.4) following a heparinized saline flu$h. The brains were 

removed 1 h after 拠 出sionfixation at 4°C and were immersed in *e same fixative until 

they were embedded in paraffin. Paraffin sections, 5 μm in thickr昭和， ofthe striatum and 

substantia nigra were used for immunohistochemistry. Each gr up consisted of five 

animals. 

For immunostainings, rabbit anti-SlOO polyclonal antibody (Df¥KO, Carpintera, CA, 

USA), mouse anti-glial fibrillary acidic protein (GFAP) monoclona~ antibody (Chemicon 

International, Inc., Temecula, CA, USA), and Vectastain elite A C kit (Vector Lab., 

Burlingame, USA) were used. The immunohistochemical staiping with anti-S 100 

antibody (1:150) or anti-GFAP antibody (1:200) was carried out as de cribed previouslyは附

Negative control sections were treated similarly, except that each伽tibodywas omitted. 

Immunoreactions for SIOO and GFAP staining were visualized using Vector DAB (3',3’－ 

diaminobenzidine) substrate kit; some sections were then counterstai ed with hematoxylin. 

The immunostaining for SlOO and GFAP was graded semiquanti吋ivelyas intense and 

swoilen (grade 4), intense (grade 3), moderate (grade 2), weak (gradel 1) and not detectable 

(grade 0). The number of SlOO-positive or GFAP-positive cells w s also counted under 

light microscopy at a magnification of X400. The mean values of S~OO-positive or GFAP-

positive cells were calculated. 1 The average of均htand left cells w~s 時arded as the cell 
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number of each animal. Values were expressed as means ± SD. Statistical significance 

was evaluated using the nonparametric Dunnett’s multiple comparison test. 

Double-labeled immunostaining with anti-SlOO and anti-GFAP antibodies was 

performed in some brain sections of mice after MPTP treatment. The 

immunohistochemical staining with anti-GFAP antibody was carried out as described above. 

The next day, double-labeled immunostaining with anti-SlOO antibody was performed as 

described above. lmmunoreactions for GFAP and S 100 staining were visualized using 

Vector DAB substrate kit and Vector SG substrate kit, respectively. Some brain sections 

of mice after MPTP treatment were also double-label immunostained with釦 ti-SlOO

antibody and alpha-D-galactosyトspecific 1solectin B4 conjugated with horseradish 

peroxidase derived from Griffonia simplicifolia seeds (lsolectin B4) (Sigma, St Louis, MO, 

USA). Histochemical staining with isolectin B4 for the visualization of microglia was 

performed as described previously15・1め. The next day, double-labeled immunostaining with 

anti-SlOO antibody was performed as described above. lmmunoreactions for isolectin B4 

and S 100 staining were visualized using Vector DAB substrate kit and Vector SG substrate 

kit, respectively. 

RESULTS 

Alterations of S 100 and GF AP immunostaining in the striatum and substantia nigra 

of mice after MPTP treatment are summarized in Table 1. Representative 

microphotographs of S 100 immunostaining in the striatum and substantia nigra of MPf P-

treated mice are shown in Fig. 1. S 100-immunoreactive cells were detectable in the 

striatum and substantia nigra of control mice. S 100-immunoreactive cells were stained 

with evident immunopositive processes. In the striatum, the number of S 100-

immunopositive cells increased from 1 day after MPfP treatment. Three days after MPTP 

treatment, S 100-immunopositive cells exhibited a ramified form in the striatum, which 

showed a marked increase in the number of the cells in this region. Thereafter, a reduction 

in the number of S 100-immunopositive cells was observed in mice 7 days after MPTP 

treatment. In the substantia nigra, the number of S 100-immunopositive cells with a 

ramified form increased from 3 days after MPTP treatment. Thereafter, a decrease in the 

number of S 100-immunopositive cells was found 7 days after MPTP treatment (Table 1 ). 

Representative microphotographs of GFAP immunostaining in the striatum and 

substantia nigra of MPTP-treated mice are shown in Fig. 2. Few GFAP-immunopositive 
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astrocy也swere observed in the. striatum of control mice. In the sub伽 tianigra of control 

mice, however, GFAP-immunopositive astrocytes had a ramified 

processes. In the striatum, the number of GFAP-immunopositiv 

gradually from 1 day after M昨 Ptreatment. Thereafter, the levels pf s飽iningfor GFAP-

immunopositive astrocytes increased slightly in the striatum 3 days ffter MPTP treatment. 

Seven days after MPTP treatment, GFAP-immunopositive astroqytes in the striatum 

exhibited a ramified form with many fine processes, with a marked恥creasein the number 

of the cells in this region. In the sub 

astrocytes increased gradually from 5 hours after MPI司Ptreatment.ドThereafter,a marked 

increase in the number of GFAP-immunopositive astrocytes was note4f in mice 3 and 7 days 

after MPTP treatment (Table 1 }. 

Representative microphotographs of double-labeled 

S 100 and anti-GFAP antibodies in the substantia nigra after M打 Ptteatment are shown in 

Fig. 3 a,b. Representative microphotographs of double-labeled ijmmunostainings with 

anti-SlOO and anti-isolectin B4 .antibodies in the substantia nigra aft, 

shown in Fig. 3 c,d. SlOO immunoreactivity was found mainly in thp cytoplasm of GFAP-

immunopositive astrocytes. In contrast, S 100 immunoreactivity lwas not observed in 

isolectin B4-immunopositive glial cells. 

DISCUSSION 

SIOOB is a calcium binding protein produced and se4reted by astrocytes. 

S 1 OOB protein is expressed throughout the brain and is observed prhtjarily in the cytoplasm 

of astrocytes円 Interestingly,1 a previous study reported that ove4expression of S lOOB 

protein can cause chronic neuronal damage18>. Several reports a so demonstrated that 

overexpression of S 1 OOB protein might be an exacerbating factor in sQme neuronal diseases, 

such as Down’s syndrome and・ Alzheimer’s disease19・20>. A recent udy reported that the 

enhanced synthesis of S lOOB protein by reactive astrocytes participat+s in the inflammatory 

responses within the periinfarct area, which may be related to the ~ccurrence of delayed 

infarct expansion after permanent focal i民 hemiain ratザ Incontrast, Migheli et al. 22> 

suggested that S 1 OOB expression was unrelated to neuronal apoptosis, but might be 

involved in cellular defense mechanism against oxidative stress. SJOOB protein has also 

been demons甘atedto stimulate neurite outgrowth, proliferation ofl melanoma cells and 

induction of apoptosis in PC12 pheochromocytoma cells11・23>. Fu目h伽no肌 SlOOBprotein 
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is known to have trophic effects on both glial and neuronal cells24・2勾. Thus, there is no 

consensus regarding the significance of the precise role of S lOOB expression in neuronal 

cell damage. The reason for these phenomena is presently unclear. However, a recent, 

interesting study using permanent focal ischemia in rats suggested that ON0-2506, a novel 

astrocyte modulating agent, can mitigate delayed infarct expansion叩 dneurologic deficits, 

presumably through modulation of astrocytic activation within the periinfarct area, and the 

inhibition of astrocytic S IOOB synthesis by this agent may play a major role26>. These 

findings suggest that pharmacological modulation of astrocytic activation may provide a 

novel therapeutic strategy against ischemic neuronal damage. However, further studies are 

needed to investigate the exact mechanisms for the role of astrocytic S IOOB synthesis 

against ischemic neuronal cell damage. Furthermore, little is known about the exact 

relationship between S IOOB overexpression and neurodegeneration in MPTP-treated mice 

as a useful model of Parkinson’s disease. 

In the present study, S 100-immunopositive cells were found in the striatum and 

substantia nigra of control mice. The increase in the number of S 100-immunopositive 

cells was observed in the striatum from 1 day after MPTP treatment. Thereafter, a marked 

increase in the number of S 100-immunopositive cells was noted 3 days after MPTP 

treatment. In the substantia nig1丸 thenumber of SlOO-immunopositive cells also 

increased 3 days after MPTP treatment. However, the number of S 100-immunopositive 

cells was reduced in the striatum and substantia nigra 7 days after MPTP treatment. 

Additionally, we observed changes of GFAP-immunopositive astrocytes in the striatum and 

substantia nigra of MPTP-treated mice. GFAP is well known to be a marker for reactive 

astrocytes in response to CNS injury, due to its specificity for astrocytes27). In our study, 

an increase in the number of GFAP-immunopositive astrocytes was observed in the striatum 

and substantia nigra of mice from 1 day after MPTP treatment. Thereafter, a marked 

increase in the number of GFAP-immunopositive astrocytes was noted in these regions 3 

and 7 days after MPTP treatment. From these findings, it is conceivable that the time 

course patterns of the expression of S 100」mmunopositivecells are, at least in pa口， similar

to these of GFAP-immunopositive cells after MPTP treatment. Thus, the present study 

suggests that the activation of S 100-immunopositive cells may reflect that of reactive 

astrocytes after MPTP treatment. 

In our double-labeled immunostaining with anti-SlOO and anti-GFAP antibodies, 

SlOO immunoreactivity was observed in GFAP-immunopositive astrocytes. In contrast, 
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however, SlOO immunoreactivity was not observed in isolectin 84・poドitiveglial cells as a 

marker of microglia as shown in Fig. 3. These findings demonstratq that S 100 protein is 

expressed selectively by reactive astrocytes, but not microglia. In t~e present study, we 

used the rabbit anti-cow polyclonal antibody of S 100, that reacts wiゆ S1008 and S lOOA 

p附 eins. In the central nervQus system, S lOOA 1, although not s~creted, is found in 

neurons, S100A4 in astrocytes Qeside SlOOB. Further, S100A8 and ~100A9 are found in 

resident, activated microglial cells in brain inflammatory processes, I Alzheimer’s disease 

and in ischemic brain lesions23fS>. However, several arguments suiport the assumption 

that, in the present study, the antibody detected mainly S lOOB prわtein. (i) S 1 OOB is 

known to be one of the protei1ns upregulated on astrocytic activatijon. ( 11) S 100 was 

colocalized with GFAP. (iii) tvficroglial cells were not stained b}i the S 100 antibody. 

Thus, the antibody did not detect S 100A8 and S 100A9. (iV) S 10 B has a much (12.5 

times) higher concentration in the brain in comparison with t時 S1 OOA proteins29>. 

Interestingly, a recent study demonstrates that S lOOB cells possess叫 attributestypical of 

astrocytes in m旬以 The findings were, at least in pa目， ~onsi蜘tt with our 

immunohistochemical resulぉ. These observations seem to suggest that S 100-

immunoreactive cells in the present study reflect mainly reactive 吋trocytesafter M打 P

treatment. However, further studies should be performed to inyestigate the precise 

mechanisms for our findings. 

Of pa此icularinterest in the present study is that the expressiol) of S 100 protein was 

closely related to decreases in tyrosine hydroxylase-immunopositivel neurons after MPTP 

treatment叫 Althoughthe reason for this phenomenon is presently pnclear, we speculate 

th剖 theoverexpression of S 1 OOB protein produced by reactive astropytes may play a key 

role in the pathogenesis of degeneration of dopaminegic neurons at the acute phase after 

MPTP treatment. However, the precise mechanisms responsible fotj such findings should 

be investigated in further studies. 

In conclusion, the present results provide evidence that astr1 cytic activation may 

play some role in the 阿 hogenesisof MPf P-induced degeneration of ~opaminergic neurons. 

Furthermore, the present study ,demons甘atesthat SlOO protein is exll>ressed selectively by 

astrocytes, but not microglia after M円 Ptreatment. Thus our stqdy provides valuable 

information for the pathogenesis of acute stage of Pat仙 ison’sdisease. 
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Table I. Alterations of SlOO and GFAP immunos阻imngin the striatum and substantia nigra of mice after 
MPTP treatment. 

S 100 immunostaining 
Control 
5 hours 
1 day 

3 days 

7 days 

GFAP immunostaining 
Control 
5 hours 
I day 
3 days 

7 days 

Striatum Substantia nigra 
Grade (cell number) 

1.4±0.3 (114.4±24.5) 
1.6±0.4 (124.6±19.3) 

2.8±0.7**(161.9±30.5 t) 

3.1±1.0ホ＊(171.0土54.4t) 

1.7±0.1 (137.8±18.7) 

0.2±0. l (4.7±1.l) 
0.6±0.5 (8.3ま3.4)
1.2±0.5** ( 24.1土17.7)
3.2±0.5＊事(139.9±49.2i) 

3.3±0.5**(143.3±41.1 i) 

1.6土0.4 (51.4±8.0) 
1.6±0.3 (63.6±13.3) 
2.6±0.4* (65.1±11.9) 

3.2±0.2**(79.8±17.4 t) 

2.0±0.3 (63.9±12.7) 

1.4：土0.5 (62.5±5.6) 
2.0±1.0 (72.0±14.0) 
1.6±0.9 (69.5±16.9) 

3.6±0.5**( 110.5土16.0*)

3.2±0.8**(112.0±21.0*) 

The immunoreactivity was semiquantitatively graded as intense and swollen (grョde4), intense (grade 3), 

moderate (grade 2), weak (grade 1) and not detectable (grade 0). Values we問 expressedmeans± SD.ホ.t 

P<0.05, ＊＊・2P<0.01 vs. the corresponding control group (non-parametric Dunnett’s multiple comparison胞st).

Each group contained 5 animals. Figures in parenthesis indicate the number of SIOO-immunopositive or 

GFAP・immunopositivecells. 
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RESULTS 

The striatal dopamine, DOPAC and HV A content showed a severe reduction from 1 

day to 14 days post-treatment except for the DOPAC level 14 days post-treatment. 

Thereafter, the striatal dopamine level showed a significant decline (59% loss) even 21 

days after MPTP treatment. A significant reduction was also found in the striatal DOPAC 

(48% loss) and HV A (58% loss) level 21 days after MPf P treatment (Table 1). 

The measurement of motor activity had a significant prolongation of Tturn, TLA and 

ca臼lepticeffect 7 days after MPf P treatment. After 14 days, a significant prolongation of 

TLA and cataleptic effect was still observed in these mice. However, a significant 

prolongation of Tturn was not evident in these mice (Table 2). 

Representative photographs of TH immunostaining in the striatum and substantia 

nigra are shown in Fig. 1. Dopaminergic neurons with the TH antibody were easily 

detectable in control mice. One day after MPfP treatment, TH immunopositive fibers and 

cell bodies were reduced in the striatum and substantia nigra, respectively. Thereafter, the 

TH immunopositive fibers and cell bodies were markedly decreased in the striatum and 

substantia nigra up to 7 days after MPTP treatment. 

Representative photographs of GFAP immunostaining in the striatum and substantia 

nigra are shown in Fig. 2. GFAP positive astrocytes were evident in the substantia nigra. 

One day after MPTP treatment, GFAP immunopositive astrocytes were increased in the 

striatum and substantia nigra. Thereafter, GFAP positive astrocytes were markedly 

increased in the striatum and substantia nigra 3 and 7 days after MPf P treatment. 

Representative photographs of isolectin B4 staining in the striatum and substantia 

nigra are shown in Fig. 3. lsolecton B4 pos1t1ve cells were evident in the striatum and 

substantia nigra. One day after MPTP treatment, isolectin B4 positive cells were increased 

in the striatum and substantia nigra. Thereafter, isolectin B4 positive cells were markedly 

increased in the substantia nigra 3 and 7 days after MPf P treatment. 

DISCUSSION 

To clarify the pathophysiological mechanisms of Parkinson’s disease, first we 

investigated a close correlation between neurochemical and behavioral manifestation using 

mice with several studies. This study is the first report using mice in several experimental 

studies to test the close correlation between neurochemical and behavioral manifestation. 
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Since the discovery that M町 Pselectively destroys nigr~triatal dopaminergic 

neurons in humans, a wide range of animal models for parkinsonism ~ave been extensively 

studied. Mice are susceptible to MPf P neurotoxicity and the antmals make excellent 

conventional models for Parkinson’s disease. In general, MPTP is u仰allyadministered to 

mice either by an acu民 ora subacute regimen 7・吟 Inthe acute and ~ubacute mice models, 

MPTP can produce depletions in the striatal level of dopamine and itslmetabolites (DOPAC 

and肝 A)along with a reduction in the striatal synaptosomalドopamineuptake18・19>. 

However, when survival times, in mice are extended, the neurotoxid effects of MPTP are 

reversible20>. Furthermore, despite evidence of dopamine reduction~， animals that receive 

MPfP acutely or subacutely. do not always exhibit motor or motor 

abnormalities4・2n. Therefore, i we examined the exact neurotoxicl effects of acute or 

consecutive仕eatmentof MPf P1 in mice. 

In the present study, we investigated the striatal dopamine, D 

from 1 day to 21 days after acute MPfP treatment. As shown in Ta中le1, the acute MPTP 

treatment showed a severe redu~tion in the striatal dopamine, DOPA<J: and肝 Acontent in 

mice from 1 day to 14 days post-treatment. Thereafter, the striatal d仲aminelevel showed 

a significant decline (59% loss) even 21 days after MPTP treatmeqt. In our behavioral 

studies, the acute MPTP treatment caused・ seve児 motordeficits in mi特7and 14 days post-

treatment (Table 2). From the present findings, we suggest that pie model with acute 

MPTP treatment can cause a seve陀 dopaminedepletion and motqr deficiency in mice. 

Based on these present results, ・We speculate that the acute treatment! with MPTP is a very 

useful model of Parkinson’s disease. Our study also suggests I that continuous and 

excessive production of endogenous MPTP-like substrates in the br~in may be one of the 

mechanisms in the development of Parkinson’s disease22>. 

In our immu州 stolゆ alstudy, we伽 rvedloss of TH叫unoreactivityin the 

striatal fibers and nigral cells from I day after the acute MPTP treat Thereafter, the 

severe loss of TH immunoreactivity was observed in the striatum andlsubstantia nigra up to 

7 days post-treatment (Fig. 1). In contrast, 1 day after acute M前Ptreatment, GFAP 

immunopositive astrocytes were increased in the striatum and substanpa nigra. Thereafter, 

GFAP positive astrocytes were markedly increased in the striatum 

and・ ys伽 MPI ・eatment (Fig. 2）.τ‘h町釧M

immunostaining produced by MPI、Pin the striatum and substantJa nigra is linked t 0 

decrements in TH immuno 
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dopamine neurons initiated the astrocyte reaction to MPf P. For histochemical staining of 

isolectin B4, which specifically combines with terminal alpha-D-galactose residues located 

on the cell smf ace of microglia23・24>, isolectin B4 staining was weak in the striatum and 

substantia nigra of control mice. One day after acute MPTP treatment, isolectin B4・

positive microglia were increased markedly in the striatum and substantia nigra. 

Thereafter, the increase of isolectin B4・positivemicroglia lasted up to 7 days after MPf P 

treatment. It is known that activated microglia exe此cytotoxiceffects in the brain through 

two different, yet complementary processes均. First, activated microglia can act as 

phagocytes, which involve direct cell-to-cell contact. Second, they are capable of 

releasing a large variety of potentially neurotoxic substances均. Therefore, it is believed 

that activated microglia may sometimes be associated with beneficial effects and often they 

may appear to be deleterious26>. A recent interesting study suggested that inhibition of 

microglial activation by minocycline can protect the nigrostriatal dopaminergic pathway 

against neurotoxic effects of MPTP in mice27). These findings seem to suggest that 

activated microglia plays an important role in the pathogenesis of MPTP-induced 

degeneration of dopaminergic neurons. In the present study, the number of activated 

microglia appeared in the striatum and substantia nigra earlier than that of reactive 

astrocytes, as shown in Fig. 3. These results were, at least in pa口， consistentwith the 

previous report28>. Based on these observations, we also suggest that microglial activation 

may play a key role in the MPTP neurotoxic process. 

In conclusion, we have shown that the acute treatment of mice with MPTP is 

accompanied by sustained nigral degeneration and motor abnormalities relatively 

resembling Parkinson’s disease. Furthermore, our results show that continuous and excess 

production of endogenous MPf P-like substrates in the brain may be one of the mechanisms 

in the development of Parkinson’s disease. Thus our findings provide valuable 

information for explorations of age-related disease progression, mechanisms of 

neurodegeneration and neuroprotection. 
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Table 1. Time course effects of MPTP (20 mg/kg,i.p・） treatment four times a day at ~hr intervals on出e
s凶a凶 dopamine,DOPAC and HV A levels in mice. 

Days after MPTP treatment Dopamine DOPAC HVA 

(μgig tissue) (μgig tissue) (μgig tissqe) 

Control 16.22±0.57 2.99±0.26 1.73±0.14 

l day 2.63土0.53** 1.21±0.25料 0.82土0.17＊ 

3 days 3.03±0.62** 1.24±0.23料 0.56±0.0 ＊ 

7days 2.91±0.37料 1.39±0.18料 0.63土0.0 ＊ 

14days 3.46±0.32** 3.20±0.20 

21 days 6.58±0.51料 1.55±0.18料 0.73±0.0{f* 

Values are expressed鎚 mean凶 .E.M.*p<0.05, **p<0.01 compared with con刷（D伽附，sm1』
恰st).n=S-6 mice. 

Table 2. Effects of MPf P (20 mg/kg,i.p.) treatment four times a day at 2・hrinterval~ on出emotor activity 
m mice. 

Days after MPf P treatment 

Control 

7days 

Control 

14 days 

Pole 隠st(sec) 
．．．．．．．．．．．，咽・・・・・・・・4・・・・・．．．．．．．．．．．，．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．，．．．．圃・・・・・圃・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・M・・・・・・・・・・．．． 

Tturn TLA 

1.74±0.10 4.02主0.29

2.69ま0.20** 5.80土0.60**

1.77±0.16 3.75±0.33 

2.13±0.18 5.25±0.65ホ

Catalepsy 也st
(sec) 

2.03土0.21

4.07±0.54守＊

2.17±0.40 

3.11±0.34守

Values are expressed as means±S.E.M. *p<().05, ＊本p<0.01comp訂edwith control (Stf.rdent’s t・旬st).n=8・10
mice. 
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Fig. I. Repr巴sentativemicrophotographs of tyrosine hydroxylase (TH) immunostaining in the striatum and 

substantia nigra of mice after MPTP (20 mg/kg,i.p.) treatment four times a day at 2-hr intervals within a day. 

(a,e): Control. (b,f,): I day after MPTP treatment. (c,g): 3 days after MPTP treatment. (d,h): 7 days after 

MPTP treatment. Striatum (a-d), bar= I 00 mm; Substantia nigra (e-h), bar= I 00 μm. n=5. 
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Fig. 2. Represen匂tivemicrophotographs of glial fibrillary acidic protein (GFAP) immunoslaining in the 

striatum and substantia nigra of mice after MPTP (20 mg/kg,i.p.) treatment four Limes a day at 2・hrintervals 

wi thi~ a day. (a,e): Control. (b，η：l day after MPTP treatment. (c,g): 3 days after MPTP treatment. (d,h): 7 

days after MPTP treatment. Striatum (a-d), bar= I 00 μm; Substantia nigra (e-h), bar= I 00 μm. n=5. 
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IV. 1 Functional Module of the Brain Correlates the Trait Anxiety by 
Colonic Distention 

Hamaguchi T., Kano M.*, Rikimaru H.”， Kanazawa M., Itoh M.ぺYanaiK.*, and 
Fukudo S. 

Department of Behavioral Medicine, Tohoku UniversiかGraduateSchool of Medicine 
Department of Pharmacology, Tohoku University Graduate School of Medicine• 

Division of Nuclear Medicine, Tohoku Universi.η，Cyclotron Radio Isotope Center* 

Introduction 

Psychological factors may play an important role in visceral perception. A close 

relationship between emotional state and gastrointestinal function is repo此edin patients 

with functional gastrointestinal disorders, including irritable bowel syndrome (IBS)1>. 

There is increasing experimental evidence to suggest an interaction between emotional 

context, cognition and sensory processing2.3>. The cerebral evoked potential to 

gastrointestinal stimulation has been shown to be modulated by attentional processes4>, it 

may reflect such higher level processing of painful stimuli5>. 

Psychological stress response induces gastrointestinal symptoms such as 

abdominal pain, diarrhea or constipation in humans6>. These phenomena are explained by 

stress-induced colonic motilityηand visceral perception abhorred by the stress8>. IBS is a 

functional gastrointestinal disorder characterized with chronic abdominal pain and 

abdominal bowel habituation. Functional relation between central nervous system and 

gastrointestinal tract begins to be clarified and brain-gut interactions are considered to be 

m吋orpathophysiology of IBS9・10'. 

Personality prope此yis closely related to stress response. The processing of the 

information about perception from the gastrointestinal tract to the brain may be related to 

personality traits' l). However, brain regions of personality traits as well as anxiety trait 

that relate to stress response is uncertain. We are imaging that the multiple control sites 

are interconnected so that stress responses can be organized, at varied degrees of complexity, 

some involving the recruitment of just a few brain sites, others requiring a concerted large-

scale operation, but often involving both cortical and subcortical sites. 
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To vii削 efollowing hypo蜘 es,we examin山 ebrain tmages and perso叫 q

trait during colonic distention in humans. 

Method 

Subjects 

Fifteen volunteers pa此icipatedin this study. Their were制lmale, right-handed, 

and aged 22±2 (mean±SE). All subjects we陀 freefrom gastrointestfnal symptoms or signs. 

Each underwent a basic evaluation to exclude organic disease iqcluding a history and 

physical examination and colonoscopy. All subjects gave inform'*1 consent as approved 

by the Ethics Committee in Tohoku University School of Medicine. 

Distention Protocol 

On the day before examination, the su同ectstook the low r4sidue diet. At 21: 00 

before the examination, they ingested 17g (13.6%) of magnesium cftrate, 75mg of sodium 

pi cos叫fate,and 24mg of sennoside A & B to cleanse the colon. $ubjects were tested in 

the fasted state at 8: 15. Colonoscope was inserted to the spleni¢ flexure and splinting 

device was inserted along the scope. After the removal of the scわpe,a thin plastic bag 

(Svnestics Medical, Stockholm) of maximal volume (700ml, lOc巾diameterwhen fully 

inflated) was advanced into the descending colon. The location of ~he bag was confirmed 

with X-ray fluoroscopy. The splinting device was removed and the ~ag was taped in place. 

Subjects were laid in bed at 9: 15 for the rest. 

The colonic distention stimuli were provided with ~omputerized barostat 

equipment (maximal inflation rate, 38ml/s [Medtronics Synectics, S~oreview, MN]). The 

sham stimulation with 0 mmHg was given at first. The colon was then stimulated with the 

bag pressure of 40 mmHg for 80 seconds. 

Psychological measurement 

Before加 timu 

Trait Anxiety Inventory (STAl)1羽．

PET scanning 

Plaster head suppo此 wasset for each subject to minimize 1*ad movements during 

the P町 imaging. By using 68Ge/68Ga radiation source, transmis*ion scan for theアーray
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absorptive correction was done before positron emission tomography (PET) scanning. The 

PEI' scan room was made to be under the gloom. The subjects closed their eyes with 

waking. 

[150] labeled water which was synthesized by the cyclotron was injected from the 

right arm vein with the beginning of colonic distention. At 10 seconds after the beginning 

of [150] labeled water injection and colonic distention, both radioactivity and peak pressure 

of the bag reach plateau. The PET scanning then started and continued for 70 seconds. We 

measured regional cerebral blood flow (rCBF) during 4 scans (70 seconds each) using a 

PEI' scanner in three-dimension sampling mode (HEADTOME V SEf-2400W, Shimadzu, 

Japan). 

Analysis 

The PET image analyzed for brain image analysis software (Statistical Parametric 

Mapping; SPM99, The Wellcome Department of Cognitive Neurology, London) according 

to the method of Friston et al14>. All slices (63 sheet) including the brain images were 

extracted. The PET images were realigned, spatially normalized and transformed into an 

approximate Talairach-Tournoux stereotactic space13¥ 3D Gaussian filtered (FWHM = 13 

mm), and proportionally scaled to account for global confounders. The size of each voxel 

was set at 2×2×2mm. 

To clarify the region where the rCBF fluctuates by correlating with trait anxiety in 

the colonic distention, we examined by using the ‘simple regression analysis' option in 

SPM. We set 0.18 % level of significance or less (uncorrected, Z 孟 3.00)as the region 

of significant correlation. 

Results 

Trait anxiety score of subjects 

Trait anxiety scores of su句ectswere 44.33±8.65 (mean ± SD, minima 26 to 

maxima 58). The normal score range in trait anxiety was 25 to 75. After the colonic 

distention, all subjects repo目edtheir emotion and visceral perception during the distention 

protocol. They repo此edincreasing the negative emotion such as anxiety and perceived 

stress, and the visceral perception such as abdominal distention, abdominal pain, and 

urgency for defecation. 
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Brain activity correlates the trait anxiety by colonic distention 

The simple regression analysis showed positive relation bet中een甘aitanxiety and 

rCBF during the colonic distention (uncorrected p = 0.0018, Table 1）↓ They were the left 

middle frontal gyrus (BA 10, Fig. 1-A), the left orbitofrontal gyrus BAll, Fig. 1・B),the 

left prefron旬lgyrus (Fig. 1-C), and the right inferior temporal gy中s(BA20, Fig. 1・D).

Conversely, there were no regions of significantly negative correlatio* with the trait anxiety 

by colonic distention. 

Discussion 

The most important :pa此 ofthis study is that the preftrontal co此exeswere 

significantly correlated to the trait anxiety by colonic distention inl human. Our results 

suggest that trait anxiety may be related to central processing of yisceral perception by 

colonic distention in humans. The pre合ontalcortex participates inl linking perception of 

stimuli to the guidance of behavior円 includingthe flexible exec tion of strategies for 

obtaining rewards and punishqlents以 Regionsin the medial and川ventralaspects of the 

frontal lobe seem especially important in relating information about e本ternalsensory stimuli 

to interoceptive information that represents emotional significance.I The prefrontal area 

checks the given stimulation with experience and memory accumuJated and may be the 

position which finally determines the meaning of stimulation; comford or discomfort17・18>. 

Recently, the significant negative correlation between late p4ak latency of cerebral 

evoked potential and hypochondriasis in Minnesota Multiphasic Pe~sonality Inventory by 

esophageal electro stimulation was repo巾 d11>. Previously finding spggested the cognitive 

pa仕emassociated with some personality variables might promote vi~ceral hypersensitivity 

via cortical processing. 

Our results also suggest that cognitive pa仕emsassociated with neurotic variables 

such as depression and anx均 mightpromote visceral hyper an作 bypose酬刈 via

cortical processing. 
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Table 1. Covariation of rCBF with STAI (positive correlation). 

Region 

Middle Frontal Gyrus 

Orbitofrontal Gyrus 

Precentral Gyrus 

Inferior Temporal Gyrus 

Side BA 

L 10 

L 11 

L 

R 20 

Coodinates 

x y z 

・34 64 ・6

-18 52・22

・30 4 28 

52・12・46

Z p Voxels in 

score value Cluster 

3.37 < 0.001 44 

3.07 0.001 133 

3.10 0.001 n 

3.07 0.001 35 

Coodinate refer to location in stereotaxic space. Table shows at Maxima in the seach value 
defined a priori. Height threshould P = 0.0018, Extent threshould k = 20 Voxels (uncorrected). 
BA: Brodmann Area. 
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Fig. 1. Brain regions of positive correlation between rCBF and STAI by the simple regression analysis (pく

0.0018 uncorrect巴d). (A) showed demonstrating voxels in the left middle frontal gyrus, (x y z), (-34 64 -6), 
(B) the left orbitofrontal gyrus, (x y z), （ー1852 -22), (C) the left precentral gyrus, (x y z), (-30 4 28), and (0) 

the right inferior temporal gyrus (x y z), (52・12-46) that significant correlated to trait anxiety. There we陀

superimposed on山estructural MRI scan of a single subject. Bollom showed the linear regression between 

PET signal across subjects and trait anxiety in STAL Blue dots were indicated the subject data, and red we陀

linear regression lines. Color bar indicated T-score by the simple regression analysis option in SPM99. 
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Fukuda, H. § and Yamadori, A. t 
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Introduction 

Since the repo目 ofan amnesic case H.M. l), a number of neuropsychological 

studies demonstrated that damage to the medial temporal lobe produces anterograde 

amnesia as well as retrograde amnesia2>. This fact shows that the hippocampal complex 

(hippocampus, entorhinal, perirhinal, and parahippocampal cortices) plays a role not 

only in memory encoding but also in memory storage or retrieval, or both. The 

hippocampal retrograde amnesia usually shows a temporal gradient with impairment of 

recall being more difficult for episodes of the recent past than the remote one. This 

phenomenon has suppo目ed the idea called memory consolidation that 

. neurophysiological processes occurring after the initial encoding of information 

contribute to the permanent storage of memory. 

Regarding the roles of this region on memory consolidation, two theories have 

been proposed. One of the two currently dominant theories maintains that it works to 

consolidate a newly acquired memory for a temporal period of time3>, while the other 

believes its involvement in memory is life-long2A>. Although both theories stress 

dynamic reorganization of memory store over time, the functional role assigned to the 

hippocampal complex is incompatible to each other. 

In the present study, we investigated whether patterns of brain activation during 

memory retrieval as measured by positron emission tomography (PET) is the same or 
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di仔erentwhen the oldness of a to-be-retrieved episode is manipulated. The task-related 

PET signal changes detected from these tasks demonstrate 

depending on the retention time of autobiographical memories. 

Methods 

Subjects 

neural correlates 

Nine healthy male volunteers (mean 20.6 years) participated Jn the present s加dy.

They were all right-handers and their Edinburgh handedness scores、wereall above +905>. 

All subjects were informed of the nature of the experiment and ga~e written consent in 

accordance with the guidelines approved by Tohoku University anti th・e Declaration of 

Human Rights, Helsinki 1975. 

Task procedures 

We employed the Crovitz technique to assess the ability to 

experienced episodes6>. Subjects were p問 sentedwith a cue word •nd were required to 

recall a personal episode related to the word. Six cue words we~e visually presented 

one by one at the r仰 ofone word per 20 seconds through virtual i-glasses controlled by 

Windows PC (Virtual i.o., Seattle, USA). These cue words were !chosen from the list 

usedi in a previous study7> and had been confirmed by a pilot study derformed on another 

group of young normal subjects to be appropriate stimuli for evoking personal memories. 

The performance was scored according to the criteria of epis~dicity proposed by 

B:adlleley and Wilsor社 Itis a 4・steprating from 3 to 0. Whe' su句ectsrecalled a 

pevs0nal event with a specific time and place, it was rated 3. If a recalled event was 
personal but lacked specific information about time and place, it 

responded with only a vague description referring to no specific司vent,it was rated 1. 

When no response, or only semantic explanation of a cue was prod中ed,a score of 0 was 

allotted. The full score in one session was 18. They participated n three experimental 

tasks and one control task during PET scanning. The same six woqds were presented in 

all tasks. In the first task, they were asked to recall personal epi odes from childhood 

(CH), in the second task, episodes from adolescence (AD), and in tJie third, events from 

recent day (RE). In the control task (CN), they were asked td retrieve the lexical 

meaning of the words. The order of the tasks was counterbalance~ across the subjects. 

In total, three sets of scores of episodicity were obtained froP't each subject. A 
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schematic representation of the task procedures is shown in Figure 1. 

PET Measurements 

The rCBFs were measured using a PET scanner (SET2400W Shimadzu, FWHM 

4.0mm) and 150 labeled water (approximately 180 MBq for each injection)9>. The 

transaxial sampling FOV was 256 mm, and the axial FOV was 190 mm. The thickness 

of the slices measured was 3.125 mm. Prior to the PET experiments, subjects had a 

catheter inserted into the right brachial vein for tracer administration. Each task was 

started at the same time with a bolus injection of H2150, and lasted 120 seconds. PET 

data acquisition was started 40 seconds after the injection and lasted 60 seconds. The 

time schedule for the experiment is shown in Figure 1. A transmission scan was 

peげormedbefore the experiment and the data were used to obtain corrected emission 

images. All PET data were reconstructed by using a convolution filter (cut-off value 8 

mm). They also received a Tl-weighted M則 scan(0.5 T) on a separate occasion. 

Data Analyses 

The scan data were analyzed by statistical parametric mapping (SPM99) 

implemented by MA'.宜..AB 5.3. First, all rCBF images acquired from each subject were 

corrected for motion artifacts by realignment to the first image of the experiment. The 

realigned images were resliced by a sinc interpolation method. Second, a TI-weighted 

structural MRI was coregistered to the mean image of the realigned images. Third, all 

images were then spatially normalized into a standard space10> and smoothed with 

Gaussian kernel of FWHM of 11 mm. Finally, the e仔ectsof the task on the rCBF were 

estimated using a general linear model. The effects of each comparison were estimated 

using linear contrasts, which yielded a t-statistic for a given comparison at each voxel. 

Activation was considered significant if it had a cluster of voxel thresholded above 

p<0.005 (uncorrected, k>lO voxels). 

Results 

We calculated mean scores for each experimental task and analyzed these scores 

by a one-way ANOVA. The ANOVA showed no significant difference among these 

mean scores of the three experimental tasks [CH=l2.8, AD=12.6, RE=12.8 (full 

score=18); F2.24=0.02, p>0.9]. 
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First, the regional cerebral blood flows (rCBFs) in each experimental condition 

(CH, AD and RE) were compared to those in CN. All activ~tion foci and their 

coordinates on a standard brain template are shown in Table 1. Ac~ivation areas yielded 

from the compa巾 onof CH and CN included the inferior frontal (Brodmann area; BA 

45), superior temporal (BA 21), and parahippocampal gyri （司A 36) of the right 

hemisphere, and the medial paliietal lobe (BA 18 and 31) and cerebeJlar vermis of the left 

hemisphere. Comparison of AD and CN showed activations in the anterior and 

posterior cingulate (BA 32 and 31), superior temporal (BA 38) andl fusiform gyri of the 

right hemisphere, and in the precuneus (BA 18), cuneus (BA 18) an4 cerebellar vermis of 

the left hemisphere. Comparison between RE and CN rev¢aled rather diffuse 

activations involving・ the inferior frontal (BA 45), middle temporal (BA 21), and 

parahippocampal gyri (BA 36) of the right hemisphere, and the me~ial frontal lobe (BA 

9) and precuneus (BA 31) of the left hemisphere. Activation !images of the right 

parahippocamal areas are illustrated in Figure 2. 

Discussion 

Previous ・studies of brain-damaged patients and functiona~ neuroimaging have 

consistently shown the importance of the hippocampal complex lin episodic memory 

retrieval. The right parahippocampal activation shown in ourドtudyreinforces the 

importance of the parahippocampal area in episodic memory recaijl, but its differential 

activation and rCBF patterns :based on the oldness of to-be-reca~ed episode requires 

explanation. 

According to Squire’s hypothesis, the medial temporal ~ystem continues to 

consolidate a newly encoded episodic memory for a specific period bf time3>. Once this 

critical period is passed, its neural organization stabilizes, and episcbdes can be retrieved 

even without the help of the medial temporal system. Acco凶 ngゆthemodel proposed 

by Nadel and Moscovitch, the role of the medial temporal system for consolidation is not 

temporary but lifelong2A>. The temporal gradient is a reflection of the frequency of 

retrieval of an episode through the hippocampo-parahippocampal system. Older 

memories are more frequently recalled resulting in more nodes, add thus become more 

resistant to destruction than recently encoded ones. Squire’s te*1 poral . con sol i dati on 

theory would predict no or little parahippocampal activation during the recall of episodes 

from the remote past, i.e. CH and AD period. However, our ldata showed strong 
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Fig. 1. Representative microphotographs ofSIOO immunostainig in the striatum (a-e) and substantia nigra （勾） of 

mice after MPTP仕eatment.a,f: Control mice. b,g: Mice at 5 h after MPTP trea加1ent.c,h: Mice at 1 day after MPTP 

treatment. d,i: Mice at 3 days after MPTP仕eatment.ej: Mice 7 days after MPTP treatment. Scale bars= 50 μm. 
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Fig. 2. Representative microphotographs of GFAP immunostainig in the sむiatum(a-e) and substantia nigra （勾） of 
mice afterル伊TPtreatment. a,f: Control mice. b,g: Mice at 5 h after MPTP treatment. c,h: Mice at 1 day after MPTP 

悦 atment.d,i: Mic巴at3 days a合erMPTP treatment. ej: Mice 7 days after MPTP treatment. Scale bars= 100 μm. 

Fig. 3. Representative microphotographs of double-labeled immunostainig with anti-SI 00 and anti-OF AP antibodies 
（免除加danti-SlOO and anti-isolectin B4 antibodies (c,d) in the substantia nigra of mice after MPTP treatment. 

Scale bars = 50 μm. 
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III. 5. Biochemical, Behavioral and Immunohistochemical Study 
in the Brain of MPTP・treatedMouse Model 

Kurosaki R.ザ：MuramatsuY:, Hara A.*, Harasawa T.*, 
KimuraS.ぺImaiY. * and Araki T.’ 

De par，伽 entof Clinical Pharmacology and Therapeutics, Tohoku University Graduate 
School of Pharmaceutical Science and Medicine• 

Department of Human Life Science, Graduate School of Showa Women’s Universiザ．

INTRODUCTION 

The neurotoxin 1・methyl-4-phenyl-l,2ム6-tetrahydropyridine(MPf P) is known to 

cause degeneration of mesencephalic dopaminergic neurons in several species including 

monkeys, dogs, cats and mice. The neurotoxic effects of MPf P are thought to be initiated 

by 1-methyl-4-phenyl-pyridinium ion (MPp+) which is a major metabolite formed by the 

monoamine oxidase (MAO) B-mediated oxidation of MPTP. MPp+ is taken up by high-

affinity dopamine and noradrenaline uptake systems and is subsequently accumulated 

within mitochondria of nigrostriatal dopaminergic cells1・2). This can lead to a number of 

deleterious effects on cellular function, resulting in neuronal cell death. Therefore, 

MPf P-treated animals are widely used as one of models for Parkinson’s disease3'4＇幼．

Induction of parkinsonism by MPTP in mice has generated a wealth of 

neurochemical, pharmacological and anatomical findings. However, in order to deplete 

striatal dopamine in mice, large doses of MPf P and frequent injections are required7). 

Although the magnitude of the striatal dopamine loss can be increased under some 

circumstances, progressive and persistent dopamine depletion over a relatively long period 

has yet to be demonstrated. Furthermore, little is known about the relationship between 

motor abnormalities and dopamine depletion in MPf P-treated mice. 

In the present study, therefore, we investigated the relationship between motor 

deficit and dopamine depletion in mice after MPfP treatment. Furthermore, we examined 

immunohistochemically changes of neurons and glial cells in the striatum and substantia 

nigra of mice after MPTP treatment. 
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Male C57BU6 mice (Nihon SLC Co., Shizuoka, Japan), 8 wee~s of age, were used 

in this study. All experiments were performed in accordance with Guidelines for Animal 

Experiments of the Tohoku University School of Medicine. 

The mice were i吋ectedintraperitoneally MPf P hydrochloride t(20 mg/kg in saline) 

four times at 2-hr intervals within a day. The mice were killed by cervical dislocation at 1, 

3, 7, 14 or 21 days after MPfP treatment. The striata were rapidl~ dissected and were 

then sonicated in ice-cold 0.2 M perchloric acid containing 100 ng/mil isoproterenol as an 

internal standard. Dopamine, DOPAC and HV A were quantified y high-performance 

liquid chromatography (HPLC) with an electrochemical detector (E仁D)(Eicom, Kyoto, 

Japan), as described previously8ペ
To measure cataleptic symptoms such as akinesia and rigidib', bar-test catalepsy 

was evaluated by placing both forepaws of the mouse over a horizon~al bar (diameter: 0.2 

cm), elevated 15 cm from floor, as described previously以 ThetiiPe during which the 

animals maintained this position was recorded. To determine the degree of bradykinesia, 

a typical symptom of parkinsoriis瓜 poletest was performed acco叫ngto the method of 

Ogawa et at.1° with minor modifications10・12・13). The mouse was pl~ced head upward on 

the top of a rough-surf aced pole (8 mm in diameter and 50 cm坤height)which was 

wrapped doubly with gauze to prevent slipping: the time until ijt turned completely 

downward (Tturn) and the time until it climbed down to the floor (T叫） were examined. 

For immunohistochemical study, the paraffin sections of the stHatum and substantia 

nigra were used as described previously附 5). For tyrosine hydroxylase (TH) and glial 

fibrillary acidic protein (GFAめ immunostainings,a rabbit anti-THI polyclonal antibody 

(Chemicon International, Inc., Temecula, CA, USA), a mouse anti-GFAP monoclonal 

antibody (Chemicon International, Inc., Temecula, CA, USA) and a Wectastain elite ABC 

kit (Vector Lab., Burlingame, USA) were used. The immunohistoc~mical stainings with 

anti-TH antibody (1:200) or anti-GFAP antibody (1:200) were pe ormed as described 

previously14'15'1的．

Mi叫 l凶 cellswere 1l附伽nicallystained with a叫D-galac附

isolectin B4 conjugated with horseradish peroxidase derived from 

seeds (GSA I-B4-HRP, isolectin B4) (Sigma, St Louis, MO, 

previously1η． 
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activation during recall from CH period. If Nadel and Moscovitch’s model was correct, 

we should expect the same amount of, if not stronger, activation of the parahippocampal 

region during the CH and AD tasks compared with the RE task. On the contrary, our 

data showed a curious dip of the parahippocampal activation in the AD task. Therefore, 

neither of the theories can fully explain the activation pattern of parahippocampal region 

in the present study. 

It has been well established that the myelination process of neurons in association 

cortices continues well into the late period of the second decade from birth1l). This fact 

may suggest that episodes experienced in childhood are encoded when the brain is not 

fully mature, resulting in rather fragile network formation. This weak organization of 

early memories may require active hippocampal contribution for their retrieval. For 

episodes experienced after adolescence, Squire’s explanation may be valid. Memories 

acquired in the adolescence might have been old enough to be established in neocortical 

systems requiring less participation of the medial temporal lobe system. Episodes more 

recently acquired in the recent period, are in the midst of consolidation, still requiring 

hippocampal participation. 

It has also been well established that secretion of growth hormone increases 

during adolescence12>. There have been suggestions that the rate of growth hormone 

secretion and such cognitive activities as memory are positively correlated13'14>. In line 

with this argument, adolescent subjects were reported to have scored better than other 

age groups on the Wechsler Memory Scale-Revised (WMS-R)15>. Well-established 

memory in the neocortex during this period may not need the strong participation of the 

hippocampal system for its retrieval, resulting in less activation. 
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Table 1. Activation foci in three experimental tasks compared to the control task. 

Region *BA Talairach Coordinatidns t-value 

x 

1. CH minus Control 

Right inferior frontal gyrus 45 37 24 3.32 

superior temporal gyrus 21 65 -14 3.51 

parahi ppocampal gyrus 36 25 -32 5.04 

fusiform gyrus 19 29 -72 4.47 

lingual gyrus 19 32 -49 3.01 

supramarginal gyrus 40 58 -37 3.60 

cerebellar hemisphere 47 -49 

Left precuneus 18 -2 -64 2 3.12 

31 ・21 -64 2 3.10 

cerebellar vermis ・9 -68 3.90 

-21 -67 -2 3.00 

2. AD minus Control 

Right cingulate gyrus 32 6 36 3.80 

31 ・62 3.00 

superior temporal gyrus1 38 44 20 3.18 

fusiform gyrus 19 30 -74 3.85 

Left precuneus 18 ・2 -63 3.83 

cuneus 18 -3 -85 3.38 

cerebellar vermis ・12 -66 3.33 

3. RE minus Control 

Right inferior frontal gyrus 45 37 25 3.09 

middle temporal gyrus 21 44 -5 3.32 

parahippocampal gyrus 36 25 ・32 4.51 

precuneus 7 5 -47 3.22 

cerebellar vermis IO -54 3.74 

Left medial frontal lobe 9 ・18 40 3.06 

cingulate gyrus 29 -44 3.24 

recuneus 31 -2 -62 3.74 
* BA; Brodmann area 
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Figure 1. Behavioral task procedures. In one trial, six cue words were visually presented one by one at a 
ra民 of20 seconds. The PEf image was acquired for 60 seconds from 41 seconds after the start of the 
trial. After finishing a PEf scan, the task wぉ continuedfor 20 seconds, which corresponded to the 
duration of one word presen阻tion. The same procedure was employed across all tasks including the 
control task. 
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Figure 2. Activation of the right 

parahippocampal gyrus (x=25, y＝・32,

z=-13). Activated images of this area 

identified in CH, AD and RE compared 

to CN are demonstrated in this figure. 

The left side of these images is the real 
left. 
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IV. 3. FDG PET in Patients with Gastric Cancer 
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INTRODUCTION 

In Japan, gastric cancer continues to be the most common malignancy and 

associated mortality is still second highest, next to lung cancern. This is due to the lack of 

the good management of advanced, metastatic, or recurrent cancers and, it is very important 

to develop e仔ectivetreatments, especially chemotherapy. 

F-18 fluoro・D・deoxy-glucose(FDG) and positron emission tomography (PET) is a 

noninvasive approach for determination of glycolytic status. Enhanced glycolysis is one 

of the most important characteristics of cancer cells2), and FDG PET has proved successful 

for imaging various malignant neoplasms3). 

FDG PET can also serve as a diagnostic instrument for follow-up after cancer 

treatment because response to radiotherapy or chemotherapy is recordable earlier and more 

exactly in terms of FDG accumulation than by morphological changes4・勾. FDG PET has 

been found to have wide application for treatment evaluation of malignant tumors6羽，

however, information on its use for gastric cancer is Iimited10-13), especially regarding 

advanced, metastatic or recurrent cases1の．

The purpose of the present study was to evaluate the clinical utility of FDG PET in 

a series of patients with advanced gastric cancers, and to prepare a basis for using this 

modality to monitor the efficacy of chemotherapy. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

42 patients (29 men, 13 women; aged 27-78 yr; mean age 59.2 yr) with advanced, 

metastatic or recurrent gastric cancers were studied with FDG PET. Thirty-six had biopsy-

proven malignancies with sampling of primary lesions and six had histologically proven 
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malignancies from prior surgical excision of the primary tumors. Of he total, 14 had prior 

chemotherapy but in all cases they were studied more than 4 ¥.¥feeks after the prior 

chemotherapy when there was no residual effect of the prior ch4motherapy. Patient 

characteristics are presented in Table 1. 

All patients underwent physical examination, ultrasono aphy (US), double-

contrast barium radiograph, upper endoscopy (GT町andcompu旬dtor,ography (CT) within 

2 weeks before the FDG PEf. CT scans were carried out in the upper abdomen for all 

patients and in the range from the neck to the pelvis for those undergqing whole body P回＼

Bone scintigraphy (n=3) was performed when clinically indicated. 仁ytologywas carried 

out when ascites or pleural effusion existed and samples could be co,lected. All patients 

were followed by physical examinations, GTF, US and CT after FDGf PET for more than 4 

months, every one or two months, except for one who died within one ~onth of FOG P町．

The study protocol was approved by the Ethics Committee fot Clinical Research of 

Tohoku University and informed consent was obtained from each p剖ient.

All patients fasted for at least 4 hours before the PEr and 制 bloodglucose levels 

were measured before i吋ectionof FDG. P町 scanswere obtai時dusing a円 931/似

scanner (Siemence-CTI, Knoxville, TN, USA) in 20 patients and a SEf2400W scanner 
(Shimadzu Inc, Kyoto, Japan) in 22 patients. The mean injected dose of FOG was 222会

72 MBq (range, 103-400 MBq) (2ふ10.8mCi). 

In using the Pf931/04 scanner, a CT scan was carried out an~ a line indicating the 

site of the targeted lesion was drawn one day before FOG P町 JAfter transmission 

scanning was performed for 10-15 minutes, emission imaging was carlried out in one 7.5-10 

minute frame above the drawn line and one or two frames below t~e line, beginning 30 

minutes after i吋ectionof FOG. Axial PET images were reconstructed after correction for 

dead time, decay, and photon attenuation. 

In using the SEf2400W scanner, emission scans were obtainjed from head to thigh 

for 5 minutes per frame, 45 minutes after injection of FDG and a transmission scan was 

performed for 5 minutes per frame after the emission scan. I P町 imageswere 

reconstructed using measured attenuation, dead time and decay correction factors. 

Qualita 

three specialists for PET with images from the patients with gast r i 

knowledge of any other clinical information. 

Most of the image data obtained by PT931/04 and all thos 
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converted to the analysis format with special software packages, adjusting the cross-

calibration factors between Pf93 l/04 and SET2400W. The calibration factors were 

calculated on both machines twice every month, and we converted the analysis formats to 

the standardized uptake value (SUV, activity concentration ÷injected dose I body weight) 

images with the window range of 0 to 5 for the SUV, using each calibration factor and 

patient’s body weight. Hard copies of consecutive transaxial sections with a linear gray 

scale were printed out using the image data from Pf93 l/04. The image data from 

SET2400W proceeded to the process of transaxial and coronary 12mm-re-slices and hard 

copies of consecutive transaxial and coronary sections covering from the top of the head to 

the thigh were printed out with a linear gray scale. 

The following parameters were evaluated for the visual analysis: visibility of the 

primary lesion, presence of liver and lymph node metastases, and presence of ascites and 

pe巾onitiscarcinomatosa in images from Pf931/04 and SEf2400W, and presence of lung 

and bone metastases and pleuritis carcinomatosa in images from SEf2400W. The lesions 

were designated as positive (P), questionably positive (QP), negative (N) or questionably 

negative (QN). The accumulations were assigned QP when they were thought to be 

malignant but the possibility of physiological accumulations could not be ruled out, and 

they were assigned QN when they were thought to be physiological but the possibility of 

the malignancy could not be ruled out. Questionnaires involving all items and figures for 

the whole body were prepared. If there were other findings in addition to the items or 

multiple lesions for liver, lymph nodes, lung and bone metastases, each was added to the 

figure and evaluated. 

The gold standards used for verifying lesion malignancy were as follows: GTF for 

primary lesions; CT and clinical course for liver, lymph node and lung metas阻ses;CT, 

cytology and clinical course for ascites, peritonitis carcinomatosa and pleuritis 

carcinomatosa; 99mTechnetium methylene diphosphonate (99mTc MOP) bone scintigraphy 

and clinical course for bone metastases. "Clinical course” means all of the follow-up 

examinations and autopsies. Suspected lesions were compared between the initial and 

follow-up examinations, and decided as actual lesions chiefly based on the change of sizes. 

The number of lesions was counted individually. If the lesions were clumped or could not 

to divided, they were counted as a single lesion. 

Based on the results of visual analysis, sensitivity, specificity and accuracy were 

calculated. QP and QN were dealt with by way of having the importance to each side of 
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true and falseness set at half and half, and the following equations were used. 

True-Positive (TP) = P(+) + 0.5 x QP(+) 

False-Positive (FP) = P（ー）＋ QP（ー）＋0.5x QN（ー）

False-Negative(FN) = N(+) + QN(+) + 0.5 x QP(+) 

True-Negative(TN) = N（ー） +0.5 x QN（ー），

where P(+) =Pin the presence of a malignant lesion, P（ー） = P in the ajbsence of a malignant 

lesion, QP( +) = QP in the presence of a malignant lesion, QP（ー） = QP in the absence of a 

malignant lesion, N( +) = N in the presence of a malignant lesion, N（ー）I=N in the absence of 

a malignant lesion. 

Sensitivity(%)= TP÷（TP + FN) x 100 

Specificity (%) =TN÷（TN + FP) x 100 

Accuracy (%) = (TP ＋すN)* (TP + TN + FP + FN) x 100 

RESULTS 

Results of the visual analysis on FDG P町 aregiven in 'jl'able 2. Sensitivity, 

specificity and accuracy were 71, 74 and 73% for the S町 2400W,aqd 47, 79 and 62% for 

the Pf931/04 images. They ~ere high for the primary lesions, liverJ lymph node and lung 

metastases, but low for the bone metastases, ascites, peritonitis and pl uritis carcinomatoses 

(Table 2). 

DISCUSSION 

The present study demons甘atedthe sensitivity, specificity ~nd accuracy of FOG 

PET for primary lesions, liver, lymph node and lung metastases to b~ high whereas values 

for ascites, peritonitis and pleuritis carcinomatosis, as well as bone knetastases, were low. 

Detectability was clearly better with SET2400W than PT93 l/04. 

The sensitivity, speci~ciザ and accuracy of FDG P町 forI primary lesions were 

high, but missed primary lesiqns were Borrmann type IV. Higashji et al. repo目edFOG 

uptake to reflect the number of viable tumor cells斗 Wespeculate tijat Bormann types I, II 

and III are easily visible because the malignant cells are densely仲cked,while with the 

Borrmann type IV they infiltrate into the gastric wall with muchl intermingled stromal 

tissue. 

The sensitivity, specificity and accuracy of FDG P町 forijiver, lymph node and 
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lung metastases were here found to be high. The smallest lesion detected by FDG P回司

was a Ii ver metastasis of 0.5 cm in diameter and FDG P町、 formetastatic lesions in nodes 

appears reliable. However, locoregional lymph node metastases could not be detected by 

FDG PEf in our study. Lerut et al. 16> repo目edthat the regional lymph node metastases 

were not detected with high accuracy in line with our study. On the other hand, there were 

no FDG PEf images revealing the existence of a malignant ascitic fluid or pleural effusion. 

The diagnosis of peritonitis or pleuritis carcinomatosis was possible by FDG PEf only 

when deposi臼werepresent on the peritoneal or pleural wall and their sizes were more than 

2 cm in diameter. Potter et al. earlier reported that FDG P目、 wasnot suited for screening 

purposes in the follow-up of treated gastric cancer because of its moderate accuracy同．

They pointed to incorrect PET diagnoses of recurrent gastric cancers caused by peritoneal 

metastases, in line wi由 ourstudy findings. We speculate that FDG exudes from vessels 

into the peritoneal or thoracic cavity and the actually concentrations may be very low. If 

possible, ascitic fluid or plural effusion should be taken and examined for FDG activity. 

Our study group included three cases with bone metastases, suspected on the basis 

of hypercalcemia, hyper-alkaline-phosphatasenemia or bone pain, for which 99mTc MDP 

bone scintigraphies were carried out. The number of bone metastases detected with FDG 

PEf was much less than that with the bone scanning. FDG PET appears to be superior to 

bone scintigraphy at detecting bone metastases from lymphomas17) and breast cancers18>, but 

is disappointing with prostatic cancer19>. Cook et al. repo此edthat FDG PET gave more 

accurate results than scintigraphy for osteolytic but not osteoblastic breast cancer 

metastases20>. They speculated that osteoblastic metastases might be acellular with low 

volumes of viable tumor. In addition, osteolytic lesions might be expected to outstrip their 

blood supply, which renders them hypoxic, and this might increase FDG uptake. In our 

cases, obviously osteolytic lesions evident with radiography were also detected by FDG 

PEf, but the osseous lesions with no clear changes in plain bone radiographs were missed. 

Small numbers of malignant cells might induce an osteoblastic response to bone metastases 

from gastric cancers and, therefore, 99mTc MDP bone scintigraphy might be superior to 

FDG PEf for their detection. However, since our study covered only three cases, further 

investigations are needed for confirmation. 

In the present comparison, the SET2400W was clearly superior to the PT931/04. 

This is due to the differences of both machine performances, involving the special 

resolution. But the post-injection transmission technique also improved the results. FDG 
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is trapped and converted to FDG・6-phosphatein the liver, dephosphorylated by a key 

enzyme for glucogenesis, and ~xcreted21>. The later the emission sban starts after FDG 

injection, the better the SIN ratio for liver metastasis. With the 問、9~1104, patients had to 

wait on the bed of the scanner from the start of the transmission to th~ end of the emission 

and maintain the same supine position. Because this inflicts pain onlindividuals su仔ering

from seve陀 disease,the total time of the examination must be kept las short as possible. 

With the SET 2400W, the use of post-injection transmission rembves this limitation. 

Because附 e附 canrelax after the in e 

i吋ectionto emission scanning can be lengthened. 

To our knowledge, this study was the largest evaluation yet r4ported for advanced, 

metastatic or recurrent gastric cancers with FDG P町. Recently ~esponse Evaluatio n 

Criteria in Solid τ‘umors (RECIST) have been widely applied for evaluation of cancer 

tre 

the primary lesion because it can not be measured with the approach i 

Our study revealed that FDG PET can detect and evaluate primary lesions other than with 

Borrmann type IV disease, as well as m吋ormetastatic sites semiquan中tively,and therefore 

could be employed as an instrument for assessing treatment, espe~ially chemotherapy. 

However, the results also showed th剖 FDGP町 mayfail to det吋 primarylesions of 

Borrmann type IV, peritonitis and pleuritis carcinomatosa, and bon~ metastases, despite 

those being high grade malignancy. In the application of FDG PEif for gastric cancer, 

attention thus should be paid to the risk of missing important lesions. 

Our study indicates that FDG P町 isa useful diagnostic m似alityfor advanced, 

metastatic or recuπ・ent gastric cancers, but may have problems in det~cting peritoneal and 

pleural carcinomatoses, and bone metastases. FDG uptake of primal] or metastatic gastric 

cancers is comparatively high, but does not recessively parallel the g1叫eof malignancy. 
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Patient characteristics. Table 1. 
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Table 2. Sensitivity, specificity and accuracy. 

Overall P1im Liver Lym Lung PC Ascites PIC Bone 

PT931/04 

Sensitivity(%) 47 70 78 47 9 2 

Sp田ificity(%) 79 78 82 62 79 93 

Accuracy(%) 62 71 80 54 48 57 

SET2400W 

Sensitivity (%) 71 91 85 73 67 so 24 4 30 

Specificity (%) 74 JOO 74 78 88 63 76 100 82 

Accuracy{%) 73 92 79 75 86 57 59 83 57 

Overall, all lesions; Prim, primary lesions; Liver, liver me也S阻ses;Lym, lymph node metas回ses; Lung, lung 
metastases; PC, peritonitis carcinomatosa; PIC, pleuritis carcinomatosa; Bone, bone me包S也ses. The 
PT93 l/04 scanner has a spatial resolution of 6.0 mm at full-width half-maximum (FWHM) and the sensitivity 
per slice of 157 kcps/MBq/ml. The SET2400W scanner has a spatial resolution of 3.9 mm at FWHM and the 
sensitivity per slice of 97 kcps/MBq/ml. 
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V. 1. Neutron Spectrum and 'Be Production of the Li(d.n) Reaction 
for the IFM町

Hagiwara M., Baba M., Kawata N., /toga T., and Hirabayashi N. 

Cyclotron and Radioisotope Center, Tohoku University 

The International Fusion Materials Irradiation Facility (IFMIF) project has been 

proposed to establish an accelerator-based D-Li neutron source designed to produce an 

intense fast neutron field for high fluence test irradiations of the fusion reactor candidate 

materials1>. 

For the design and operation of the neutron source, detailed knowledge is required 

on the energy-angular neutron emission spectra of the 7Li( d,n) reaction and the radioactivity 

( 7Be, 3H etc.) accumulated in the target, whose data are indispensable for precise estimation 

of the neutron irradiation e仔ectsand are important for the management of the accelerator 

system. However, the data status is not good enough as shown by marked differences 

among experimental data2>. To improve the data status, we have started experiments on 

the neutron emission spectra of the 7Li(d,n) reaction and the radioactivity induced in the 

target using the AVF cyclotron (K=llO) at CYRIC from 2001. 

In 2001, we obtained the thick target neutron yields ('ITY) and production ratio of 

radioactive nuclide, 7Be from the thick lithium target for 25 MeV deuterons. We obtained 

almost entire energy range of the emitted neutron spec甘aand revealed the shape in the high 

energy region called ‘high-energy旬ii'obviously3司．

In 2002, the experiment was conducted for 40 MeV deuterons. Besides, we 

extended the measurement not only thick target but also to thin target (double di百erential

cross section: DDX and activation cross section) to examine the accuracy of model 

calculations. Pair measu陀 mentsof the neutron spectra such as TTY and DDX in the Li( d,n) 

reaction was first a悦.emptbut they are very e仔ective for the demons甘ationof the neutron 

production mechanisms in the D-Li reaction. We prepared a thin target （～0.85 mm) and a 

stacked targets that consist of eight lithium plates with different thickness （～1.3，～6.7，～1, 
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"'4.7，～0.9，～2.7, r-0.7，～3.4 mm, total thickness ～21.4 mm) to mea ure not only neutro n 

spectra but also excitation function of the na ...i(d 

The neutron spectra were measured for almost entire ntJ1ge ( 1-65 MeV) of 

secondary neutrons at nine laboratory angles between 0-and 110-d陪 withthe two-gain 

time-of-flight (TOF) method6> using a beam swinger system. The re ults are shown in Fig. 

1 and Fig. 2. The pairs of the spectra show a consistency with epch. In Fig. 3, The 

experimental results are compared with other experimental data and calculations10>. 

Similarly as the previous spectra at 25 Mev3-5>, the model calculation~ fail to reproduce the 

experiment data in high energy region. We revealed the main comp中entsof ‘high-energy 

tail' from the data of thin target, which will be helpful to develop the rbction models. 

The number of 7 Be accumulated in the stacked targets was rtieasured by counting 

they-rays from 7 Be using a pure Ge detector. The induced 7Be activhies were determined 

with corrections for y-ray detection efficiency, energy determiihation and deuteron 

attenuation using EGS 47>, TRIM code8> and Shen’s formula9> respect吋ely. The results are 

compared with other data11・13> as shown in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5.古 edata in high energy陀 gion

were obtained first time. 

*In collaboration with National Institute for Fusion Science (NIFS). 
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V. 2. Experimental Studies of the Proton-induced Activation 
Cross-sections on Tantalum 

Uddin M. S., Hagiwara M., JGαwata N., /toga T., Hirab勾1ashiN., and Baba M. Tar，知nyiF.*, Ditroi F.*, 
and Csikai J.” 

Cyclotron and Radioisotope Center, Tohoku University, Sendai, Japan 
Institute of Nuclear Research of the Hungarian Ac似たmyof Sciences, Debrecen, Hungary• 

Insti似teof Experimental Physics, UniversiザザDebrecen,Debrecen, Hungary•• 

Introduction 

Data on activation reaction are required for development of neutron source and 

accelerator-driven system (ADS) for transmutation of nuclear waste or energy-production. 

Measurement of medium energy activation cross-sections is most important in the 

estimation of the production yield, monitoring of the hot-cell procedure and an evaluation of 

isotopic interferences. It is required for the radiation safety and estimation of radioactive 

wastes. Activation cross-sections of Ta+p reactions are of interest for evaluation of 

radioactivity around accelerators because tantalum is used in various parts of accelerators, 

for production of medical radioisotopes (178W/1~a, 1ηHf /172Lu, 177Lu, etc). 

Despite of the importance of the Ta+p reaction only a very few cross-section 

measurements were published in the literature1-6>. Besides the published data are very 

contradictory to each other and to the results of the theoretical calculations. The 

predictions of model calculations are unreliable. The data sta旬sis quiet unsatisfactory. 

In view of these considerations, the present work was undertaken to obtain new and 

reliable excitation functions and thick target integral yields of the proton-induced reactions 

on tantalum target in the energy range 28-69 MeV. The cross-sections were also 

calculated theoretically using the Monte Carlo code, NMTC/JAM (PH汀s)7>and compared 

with the experimental data. 

Experimental techniques 

The excitation functions were obtained by employing a stacked target techniques. 

The stacked Ta foils and Cu and Al monitor foils of natural isotopic compositions were 
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irradiated by a 70 MeV collimated proton beam using the k=llO 

α悶C. The stacks were made of aluminum, tantalum, copper, tit~mium, iron, platinum, 

palladium and zinc. Each stack consists of six different types of the! above metallic target 

foils. Two experiments were taken place in the same experimehtal conditions. The 

stacked samples were brought instantly into the irradiation place by Ian automated transfer 

system newly designed at CYRIC. It was necessary to ensure t恥tequal areas of the 

monitor and the target foils 1 intercepted the beam. The irrad・lationeeometrv used 

guaranteed that practically the whole entering beam passed through e中ryfoil. 

The activities of the produced radionuclides were measured !nondestructively by a 

high resolution HPGe y-ray detector by coupling with a 4096 mJulti-channel analyzer. 

Before the measurement, irradiated foils were sorted into polyet~ylene bags to avoid 

radioactive contamination. The e仔iciencyversus energy curve I of the detector was 

determined experimentally using standard gamma-ray point sourceslwith known strength, 

l句 u,133Ba, 241Am, 60Co and 137Cs. We also calculated the detectqr efficiency using the 

EGS4 Monte Ca巾 Code8>. The theoretically obtained effi iencies agreed with 

experimental values. The proton energy degradation along the stacklwas determined using 

the computer program TRIM9>. We measured the beam intensity an担cross-sectionsusing 

the well-known activation foml.ulae. The proton beam intensity was determined via the 

standard monitor reactions 27 Al(p,x)22・24Na and na1Cu(pス）56Co,62,6乞nl The cross-sections 

were deduced for the production of m 削町叶a,m.11sHf, 1官W and r79Lu residual nucleus 

from 28 to 69 MeV bombarding energies. The thick target integral v!ields were determined 

from the respective thresholds of the investigated nuclear reaction~ using the measured 

cross-sections as a function of proton energy. The data we~e corrected for the 

coincidence-summing effect caused by the coincidence detection叩woor more gamma 

rays by using the SUMECC code10>. 

Results and discussion 

The detector efficiency versus energy curve is the most impわrtantto give reliable 

cross-sections. During determination of the efficiency curve, it was found that the number 

of gamma-lines of the available standard sources were not sufficietjt in the lower energy 

region. Therefore, we have to use more standard gamma-ray point ~ources with sufficient 

strength to obtain the most reliable efficiency curve in the lower 初ergyregion. Two 

experiments took place in the same experimental conditions and resulted in reasonable 
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agreement. The present experiment has given new data for all of the investigated reactions. 

The measured excitation functions only for 175Ta production along with available literature 

values and theoretically calculated values are shown in Fig. 1. In this case, our measured 

data are consistent with the experimental values reported by C.L.Rao1, but not similar to the 

theoretical calculations. Besides, we have observed the contradictory results between 

MENDL and PHITS calculations. Therefore, our newly measured cross-sections will 

contribute to improve the statistical model code for reliable data calculations and allow to 

produce the recommended data for practical purposes. The results of this work have 

already been submitted to publish in the Journal of Nuclear Science and Technology• 0. 
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V. 3. Development of Ion Irradiation Apparatus f o~ Simulation 
of Cosmic-ray E町ectto Semiconductor Devices 

Hirabayashi N., Baba M., Hagiwara M., and /toga ... 

。clotronand Radioisotope Center, Tohoku University 

Introduction 

In the space environment, radiation has very severe e首ectson electronic 

components such as processors or memories in space crafts. The space radiation consists 

of several kinds of energetic particles: galaxy cosmic-rays, solar flate particles, particles 

trapped in the van Allen’s belt, etc. Therefore it is requi陀 dth剖 thesqmiconductor parts of 

a satellite have high reliance against cosmic-ray radiations. 

The defects which radiation causes in electronic products are 4Iassified into 1) total 

dose e仔ects(TDE) and 2) single event effects (SEE). TDE is a phenqmenon that degrades 

or destroys the structure of semiconductors .gradually with the accmpulation of radiation 

dose. SEE is a temporary soft e汀oror a permanent latch-up of digitaJ circuits caused by a 

single high energy particle. 

In order to withstand such a radiation defects, the electr伽icproducts of the 

appa凶 usfor the space have been developed with special specificati仰. However, these 

devices have several drawbacks. For example, they are normally町yexpensive, need 

long lead times to purchase and, the technology employed is several g~nerations older than 

that of the most advanced commercial o百－the-shelf(Cσf S). Therefore, the cost will be 

reduced if the COTS products used for PC, a cellular phone, etc. canわeused in the space. 

In order to use COTS pa目sfor space equipment, however, their perf<l>rmance in the space 

environment especially for radiation should be verified. 

For the reasons, we have started evaluation works of SEE ~n the semiconductor 

memory附 nglight and he仰 chargedparticle beam from the 930 c~clotron ofα悶Cin 

collaboration with Institute of Unmanned Space Experiment Fre叶Flyer(USE町， and

fabricated an experimental device for ion beam irradiation. 
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Experimental appara伽S

For the irradiation experiments of semiconductor device, the following beam 

conditions are required for the case of proton: 

1) Proton flux is around 5×107 [#/cm・ sec]. (It co汀espondsto 8 pA of beam current) 

2) Beam intensity is uniform on a device surface within about 10 % on a circle with a 

diameter of 2 cm. 

3) Incident beam intensity can be measured in real-time. 

4) The beam energy can be changed easily. 

5) Devices can be irradiated in air. 

The beam handling system was designed to meet these conditions. In order to uniform the 

beam intensity and change the energy of the beam, we decided to use copper as a di百user

which spreads the pencil beam from the accelerator and a degrader to reduce the beam 

energy. 

The beam line was fabricated on the basis of the above requirement. Figure 1 

shows schematic view of the beam line. The incident beam enters from left-hand side, and 

passes an aperture with a diameter of 10 mm. Next, the beam passes along the degrader or 

di仔user. Their thicknesses are chosen according to the beam energy_. These are mounted 

on a ladder which can be controlled remotely. 

The beam which is degraded and/or diffused travels to an aperture again. Then 

the narrow beam defined by the ape目uregoes into the secondary emission monitor (SEM: 

Fig.2) which reads the beam intensity during irradiation of devices. SEM is a detector of 

beam current by taking the secondary electrons from thin aluminum foils as a current signal. 

SEM needs calibration for absolute measurement because the output of the SEM depends 

on the beam energy as well as the intensity. Next to the SEM, a remote-controlled Faraday 

cup is set up, which is made of copper and serves both as a beam dump and an absolute 

current detector. Measurement of the beam current by the SEM is possible if the 

relationship of the SEM and the faraday cup is obtained prior to the irradiation experiment. 

The current of Faraday cup and SEM are read with a IF converter with a sensitivity of 1 

pulse/1 pC (Laboratory Equipment Inc.) 

Finally, the beam is extracted to the air passing through a Kapton foil (thickness 

around 200 μ, m) which separate this beam line from air. 
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Prospects 

We have fabricated and installed the above mentioned appafatus for simulation of 

cosmic-ray effect to semiconductor devices. Irradiation experiments were carried out a 

few times and results have been discussed in comparison with the results in other irradiation 

facilities. We want to es剛山emethod of irradiation and to咋ndthe irradiation by 

various heavy ion beams. 

｜※Aperture Faraday cup 

Incident beam 

Fig. I. Ion irradiation apparatus. 

Fig. 2. Secondary emission monitor. 
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V. 4. Design and Benchmark Experiment for Cyclotron-based 
Neutron Source for BNCT 

Introduction 

】＇onaiS., ltogaT., Nakamura T., Baba M., Yashima, H. Yokobori H.*, 
and Tahara Y. ** 

Cyclotron and Radioisotope Center, Tohoku University 
Advanced Reactor Technology Co., Ltd., Japan* 

Mitsubishi HeaηIndustries, Ltd., Japan** 

Boron Neutron Capture Therapy (BNCT) is a promising treatment for brain tumors 

such as Glioblastoma Multiforme, which are at present considered to be inoperable. BNCT 

relies on two components, JOB-doped pharmaceuticals and neutrons for irradiation. The 10B 

component, which is delivered preferentially to the tumor cells, is administered to the 

patient, who is subsequently irradiated with an external neutron beam. The JOB (n，α） 7Li 

reaction, on which BNCT is based, has a large cross section of 3837 barns for thermal 

neutrons and this interaction produces two particles，αand 7Li, with high Linear Energy 

Transfer (LET) and Relative Biological Effectiveness (RBE). The mean free path is about 

10 μm and 5 μm for αpa此iclesand for 7Li, respectively. Considering that the mean cellular 

diameter is of the order of 10 μm, it is possible that BNCT may act selectively in killing 

cells. 

The neutron field should exhibit an energy spec甘um出atdelivers a therapeutic 

dose to tumor tissues in conjunction with a tolerable dose to normal tissues. Because of the 

large kerma coefficient of the 1H(n,n')1H reaction, it is not possible to kill a cell selectively 

with high neutron energy. On the other hand, Gliobastoma Multiforme often locates near 

the center of the brain su汀oundingheal白ytissues, and can not be killed with thermal 

neutrons, which have feeble penetration and stop in the skins or in other healthy tissues. 

To meet the above requirements, the use of epithermal neutrons in BNCT has 

recently met increasing interest, taking into account出atincident neutrons are moderated in 

the human body. For example, Yanch et al0 showed that epithermal neutrons in the energy 

range from 4 e V to 40 ke V are most effective in the treatment of a brain tumor at a depth of 
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7cm. Many groups have investigated epithermal neutrons for BNCT with reactor-and 

accelerator-based neutron sources. Reactions such as 7Li(p,n) (Ep＝~.95 Mev2>, 2.4MeV3> 

and 2.5 MeVぺ2H(d,n)3He and 3H( d,n)4He (Ed= 100-400 ke V)5> I are currently being 

investigated as accelerator-based neutron sources. However they hav~ not been realized yet 

in applications, mainly because they require a very high beam curre t from an accelerator 

which in甘oducesdifficulty in target cooling. 

At the Cyclotron and Radioisotope Center (CYRIC), a cyclotron accelerator has 

been upgraded. This upgrade allows the use of the negative ion acc4Ieration mode, where 

the maximum beam intensity of the cyclotron is 300 μA for 50 Me¥f protons and 150 μA 

for 25 Me V deuterons. Such a high pa此icleenergy may not be suitable for BNCT, because 

it results in the emission of high energy neutrons, which increase 

H(n,n') reactions. However, the neutron production yield of the （叫n)reaction of heavy 

elements (EP=50 Me V) is about thausand times higher血anthat of中e7Li(p川） (Ep＝～2.5 

MeV) reaction, as can be seen from Refs.6 and 7. The beam power is 15 kW at the 

maximum heat load for inciden' 50 Me V protons of 300 μA which a~lows an advantage in 

ta培etcooling, compared with the beam power of 48 kW for the 7~i(p,n) (Ep=2.4 Me V) 

reaction at 20 mA beam intensity in Ref. 3. 

Thus it appears possible to realize epithermal neutron yield 

by using protonsぱ 50Me V, if the neutrons produced can be e倒ctivelymoderated to 

epithermal energy with a low contamination of high energy neutrons. 

In the previous study8~， we found the feasibility of a cyclo~ron-based BNCT by 

simulations using the MCNPX code9>. In the paper, we selected nqutrons emitted at 90 

degree from a thick (stopping-length) Ta泊rgetbombarded by 50 fvle V protons, as the 

neutron source, based on the measurement of angular distribution for neutron energy 

spectra以 Wealso selected the assembly composed of iron, AIF3'Al~6LiF and lead as the 

moderator by simulations of neutron energy spectra passing through the moderator and the 

dose distribution in a cylindrical phantom. 

Exp er泊tent

In order to realize the cyclotron-based BNCT, we should valJdate the simulations. 

At the first step, we had a plan to measure the epithermal neutron e恥rgyspectra passing 

through the moderator. The measurement of epithermal neutron spectr!um to be used for the 

treatment planning is very impo目antfor accelerator-based BN However the 
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spectrometry of neutrons in epithermal energy region~ a few e V to several tens of ke V, is 

very difficult and the measuring technique is not well established. Therefore we developed 

a new multi-moderator spectrometer for epithermal neutrons11), and we applied evaluate the 

epithermal neutron field designed at CYRIC. 

The measurements of the epithermal neutron energy spectra were peげormedat 

TOF room in CYRIC. The experimental aηangement is shown in Fig. 1. This a汀angement

is a little different from that in the simulations. For example, the figure of the moderator 

assembly was changed to rectangular due to a space limitation, whtle that used in the 

simulations was spherical. The moderators of AIF3 and LiF were also thicker than that in 

simulations in order to make same the number of atoms between experiment and calculation, 

because AlF3 and LiF were of powder and natural lithium was used for LiF in this 

experiment. Therefore the shape of the neutron energy spectrum passing through the 

moderator may be slightly di日~erent from simulations. However, its difference is not very 

serious for the aim to validate a simulation. 

Result and Discussion 

Figure 2 shows the comparison of measured and calculated detector counts. The 

calculations agree with the measurements without the Cd absorber within "'20 %. Scattered 

thermal neutrons, generated by the table, wall, floor and ceiling, may give the large 

uncertainly to the resul包， especiallyto those obtained with the detectors which were 

sensitive to thermal neutrons. Therefore we also performed measurements using detectors 

covered with a Cd absorber in order to decrease the effect of the thermal neutrons for four 

detectors. As shown in Fig. 2, the calculations agree with the measurements with the Cd 

absorber within ～10%. 

Figure 3 shows the comparison of measured and calculated neutron energy spectra 

passing through the moderator. The result was obtained by unfolding the measured counts 

with calculated response functions. These spectra are in agreement within ～10%. 

These results indicate that we can validate the accuracy of the calculation on the 

neutron energy spectra passing through the moderator. At the next step to realize the BNCT 

at CYRIC, we have a plan to measure the thermal neutron distribution and the absorbed 

dose distribution in a phantom. 
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V. 5. Development of Thermal Neutron ProfilinglMethod 
Using an Optical Fiber 

/toga T., Kawata N., Hagi附

Cyclotron and Radioisotope Center, Tohoku University, 

Fusion Neutronics Source, Japan Atomic Energy Research Jnsti 

Introduction 

Measurements of neutron spatial distribution are requ red frequently for 

characterization and diagnosis of neutron fields. In the case of neu~ron capture therapy 

planned in CYRICl), we have to know the spatial distribution of incident neutrons in real 

time during irradiation without significant pe巾巾ationto the叫ed. Good spatial 

resolution is also important. Among various methods proposed for !measurement of the 

neutron spatial distribution, the method to scan the field with a deteqor consisting of the 

ZnS(Ag) scintillator and an optical fiber developed by Mori et a12> is p omising for our aim 

owing to its compact size and the ability of measurement in real time. 

However, in their detector, discrimination of background comfponents in the lower 

pulse height region is ambiguous because there is no clear separation jbetween background 

events and true event. To eliminate the problem, we tried to i恥provethe detector 

performance by employing a combination of a 6LiF film and a Zn*Ag) scintillator for 

better light transmission. It is coupled to an optical fiber to photomqltiplier tube. In the 

present study, we employed two types of scintillator; ( 1) ZnS(Ag) do!Ped on a Mylar film 

and (2) an NE426 scintillator. Jn the case of the detector (1), backdrounds due to recoil 

protons from Mylar existed between neutron events and y-ray events. 

Development of new detector 

The ZnS(Ag) scintillator is plated on a Mylar film, 70 μm thic~. This ZnS(Ag) film 

is purchased from Instrument Grade Films Co., for Nuclear Radiation Instruments. As the 

6Li compound we employed a 6LiF film prepared by vacuum evaporation with a thickness 

of 720 μg/cm2 on an aluminum foil, 12 μm thick. 
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We fabricated and tested a detector for neutron with various between 15 MeV and 

thermal energy. Fast neutrons were moderated with polyethylene blocks, 5 cm thick. We 

observed a valley between backgrounds and true events which means improvement of the 

pulse height distribution. We also did measurement for the case of cadmium plate around 

the detector and for 241 Amα－source. We could distinguish clearly neutron events from 

background events. 

In addition, we found that the component in low pulse height region was protons 

from the Mylar film from the neutron energy dependence of its pulse-height. In addition, we 

found that the pulse-shape discrimination technique can be applied to separate proton events 

from tritons and alpha pa此icles.

We also tested a detector using an NE426 scintillator in place of ZnS(Ag}+6LiF. 

The NE426 scintillator is a mixture of ZnS(Ag) and 6Li, 0.5 mm thick, placed on an 

aluminum plate. It is fairly stable and easy to machine. 

The NE426 scintillator also provided good pulse-height distribution having valley 

between neutron events and backgrounds even with a fiber between the scintillator and a 

photomultiplier. 

We applied the detector for spatial distribution measurement of thermal neutrons in 

the mockup experiment of a tritium breeding blanket of fusion reactors at Fusion Neutronics 

Source (FNS) of JAE悶. The experiment is necessary to validate design calculations. 

Figure 1 shows the detector and mockup system. 

We counted thermal neutron events continuously by moving the detector for 30 cm 

in the system with constant velocity using a stepping motor which is controlled remotely. 

We selected only thermal neutron events by the electronic circuit and counted only thermal 

neutron events by multi-channel-scaler (MCS). Figure 2 shows the result of the 

measurement. It shows the thermal neutron spatial distribution reflecting the configuration 

of the system. Thermal neutrons decreased in the region including 6Li and increased in the 

region of polyethylene and 9Be. 

Summary & Outlook 

We fabricated the thermal neutron detector based on ZnS(Ag) and optical fibers 

and could distinguish thermal neutron events from background components unambiguously 

owing to improved detector performance. 

The detector could be applied successfully to thermal neutron spatial distribution 
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measurement in real time. 

The detector will be applied to thermal問 tronflux in the I phantom for neutro 

field development for BNCT. ． 
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V. 6. Development of a New Passive Integral Dosemeter for Gamma Ray 
Monitoring using an Imaging Plate 

Introduction 

Ohuchi H., Yamadera A.* and Baba M.帥

Graduate School of Pharmaceutical Sciences, Tohoku University 
School of Health Sciences, Hirosaki University• 

Cyclotron and Radioisotope Center, Tohoku University•• 

Since Japan’s Legal Provisions for Radiation Protection was amended in April 2001, 

dose measurement for radiation monitoring using passive personal integral dosemeters came 

to be preferred. The aim of this study is to apply the imaging plate (IP) as a passive 

integral dosemeter for gamma rays. The thermoluminescence dosemeter (1LD), fluoro・

glass dosemeter (FGD), and optically stimulated luminescence dosemeter (OSLD) are 

already widely used as passive personal integral dosemeters. Nevertheless, the 

development of a quantitative evaluation method can make IP a new dosemeter with higher 

sensitivity, which can measure the low-level dose in the environment. 

The IP is a detector of two-dimensional images and has been utilized in a number 

of fields. However, there are relatively few repo此sof applying IPs for quantitative use 

because of a large fading e仔ect. Studies to measure the fading characteristics have been 

carried out and several results were reported14>. 

In the latest paper4>, considering an IP as a one-month integral detector, the 

optimum conditions for quantitative measurement were evaluated by using fading 

correction equations. Then, the optimum condition to minimize the e百ectof fading on 

dose estimation was obtained by post-irradiation annealing BAS-MS at 80℃ for 24 hours. 

In this study, an integral dose during a one-month period at 8 points inside the 

Cyclotron and Radioisotope Center of Tohoku University were conducted with BAS-MS 

from November 2001 to March 2002, under the conditions including the optimum. The 

results were compared with those obtained by a commercially available FGD. 
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Methods 

A 3.0 cmx4.0 cm piece of IP material was prepared as one IPjelement by cutting a 

sheet of BAS-MS (BAS-MS2025) fabricated by Fuji Film Co. Ltd. I Measuring points 1 

and 2 were located inside the radioisotope stockroom, points 3 to 7 were located around the 

cyclotron or at the site boundary: of the controlled area, and point 8 was in an office on the 

upper floor. Points 4 and 7 were located outside the room, under the !assumption that they 

might be strongly affected by temperature change. At each meagpring point, four IP 

elements irradiated 108.9 μSv w~th a 137Cs point source (108.9 µSv/ho~r at 1.5 m on. July 

27, 2001) and additional four non-irradiated IP elements were set 1.0叫abovethe ground or 

floor, double-wrapped in black polyethylene bags as shielding from ~unlight. After one 

month elapsed, all IP elements were collected and each set of thel irradiated and non-

irradiated IP elements were individually divided into two groups. <J>ne group ,including 

two irradiated IPs with the日7Cssource and two non-irradiated IPs, wlas promptly scanned 

and another group of same combination, was annealed at k℃（k = 6Q, 70, and 80) for 24 

hours and then scanned. BAS-1000 readout system (Fuji Film Co.) w~s used for scanning. 

During annealing, the IPs were removed from the polyethylene bags apd kept in aluminum 

IP cassettes inside an incubator (SANYO, MOV・112P2). The average value of each two 

IP elements irradiated and non-irradiated was used to determine the on牛monthintegral dose 

in both case annealed and non-annealed. 

The results obtained from the IPs were compared with th~se obtained from a 

commercially available FGD (Chiyoda Technol Corp.) for environmen al monitoring. 

Results 

The PSL density of the irradiated IPs with the 137Cs source! (108.9 μSv) can be 

obtained by a following equation. 

(PSL)irrad. = (PSL)lrrad.+A -(PSL)A 

where (PSL)irrad・refersto the PSL density of an irradiated dos~ with a 137Cs source, 

（町山 川esum of伽 ofa 137Cs irradiated dose and a伽 mo,thintegral dose, and 

(PSL) A is that of a one-month integral dose. 

The value of (PSL)irrad. should be changed according to thel temperature change 

during the month as well as the annealing temperature. 

Fig. 1. is a comparison of the values of (PSL)irrad. at each mqasuring point during 
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the 5 months from November 2001 to March 2002 with and without annealing. Without 

annealing, approximately a ±30% deviation from the average of PSL densities of each 

month were observed in all months, indicating the large e首ectof temperature change on 

PSL according to the measuring points. Annealing temperatures differed each month: 

70℃ for Nov. 2001, 80℃ for Dec. 2001, Feb., and March 2002, and 60℃ for Jan. 2002. 

The deviations from the average PSL densities of each month were ±28.5% at 60℃ 

annealing, ± 12.6% at 70℃， and土10.0%at 80℃. The fading effect on PSL during one 

month becomes the smallest at 80℃. This is consistent with the result obtained by 

calculation and supports the conclusion that annealing at 80℃ is the optimum condition. 

A one-month integral dose can be calculated from the values of (PSL)A and 

(PSL)irrad. in Eq.(1). Although the value of (PSL)irract. might change according to changes in 

the temperature during the month and the annealing temperature as mentioned above, it 

corresponds to 108.9 μSv. Based on this relationship, the value of (PSL)A can be converted 

to the value of Sv. 

Fig. 2 shows the calculated results for each of the 5 months from November 2001 

to March 2002 in comparison with of the results for annealed or non-annealed IPs and FDG. 

Discussion 

Figure 2 shows that there was no big difference between the annealed and non-

annealed methods at all points with some exception. Because the way of evaluation of a 

month-long integral dose described above corrects the fading e仔ectsby using the IP 

irradiated with known dose. However, at some months of points 2 and 6, there was not so 

good agreement between both methods and no consistency in these differences between 

them. The reason for this is that the di釘erencesresult from errors accumulated in the 

indirect calculation. That is, a month-long integral dose is obtained through the PSL 

density irradiated with the 137Cs source, which is calculated by subtracting the PSL density 

of the non-irradiated IP from that of the irradiated IP. 

Considering these results, an improved method that can enable calculation of a 

one-month dose directly from the PSL density of the annealed IP without using IP irradiated 

with known dose should be needed. 

As shown in Fig. 2, the monthly fluctuation among the results with the three 

methods seems to be roughly consistent, but all the results except at point 2 show白atthe 

values with FDG are larger (sometimes double) than those with IP. The FGD is mailed to 
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Tohoku University in the middle of the month prior to the assigned rponth to be exposed. 

After exposure for one month, it is mailed back for the dose evaluaticbn. It takes 1.5 to 2 

months at the longest from sending and returning the FOG, th事s,natural radiation 

accum1山tesduring this period, although the IP exposu陀 pe巾 dis !fixed低 exactlyone 

month. As for point 2 (the RI stockroom), however, the results with IP are sometimes 

g側 erthan those with FOG. This indicates that some radioisotopes jliaving energies with 

a big response to 1p5> might be stocked and/or taken in and out at this pcl>int. 

Assuming Poisson distr~bution, the ratio of a counting error tola counting value can 

be evaluated by a following equation, 

.JX 

E＝」主
x 

A 

2) 

ー.x 
where x is the value of the PSL, A the readout area (mmi), andl A the PSL density 

(PSL/mm2}. IP is a two-dimeqsional detector, therefore, the value pf A is necessary in 

Eq.(2). 

The readout area is fixed at 600mm2 in this experiment, thenl so the value of x is 

calculated as 0.167 PSL/mm2 if a 10% error is allowed (E = 0.1川Eq.(3)). Detection 

limits can be obtained by the 137Cs irradiated dose corresponding to tl吋valueof x, resulting 

in 0.48, 1.05 and 3.15 μSv annealed at 60,70, and 80℃， respejctively. These are 

considered sufficiently low in coμiparison with the detection limits ofやtherpassive integral 

dosemeters such as TLD, FGD, and OSLO; which are more than 10 μSゆ6，η
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V. 7. Beginners Training for Safe Handling of Radiation 
and Radioisotopes in Tohoku University 

Baba M., Miyata T., Iwata R., and Nakamura T. 

Cyclotron and Radioisotope Center, Tohoku University 

During 2002, the beginners training for safe handling of radiation and radioisotopes 

in Tohoku University was conducted in three courses as usual; 1) Radiation and Isotopes, 2) 

X-ray Machines and Electron Microscope, and 3) Synchrotron Radiation (SOR). The 

training was held twice a year, May and November, under the help for lectures and practice 

from various departments and research institutes of the university. 

Until 2001, the lecture was provided only in Japanese. Recently, however, the 

number of students and/or researchers who are not well acquainted with Japanese language 

is increasing. Therefore, from the training in last November, an English class was newly 

started for all courses, in which the lectures and texts are given in English. 

The training for ”Radiation and Radioisotopes”is for persons who use unshielded 

radioisotopes and accelerators, and has been conducted from 1977. The contents of 

lectures and practices are shown in Table 1. In the fiscal year of 2002, the training was 

performed for 557 persons (7 persons in the English class). The departments or institutes 

to which they belong are given in Table 2. 

The training for ”X-ray machines and electron microscopes" started at the end of 

1983. The training is scheduled twice a year at the same time as that for ”Radiation and 

Radioisotopes". In this course, only lectures are given with no practice. The contents of 

the lectures and the distributions of trainees are shown in Table 3 and Table 4, respectively. 

The number of trainees was 263 (6 in the English class). 

The training for the ”Synchrotron Radiation”began at the end of 1995. The 

contents of the lectures are the same as those of the radiation and radioisotopes but no 

practice. In 2002, the number of trainees of the SOR course was 83 (0 in the English 

class). 
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Table 1. Contents of the lectures and practices for safe handling of radiation and rac ~oisotopes in 2002 (same 
for both Japanese and English class). 

Lectures (one day) Hours 
Radiation physics and measuremen也
Chemistry of radioisotopes 1.( 

E仔ectsof radiation to human 1.( 

Radioloj?;ical protection ordinance 
Safe handling of radioisotopes 

Practice (one day) Hours 
Treatment of unsealed radioactive solution 4.( 
Measurement of surface contamination and decontamination l.C 
Measurement of gamma-rays and beta-ravs 2.( 

Table 2. Distribution of trainees for “radiation and radioisotopes”in 2002. 

Department Staff Student To阻l English class 

Medicine 13 105 118 
Dentistry 18 19 
Pharmacy 。 49 49 

Science 56 57 

Engineering 74 75 
Agriculture 。 103 103 

Research Institutes 7 74 81 4 

The others* 3 52 55 
Total 26 531 557 7 

• Graduate schools independent from faculties 

Table 3. Contents of the lectures for “X-ray machines and electron microscopes”i p 2002 for both Japanese 
(same for both Japanese and English class). 

Lectures (one day) Hours 

Safe handling of X-ray machines 
Radiological pro也ctionordinance o.~ 

VTR for safe handling of radiation and radioisotopes o.~ 

Table 4. Distribution of trainees for “X-ray machines and electron microscopes" in 20C 2. 

Department S凶ff Student Total English class 

Medicine 。 2 2 

Dentistry 2 3 

Science 17 18 

Engineering 5 110 115 

Research Institutes 8 110 118 6 

The others 2 5 7 

Total 18 245 263 6 
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Table 5. Distribution of trainees for “synchrotron radiation" in 2002. 

Department S也ff Student To也l

Medicine 。
Dentistry 。 2 2 
Pharmacy 6 7 
Science 。 18 18 

Engineering 。 35 35 
Research Institutes 19 20 

Total 2 81 83 
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v. 8. Radiation Protection and Management 

(1) Overview 

Miyata T., Baba M., and Watanabe N. • 

Cyclotron and Radioisotope Center, Tohoku Universiη 
Japan Rad句tionProtection Co., Ltd.• 

During the fiscal year of 2002, research and education in the center were conducted 

as active as usual. 

During the year, a special fund was provided by“Monbu-kagalkusho”（the Ministry 

of Education and Culture, Sports, Science and Technology) for repla~ement of the online 

radiation protection and management system ofα則C. The systemヤasabout eight years 

old and su首eredfrom malfunctions and rather slow system response.円hesystem consists 

of two parts; one is an online radiation monitoring system and the othe中oneis an admission 

management system to the controlled area. Both systems are comppsed of hard wares, 

mechanical or physical parts, and a computer system with software. 

In the occasion, the computer system and software were e$tirely replaced with 

modern ones while the hardware parts were left unchanged because the fund was rather 

limited and hardware parts looked still OK. After replacement in I Ma帥 toMay, the 

response time of the admission system was markedly improved and system reliability was 

also improved certainly. 

(2) Unsealed radio nuclides used in CYRIC 

The species and amounts of unsealed radio nuclides handled Jn CY悶Cduring the 

fiscal year of 2002 are summarized in Table I. The table includes t~e isotopes produced 

by the cyclotron as well as those purchased from the Japan Radio Isptope Association or 

taken over from other radioisotope institutes. 

(3) Monitoring of individual worker 

The仰 osuredoses of the wo蜘 sinα悶Cduring 2002 *e given in Table 2. 
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They were sufficiently less than the legal dose limit. 

(4) Monitoring of the workplace 

Radiation dose rates inside and outside of the controlled areas in CYRIC were 

monitored periodically and occasionally when needed. They were generally below the 

legal dose limit. Surface contamination levels of the floors inside the controlled areas 

were measured with a smear method and a survey meter method. They were below the 

legal regulation levels. 

(5) Wastes management 

The radioactive wastes delivered to the Japan Radio Isotope Association in 2002 

are shown in Table 3. The concentration of radioisotopes in the air released from the stack 

after filtration was monitored with stack gas monitors. The values on concen甘ationof 

radioactive nucleides were lower than the legal regulation levels. The radioactive water 

was stocked in the tanks at least for 3 days and then released to the sewerage after 

confirming that the concentration was lower than the legal regulation levels. Radioactive 

organic scintillator waste of 450 litter was treated by incinerator provided by Fuji-kogyo 

Co.Ltd. 

Table 1. Unsealed radioisotopes used in each building of CYRIC during 2002. 
(a) Cyclotron Building (kBq) 

Group 1,2 Group 3 
uc 266,710,800.000 
13N 1,000.000 

Total 。 To阻1 266,711,800.000 

(b) Radio-isotope Building (kBq) 

Group 1,2 Group 3 
90Sr 421.080 uc 4,058,900.000 
的Co 706.250 32p 1,159,677.926 
137Cs 6,848.200 蜘 'Tc* 1,673,300.000 
ssFe 30,128.000 
槌Ge 134,554.000 
1251 232,454.200 

Total 405,111,650.000 To回l 5,218,577.926 

*In the“8・rayanalysis" room 
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Group4 
14c 370.000 
1sF 993,993,900.000 
JH 178,464.400 

Total 994,172,734.400 

Group4 
14c 48,784.500 
tsF 285 ,272,065.000 
3H 2,273,639.019 

To阻l 287 ,594,488.2519 



(c) Research Building (kBq) 

Group 1,2 

Total P-Group 3 

28,712,000.000 

28,712,000.000 
片岡一

Group4 

1,998,000.000 

1,998,000.000 。

Table 2. Occupational radiation exposures at CYRIC during the fiscal year of 2002. 

Dose range (mSv) 

No measurable exposure 

Less than 1.0 
1.0 to 2.0 
2.0 to 3.2 
Total number of pe悶onsmonitored 

Numbe~ of individuals 

38 
9 

49 

Table 3. Radioactive wastes delivered to the Japan Radioisotope Association in 20021. 

Wastes type Wastes Container Number 

Solids 

Combustible type I ・ 50 Q drum 

Combustible type II 50 Q drum 

Incombustible (compressible) 50 Q drum 

Animal ca陀asses 50 Q drum 

Liquids 

Inorganic liquids 25 Q PE bottle 

Type I :Cloths and papers made of natural cellulose. 
Type II :Combustion plastics such as polyethylene and polypropylene. 
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VI. PUBLICATIONS 
(January2＇α'J2 -December 21α沼）

β43] Imaging of Ischemic but Viable Myocardiwn Using a New l乍labeled2-Nitroimidazole 
Analog, 18F-FRP170. 
Tomohiro Kaneta, Y oshihiro T紘ai,Yu肱aKagaya, Y wiko Y arnane，問roakiWada，陥舗hiro
Yuki, Ren 抑制，MichihikoTsuji阻止ShokiT御 hashi,Shogo Yamada. 
J. Nucl. Med., 43 (2αロ~ HJJ-116. 

[544] Aαse of dementia with Lewy加dies:a clinico-pa由ologicalstudy. 
且Arai,s.阻guchi,M回guchi,N. 0陥mura,S.胎 I乱 M Itoh, R W. Shin, J. Q. Tri吋釦owski, 
H.Sa錨ki.
Review Series DEMF,Nπ4, 1（：笈X>2)14-15. 

開句 D回：ignof an all-permanent-ma伊etECR ion so町田 at血eCyclotron and Radioisotope 
Center. 
A. Yamazaki, M. Fuji包，ET倒iaka,T. Shinoz・味a,T. Yokoi, T.白awa,H. T祖国ka
Review of Scientific lnstrun信仰，73（笈脱）589-591.

[546] The Role of the Basal Forebrain in Epis剖icMemory Retrieval: A 防御＇ODB凶羽on
Tomogr百.phy由1dy.
Toshika飽uF吋ii,Jiro Okuda, Takashi Ts味iura,Hiroya Oh包ke，悶mM町a,Reiko Fuka包u,Kyoko 
S田 ukiRyuta Kawashima，陥泊toshiItoh，阻roshiFukuda, A回1shiY amadori. 
New・vlma.ge,15 （笈股：）501・508.

[547] A combined loop-SPE me・出oclfor白.eautoma包dpreparation of [11C]doxepin. 
R 抑制，c.両氏ali,A.Bo伊i,K. y加泊，M Kato, T. Ido, K. Ishiwata. 
J. Label. Compd. Radiop,加rm.,45 （笈股）271勾 a

[548] [18同日uorome血.yl凶flate,a novel and reactive [18F]fluorome血yl組ngagent preparation and 
appli叫 onto the on-column prepm泌onof [18F]fluorocholine. 
Renlw翻，OaudioPciscali, Anna Bo伊i,Shozo Furumoto, Kazunori Tera組組，K沼刷koYanai. 
Appl. Radial. /sot., 57 (2α)2) 347-352. 

[549］民signand四yn血：esisof fluorine-18 labeled matrix me包lloproteinaseinhibito：抱負：＞r伽 m
imaging. 
Shozo Furumoto, Ren Iwa組事Ta包uoldo.
ょLabel.Compd. Radiopharm., 45 (2α)2) 975-986. 

β50] G釧 ow-Tellerma凶xelemen~宅 inIi俳tnuclei and ( p, n) cr1脇田ctionsat E p = 35 MeV. 
H.αihara, A. Terakawa, K. It.oh, H. S田 uki,K Kumagai, Y. Kikuchi, G. C. Jon, K Ishii, T. Niizeki, 
H. Sagawa, H. Ohnurna. 
Physics letters, B 539 （笈脱）4045.

[551] New fast-neutron time-of-flight facilities at CYRIC. 
A. Terakawa, H. S四 uki,K. Kumagai, Y.阻kuchi,T. Uekt胤 T.Uemori, H. Fi吋isawa,N. 
Sugimoto, K Itoh, M Baba, H.αihara, K Maeda 
Nuclear Instruments and Methods in Physics Research, A 491 （：笈脱）419-425. 
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[552］町制 ofangiotensin converting enzyme凶 bitionon my1 atdiaI phosphoi閥的

metabolism vi釦ali剣 wi血 1-[l-11Q-butyryl・2・凶mitoyl-rac-glyrerol h叶vocardial凶arcti側面

白erat. 
Yu包kaKagaya，地縮iobuαrida,Y oshio h凶 ori,Ryou F吋ii,Shigetq N加山.chi,Morihiko 
Takeda, Yuriko Yamane, Hiroki O凶止 JunWa国iabe,Mi包四nasa~hi, Fu凶alciTezu陥，
Ta包uoIdo, Kunio Shirato. 
Eur.JNucl.ル1ed.,29 (2α)2) 1516-1522. 

[5.お］ Ex.ci削onfunctions of proton induced nu.cl伺rreactions on雫b!from 30 to 70 MeV. 
Implic組onfor the produC'伽 of82Sr and other medically凶po削 tRb and Sr radioi仰向・

Tatsuo Ido, Alex Hennanne, Ferenc Di凶，Zol伽 Sziics,lmre陥 hunka,Fertnc T：紘釦yi.
Nuclear Instruments and Methods1 in P.め）$たl'Research, B 194 （笈胞）369司38.

β54] Proton single-p訓 clestreng白血19fm郷 町・eelvia ( d, n) reaction. 
A. Terakawa, Rα泊ara,M Oura, M Hosaka, T. Tohei, T. N紘agawa,J.T:
K. Hosomi, K. Ishii, G. C. Jon, K Mim丸組dROhnuma.
Physical Review C“，α胤 313（：笈脱）．

β5司 PIXEelemental analysis of drinking water supplies. 

胞u,A.N:制民

R Yamazaki, K. Ishii, Y. T伽 hashi,Ts. Arnartaivan, S.油 国yama,T. Saゆ，S.Sugihara, K. Sera 
and G. C. Jon. 
仇ternationallowηalofP灰E，ロ（3&4),2002,200-216. 

β5伺 P医Eanalysis of traαh回.vyme包lsin river and旬pwaters凶泊gan
ion-exchange rellu同efil飽rpaper.
Ts.Amm匂ivan,K.Ishii, RY amazaki, Y :r紘ahashi,S.Ma包uyama,T.Satoh, 
S.Sugihara K.Katoh Y.Komori and H.αihara. 
International Journal of PIXE.，ロ（3&4),2α)2,217-224. 

問耐巴lim町 Meru句UJi :nt of世ielow en detecti 
de卸 torおrP以EApplication.
M. Rodriguez, T. Y onezawa, K. I~凶， S.Ma包uyama,H. Yamazaki, T. Saoto,r Is. 
Amat租ivan,S. Sugihara, A. Tan紘a,K. Kato, Y. Komori. 
/nternat臼nalJowηalof PIXE.，ロ（笈脱）71-78. 

関8] Analysis of Trace Level thorium and Uranium in DI百inagefrom a Ra~oisotope 

l..abol'a'旬ryby Particle-Induced X-ray Emission. 

回romichiYamazaki, Keizo Ishii, Y oshinori T紘ahぉ：hi,Shigeo Ma包uyama,

Takahiro Satoh and Hikonojohαihara. 

Jowwl of Nuclear Science andηc加わ1gy,supplement 3, （：笈股）Sf>0-563.

[559] Se-atom incorpo：凶onin fullerene by using nu伽 recoilan仙凶~MD抑制ons.
T.Oh包此i,K. Ohno, K. Shiga, Y. Kaw.位。e,H. Yuki. 
Physical Rei加 vB 65, 073402-( 14) （：笈股）．

鎖的1Charged－戸rticleactivation analysis of oxygen in 
for fiber-amplifiers. 
K.Shikano, Y.Nishida, K.Kobayashi, T.Kanamori, MShim国J,K.1'必sumoto,IT.Oh包此i.
J. Radioanal. Nucl. Chem., 253 (21α)2) 25-29. 
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β61] In民：rtionof foreigrトatomsin fullerenes by nucl伺rrecoiland血eirh⑪剖m凶ation.
T.Oh包味i,KO加0.

TheBulle1政iofぬ ClusterSc』enceand Technology, 5 （笈脱）23・29.

β62] Comb泊eelanalysis ofαF Tau levels and [1231] Iodoamphe回nineSP区オ凶凶ldco伊itive
im開innent加がic組onsfor a novel predictor of Alzheimer's dise笛 e.
Okamura N, Arai民陥ruyamaM，日guchiM，陥也凶T,Tanji H, Seki T，阻凶H，αribaH,
ltohM,S鎚a組H.
Am.J.Pshc励"It.,159(2α>2)47科目'16.

(56.l］百ieRole of the B笛dForebrain in Episodic Memory Re佐ieval:A Po蜘 onB凶ssion
TomogrョphyS旬dy.
同iiT., Okuda J., Tsukiura T., Oh包keH., Miura R, Ftホa包uR,Suzu組K,Kawashima R, ltoh M, 
Fukuda H., Y amadori A. 
治 uroimage，白（笈X>2)501-508. 

β64] End吋ing-rela旬db凶nae制 tyduringd回:pprocessing of veめdmaterials: a P町蜘dy.
F吋iiT., Okuda J., Ts出iuraT.,Oh匂keH., Suzuki M, Kawashima R, ltoh M，印刷.daH.,
YamadoriA. 
八台urosciRes., 44 （笈脱）429-438.

［節句問責erentialco伊itivee町民包ofeb制限組d( + )-chlorphe凶ramine凪h制御釦bjec包：
∞町elationbetween cogrritive im阿nnentandplぉm伽 .gconc印刷on
Tagawa M, Kano M, Okamura N.，阻guchiM，油国daM, Mizuki Y ., Arai H.，同iiT., 
Komemushi S., Itoh M, S俗akiH.Wa加国民T.,YanaiK 
Br.J. α的.Pharmacol., 53 （：笈胞）~込304.

［罰則 Brainm柳 1ingofmuぉle-b凶n帥 raction伽也事chewingby SPM analysis: AFDG-PET 
飢ldy.
R嗣rnaruH., ltoh M, Tashiro M, Wa踊nabeM
Brain lmagin Using PET: edited by S叫 aMK加uraY,Hぽscovi舵hP.Acadei凶cPti鰯 New
York,20但，pp.269・275.

［初］ How does Yoga affect the b~且
Itoh M, Singh L N., Y創naguchiK, Miyake M, Wa加tukiS., Jeong M 
J Int. Soc. lijを砂1rm.Sci., 20 (2002) 473-479. 

(5(,8] Ne町側iatomiαIco：汀・elatesof low加dyweight in Alzheimer's di民蹴：aP町蜘dy.
Hu X., Okamura N., Arai H., Higuchi M, ~ゐruyamaM, Itoh M, Yamaguchi K, Sasaki H. 
Fヤvg.胎・uropsychopharmacol.Biol. Psychiatry, 26 （：笈胞） 1285-1289. 

[569] Time-dependent contribution d血ehippocam凶complexwhen児membe巾g血e戸st:a 
P町説udy.
Ts此iuraT., Fujii T., Okuda J., Oh阻keH., Kawashima R, ltoh M, Fukuda H., Y amadori A. 
地 uroreport.,13 （：笈股.）2319-2323. 

[570] Roles of凶御minein regu凶 onofaro凶aland co伊ition:functional neuroimaging of 
MねmineH1児ceptors泊humanbrain. 
T邸：hiroM, Mochizuki H., Iwabuchi K, S紘uradaY., Itoh M, Wa加国民T.,Y創taiK
life Sci., 72 （＇.笈脱） 409-4014.
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VII. MEMBERS OF COMMITTEE （鎚ofJan. 1, 2003) 

General 

（αiairman) Hikon吋o Ori hara (CYRIC) 

Katsuto Nakatsuka (Vise President) 

Osamu Hashimoto (Graduate School of Science) 

Hiroshi Kudo (Graduate School of Science) 

Akira Takahashi (Graduate School of Medicine) 

Nobuhiro Tak油邸hi (Graduate School of Dentistry) 

Yasushi Ohizumi (Faculty of Pharmaceutical Sciences) 

Katsunori Abe (Graduate School of Engineering) 

Teruo Miyazawa (Graduate School of Agricultural Science) 

Kazuhiko Nishitani (Graduate School of Life Science) 

lsamu Sato (Institute for Materials Research) 

Hiroshi Fukuda (In副知tefor Development, Aging andαncer) 

Yukio Noda (lnsti削除ofMultidisciplinary Research for 
advanced Materials) 

Syogo Yamada (University Hospi阻I)

Jirohta Kasagi (Laboratory of Nuclear Science) 

Tatsuo Ido (CYRIC) 

Masatoshi ltoh (CYRIC) 

Mamoru Baba (CYRIC) 

Ren Iwata (CYRIC) 

Tsutomu Shinozuka (CYRIC) 

Keizo Ishii (Graduate School of Engineering) 

Takashi Nakamura (Graduate School of Engineering) 

(Radiation Safety Committee, Research 
Promotion Council) 

Tetsuya Ono (Radiation Safety Committee, Research 
Promotion Council) 
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Masatoshi Itoh (CYRIC) 

Hiroyasu Hasegawa (Director-Gene凶，Ad中i凶S仕組on
Bureau) 

Makoto Sugawara (Head of Administrati~n Office, 
Graduate School of Information Science:Observer) 

Research Program 

(Chairman) Takashi Nakamura (Grad附 S伽 old吋gineering)

Tatsuo Ido (CYRIC) 

Masatoshi Itoh (CYRIC) 

Mamoru Baba (CYRIC) 

Ren Iwata (CYRIC) 

Tsutomu Shinozuka (CYRIC) 

Osamu Hashimoto 

Tsutomu Se kine 

Kazuhiko Yanai 

Akira Takahashi 
(Graduate School of ：：：：：：：：~ 

Katsunori Abe (Graduate School of 

Keizo Ishii (Graduate School of 

lsamu Sato 

Kazuo Kubo旬

Syoki Tak油ashi (University Hospital) 

Jirohta Kasagi (Laboratory of NuclearjScience) 

Cyclo仕on

(Chairman) Osamu Hashimoto (Graduate School of S 'ence) 

Toshio Kobayashi (Graduate School of S ence) 

Satoru Kun ii (Graduate School of S 'ence) 

Tsutomu Se kine (Graduate School of S 'ence) 

Kazushige Maeda (Graduate School of S ience) 

Hirokazu Tamura (Graduate School of S 'ence) 

Keizo Ishii 
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Takashi Nakamura (Graduate School of Engineering) 

Akira Hasegawa (Graduate Sch.ool of Engineering) 

lsamu Sato (Institute for Materials Research) 

Minoru lssiki (Institute of Multidisciplinary Research for 
advanced Materials) 

Tsutomu O包uki (Laboratory of Nuclear Science) 

Tatsuo Ido (CYRIC) 

Masatoshi ltoh (CY悶C)

Ren Iwata (CYRIC) 

Mamoru Baba (CYRIC) 

Tsutomu Shinozuka (CYRIC) 

Atsuki Terakawa (CYRIC) 

Mashiro 町i旬 (CYRIC) 

Masayasu Miyake (CYRIC) 

Radiation Protection細 dTraining of Safe Hancll泊g

(Chairman) Takぉhi Nakamura (Graduate School of Engineering) 

Hiroshi Kudo (Graduate School of Science) 

Yoshihiko Uehara (Graduate School of Medicine) 

Tsutomu Araki (Graduate School of Pharmaceutical 
Sciences) 

Keizo Ishii (Graduate School of Engineering) 

Toshiyasu Yamaguchi (Graduate School of Agricultural Science) 

Kazuhir。 Togawa (Graduate School of Agricultural Science) 

Masayuki Hasegawa (Institute for Materials Research) 

Hiroshi Fukuda (Ins帥包forDevelopment, Aging and Can旬。
Yoshihiro Takai (University Hospi組1)

Tatsuo ldo (CYRIC) 

Mamoru Baba (CYRIC) 
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Life Science 

(Chainn加） Tatsuo ldo (CY悶C)

Yas凶tlto ltoyama (Graduate School of edicine) 

Kazuie Iinuma (Graduate School of edicine) 

Syogo Yamada (Graduate School of edicine) 

Reizo Shirane (Graduate School of edicine) 

Masahiko Yamamoto (Graduate School of edicine) 

Makoto Watanabe (Graduate School of 

Nori mi chi Nakaha旬

Keizo Ishii (Gr仙紙紬ooloff ngineering) 

Takぉhi Nakamura (Graduate School of 

Satoshi Yokota (Graduate School of 

Kazuo Yamamoto 
(Graduate s：：~I：；：巴：：Science)

Hiroshi Fukuda (Insti削除for Aging and Cancer) 

Kazuo Kubota 

Junichi Gotoh 加niversityH 

Shin Maruoka (College of Medical ences) 

Masatoshi Itoh (CY悶C)

Kei-ichiro Yamaguchi (CYRIC) 

Yoshihito Funaki (CYRIC) 

Prevention of Radiation H鋸紅白

（αtainnan) Takashi Nakamura (Graduate School of ngineering) 

Osamu Hashimoto (Graduate School of ience) 

Tsutomu Sekine (Graduate School of S ience) 

Keizo Ishii (Graduate School of gineering) 

Tatsuo ldo (CYRIC) 

Mamoru Baba (CY悶C)

Tsutomu Shinozuka (CYRIC) 

Tadashi Sasaki (CYRIC) 

Takamoto Miyata (CY悶C)
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VIII. STAF官（ぉofJan. 1, 2003) 

D廿ector Hikonojo Ori hara 

Division of Accelerator 

Osamu Hashimoto I) 

Tsutomu Shinozuka 

Takuya Endo 

Toru Miyake 

Masahiro Fujita 

Eiji Tanaka 

Shizuo Kan6) 

Shizuo Chiba6) 

Yasuaki Ohmiya6) 

Naoto Takahashi 6) 

Di'吋sionof Instr百mentations

Hikon吋o Ori hara 

Keizo Ishii2> 

A臼uki Terakawa 

Hiroshi Suzuki 

Sho-ichi Watanuki 

Yukihiro Oishi 

Division of Racliopharmaceutical Chemistry 

Tatsuo Ido 

Ren Iwata 

Y oshihito Funaki 

Valdes, Gonzales Tania 

Syozou 

Hideo 

Furumoto 

Takahashi 
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Yo-ichi Ishikawa?> 

Di吋sionof Cyclotron Nuclear Medicine 
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Yan泊4)

Yamaguchi 

Itoh 

Miyake 

Di吋sionof Radiation Protection and Safety Control 

Mamoru 

Takashi 

Takamoto 

Noboru 

Baba 

Nakamura2> 

Miyata 

Watanabe?) 

Graduate Student and Resea民:her

Tetsu Sonoda 

Tomokazu Suzuki 

Gotoh Atsushi 

Kazuaki Kumagai 

Yu-ji Kikuchi 

Nao ya Sugimoto 

Naoto Nakagawa 

Hiroshi Kitagawa 

Katsuyuki T飢 aka

Aiko Ono 

Megumi Maeda 

Md. Mehedi Masud 

Laxmi N. Singh 

Manm凶 Suzuki

Sabina Khond k訂

Y oshiriro Chida 

Honda Goh 

(Graduate School of司cience)

(Graduate School of司cience)

(Graduate School of S~ience) 

(Graduate School of S~ience) 

(Gradua低School,Di樹∞

(G:凶 uateSchool, Di樹 m

(G凶 uateSchool, Di対話onQfAuumace凶αiScienres) 

(Graduate School, Divjision of Medicine) 

(Graduate School, Divjision of Medicine) 

(Graduate School, Divjision of Medicine) 

(Graduate School, Divjision of Medicine) 

(Graduate School, Divlision of Medicine) 

(Graduate School, Div!ision of Medicine) 
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Naoki Kawata (Graduate School of Engineering) 

Masayuki Hagiwara (Graduate School of Engineering) 

Naoya Hirabayashi (Graduate School of Engineering) 

Toshiro I toga (Graduate School of Engineering) 

Hiroshi Yashima (Graduate School of Engineering) 

Syunsuke Yon泊 (Graduate School of Engineering) 

Office S旬賀

Makoto Sugawara 

Tadashi S鎚紘i

Akihiro Matsuya 

Kyoko Fuiisawa 

Junko Matsuno 

Fumiko Mayama 

Mitsuko Endo 

Yu-ko Yamashita 

Keietsu Aizawa 

Kie tu Tak油ashi 

Yuri Okumura 

Noriko Suzuki 

問miko Abe 

Toshiyuki Watanabe7) 

1) Graduate School of Science 
2) Gradua胞Schoolof Engin伺巾g
3) Institute for Materials Res伺rch
4) Gradua低Schoolof Medicine 
5) Institute for Development, Aging加 d臼nαr
6) SUMI-JU Accelerator Service L凶．
7) Japan Radiation Protection臼.，L凶．
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